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SimimiÉm >; 
Elvis is l,OOOth singles chart-topper 

King wins 

historié 

crown 

shops, has now spawned 1,000 

d!Ssone in the h's The legendary artist's re-issued see him achieve the l.OOOth num- One Night, which originaJIy hit the ber one. "It is a great tribute to an top in 1959, rephced The King's icomcartist,"addsStory. ^ 
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Charlie Simpson and his cmo rock theZZlgwelT'3' "W",bCr5 
band Finlitstar emharked on their In the meantime, Simpson's release their début single on 

rssrsrss, announcement of Busted's split at with gigs at a mix of headline club album is due in the summcr, P Ail three ex-membGrs of likes of Taking Back Sunday and on the Sandwich Leg impnnt, 

are expected to appear following Week a year ago - with Dan Haigh, and New Rhodes. ^ 

Leaders oftheUKmusic 
industry convenefora 
"virtual" round table to 
discussthe impact of 
digital music p6 

to tlifî top 
US newcomers top year-end Music Week offers its 
album sales to help annual guide to the Cannes 
Universal to dominate conférence, includmg 
2004 corporate looks at indie labels and 
market shares pl3 CD pressing 

Singles: ESvlsPresley 
Airplay; Kylîe Rtegue 

dziMÊailzzMaâLËL'J 22.01.05/E4.25 



a 'In effect it seems, whiie singles have 
slîd they liave been replaced by albums 
- Editorial, p26 

To read ail the 
news as it 
happens each 
day, log on to 
musicweelcGom 

• The IFPI is holding a briefing to © Robbie Williams led more ti unveil its second digital music report dozen acts to sales glory across on Wednesday. Chairman and CEO Europe in December, after his 
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News 

News is edited by Paul Wiiliarr 
Mushrooming demand for U2's Atomic album lands 
them biggest UK-sourced overseas album of 2004 

U2 dismantle rivais 

to top overseas list 

by Paul Williams U2 effortlessly dismantled the opposition in 2004, to top Music Week's annual survey of the biggest UK-sourced albums globally for 
UK albums overseas 

lie An Atomic Bomb raced to 7.5m sales outside the UK by the enTof 2004 to almost double the total 

Sï 
New project to mark 

minister's Midem visit 

tlie Top 50 in the US where it 

rsiX^%^eb,uitri 

cut-off point to make the latest Top 10 being 0.9m in 2004 corn- 

THE MUSIC WEEK PLAYLIST 

Having first 
MW playlist Natalie flrmly 



For the full Brits 2004 nominations 
list, see musicweek.com 

Club Anlhems 2005 (gold) 

Diverse rester helps Universal te corne eut on top 

Majors in battle to 

head Brits shortlist 

Key sponsors to back 

Music Week awards 
TV, AOL and PPL liave signed up as premium MUSICWEEK 

by Jim Latkin Universal lias risen to the top of the Brits nominations table, despite the merger of ils two closest rivais 
Thanks to acts sui Snow Patrol and U2, Universal has secured 23 UK and international 

Corporatebreakdown 

achieved by Sony BMG. In 2004, Sony and BMG won 29 nomina- 

SeThy^r, by each of 
s. That is A healtTy sigiTfor 

tof^^t^nno^L^ntto 

daim 58% of ail nominations, also in the ninninc thanks^o the 

sponsors for the Mnsic Week Awards 2005 in Association With Vodafone live!. Of the premium sponsors, MTV overseen by Peacock, Ml back the A&R award for th '  id year, wlnle PPL wili support the award for best radio station for the first time. In turn, AOL will sponsor the record 
is presented for tlie first time. The other award sponsors to be signed up to date are Sanctuary Studios, whicli will 

officiai printer for tlie event will be CMCS. Détails of tlie sponsorships conte as deadlines approach for a string of awards. Entries need to be in by this Friday for awards in tlie best UK marketing campaign, best international marketing campaign, best catalogue marketing campaign, best TV 

Universal sells mail-order division ssr sP" 
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©'For digital to overtake physical will take 
some time - but it is inévitable' - 
Midemnet digital spécial, p6-9 
_r  

Commercial radio unités for 

all-day tsunami fund-raiser 

In what is being billed as the coun- try's;single biggest radio broad- 

at 6am and is being carried by an 
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UK Radio Aid chainnan, was last week finalising the DJ line-up, guests and programming along 

pro^rLme^ec^MAA^o^ ny, Chrysalis group Itead of pro- grammes Pete Simmons, Virgin 

SrSEs"- Td be disappointed if we didn't make seven figures," he says. 
it claimed five of 2004's 10 ' 

number thrée on the BiHhourd 
release in February and is part of 

sssr 

donate money for the appeal. Ail money raised by Radio Aid mil be 
infrastructure for children hit by 

[!S indie heavyweight 

isreadyforUK launch 

MINDER MU SIC 
attending M IDE M 

Légitimité UggerH 
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excited about the subscription model. With ail due respect to the partners developing it, no-one bas yet spent marketing ftmds of any real significance on it. Its a great model to bundle with internet access, and with portability and mobile phones, especially in a 3G ' ' the sub- 

As the business préparés to gather at Midem, Music Week convenes a 
"virtual" round table of industry captains to discuss how the likes of 
digital delivery, P2P and legitimate bootlegs will change the face of music 

Round the table 

with the globe's 

key players 

DIGITAL PROJECTIONS Music Week: How soon do you believe revenues from digital deliv- ery will begin to rival and/or over- take tbose from the 
Eric Nicoli, chairman, EMI Group (EN): "Digital revenues will cer- tainly not overtake physical sales in the foreseeable future - evcn the 
digital revenues at 25% of the industr/s revenue mix in 2008. However, the steep growth curve of the digital business and the fact that consumers and big-brand businesses alike are showing new and strong demand for digital 
exciting time for ail of us in the music business." 
6 MUSICWEEK 2201,05 

Thomas Hesse, président, global digital business, Sony BMG Music Entertainment (TH): "For digital to overtake physical will take some time. But in the long run, its inévitable. We are looking to reach 
two ycars. Beyond that timeframe it's very hard to make prédictions." Paul-Reiie Albertini, président, Warner Music International (PRA); "It is difficult to predict at this point when digital sales will have a meaningful effect on revenues. However, the accelerated growth of electronic distribution will con- tinue and we expect that digital " mobile. vill st impact as soon as 2006." Martin Bandier, chairman and CEO, EMI Music Publishing (MB): Tin not sure that digital sales will ever 

experience which cannot be dupli- cated online. That being said, 1 think the incrémental growth should be somewhere in the 25% arca by 2008." Brad Duea, global président, Nap- ster (BD): "Digital services such as Napster have already reconnected many people who had either become detached from buying records or who had gone to the illégal sites. It would be foolish to put a hard and fast date on when digital will outperform the other revenue and distribution models, but it is quite possible within the next fîveyears." 
Apple's track-by-track download model IS the most successful to 

date, but what do you believe will be the prédominant model in the future - track-by-track, or Nap- ster-style subscription? EN: "The beautyof a digital market place is that it allows individual consumers to easily seek and find services that suit their interests and their wallet. So pay-per-track will have a market place, as will the emerging subscription services. We are also pretly sure that these are carly stage business models and that many new digital music and entertainment services will be developed to serve the needs of so many différent interests. Personal- ising your music listening patterns has already become well estab- lished and will only grovv as new options are developed," TH; "Currently, downloads still dwarf subscriptions. But I am 

;vel as downloads in tl 

Both models présent a variety of appealing alternatives for consumers. Sales of single-track downloads continue to increase and we feel that subscription services will play an increasingly important rôle in the online mix." MB: "The great thing about music listening is that it can be personalised. Whatever individu- els will want, be it subscription streaming service or track-by- track, is soraething that they will let us know. I think record compa- nies need to serve their consumers, who have now said they want legitimate online music delivery and are prepared to pay a fair price 
For digital to overtake 
physical will take 
some time - but it 
is inévitable Thomas Hesse, Sony BMG Music 
What do you believe are the impli- cations of these two différent mod- els - the "one fee, all-you-can-eat" model, and the unbundling of the album concept - to the économies of the record and music business looking forward? Alain Levy, chairman and CEO, EMI Music (AL): 'A concern I have with the question is that it présumés ail music has the same value to ail consumers - that it is reaily a com- modity to be priced in a way that ignores the unique value of différ- ent artists and différent perform- ances to différent members of the buying public. This is simply wrong - différent consumers value différent services differently, and will ultimately be prepared to pay a fair price for having their parlic- ular needs met. Very few people know what to do with the 700,000 plus tracks that are offered as part 
feels like indigestion in the mak- ing. New services are already in place that help direct you to artists and tracks unique to your own areas of interest - often through sharing common expériences with others who have tastes similar to your own. Further, there might be services that offer sneak previews 

. tracks and ringtunes for your cell phones jusl to mention two ideas currently under development. There arc consumers who will personall)' value these services differently and be prepared to pay at différent 



Create, improvise, Remix 
Eiihaoced Music for CDs and downloads 
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New Technology New Opportunities 
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Debating at MW's virtual round table 

P"tthe ^v-and forced to 
tO ness model 
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MUS1C WEEK AT ditjrt.il music Siemens), Salurday. Panel: Graeme Jauttan Spalter MIDEMNET Moderator: Ajax ttiomas Hcsse JanuaryëZ Ferquson (Snocap). 
s/ni Scott, Music Wcck {Sony BMG Music MJ0-I530 (Vodafone), Bave 
12.00-U00 Cuvïltier (Fnac). (MTV P2P ravolirtion Networks), Craig Phase Two- BradDuea Networks), Talai Moderator Martin Palmer (Gracenole), Reshaping (Napster). Leslio Stiamoon Talbot. Music Wee*: PaulSanders tlic face of Goldlng (M2Y/ (Intertrost). exccirlire editor (Playloudcr MSP), 

involved. We believe the digital world should not adversely affect tliis for us in music publishing." PRA: "We're always interested in expanding our iclationship with arlists and feel that as long as the record companies can demon- strate value in other areas, then tliere will be opportunity to collab- orate beyond the recorded master." AL: The growth of digital services 
world for artists and music com- panies alike. There are literally hundreds of new digital service companies ail looking for rights, exclusives, art clearances, e-com- merce opportunities and so on. Décisions by artists on ail of these requests woul ply overwhelming i time to evaluate and respond, or they would just throw up their hands and miss important oppor- tunities to serve their fans and their own 'brand' development. Given this reality, the relationship :n artists and mus ' 
provided both look to add unique value to one another. Music corn- TH: panies must develop the compe- merc tencies to both advise and manage long- 
for the artists in a manner that best serves their development and growth according to the unique image they are seeking to creale 

for themselves. There will always be those who feel they can or want to do it ail on their own - which is fine - but this will be increasingly 
How do you see artist contracts evolving over the coming years to reflect the changes in business models? AL: "Artist contracts must always reflect the value of the services the music companies bring to them. The artists' needs are changing in the complex world of expanding digital services. At the same time, the digital world ofiers us ail much more instantaneous insight into 

derful opportunity to use their knowledge and skills to assist in the planning and growth of artists' careers. AU of these new expres- jf value to artists will play in the e" n of ni 

partnership for both es are achieved by : transparency in the 

PRA; "As the lechnology to distrib- ute music digitally and in the physical médium evolves, so will the relationship between artist and record Company. I think that wc will continue to collaborate 
MB: "As I said earlier, nîost artist/ songwriter contracts are geared toward album deliveiy. Clearly, if the model changes in the digital world, the contracts will be altered, both fi-om an économie and deliv- ery-commitment standpoint." 
BUYÏNGTHEBOOTLEG Equally, what impact do you feel propositions such as legitimate bootlegs - which allow live concert attendees to order a recording of the gig they are about to see, and have the music delivered to them either digitally or on a physi- cal format at the end of the gig - 
The relationship 
between artists and 
music companies 
should become even 
stronger, provided both 
look to add unique 
value toeach other Alain Levy, EMI Music 

will have on traditional labels? AL: "At a price thaï reflects tl enormous value of such a 
fi-om a concert, this is an awesome 
panies and publishers alike." TH: "You have to look at this in more détail. We feel that anything the consumer wants should be made available and will boost enjoyment and consumption of music - at the righl price. At the same time, we feel strongly that it should be the record label's rôle to deal in recorded music. Only by coordinating ail the moving pièces will the artist benefit most and will the whole business move on to healthier pastures." 
of having our music used in every format imaginable. If concert 
tion by taking home a légal, live version of the concert they just witnessed, it can only be good 
companies get paid." 
THE FUTURE OF RADIO What rôle do you see radio playing in the future? How important do 
which offer the potential to down- load tracks as they are played on digital radio stations will be? TH: "1 think that digital radio with 

a so-called "buy button' will be a great proposition to the consumer - buying a song when you listen to it on the radio, and digital lechnol- ogy discussed as we speak will make this possible." MB; I believe radio has always 
the marketing and promotion of recorded music. While in some places the playlists are so limited that the music becomes répétitive, we must consider that répétition is often the driver of hits. Internet radio will grow to serve more and more genres of music, but I would caution the record companies not to forgo the hit radio concept, as 

enues - one of our main sources of 
PRA: "Digital radio is an exciting advancement that offers con- sumers benefits, including increased fidelity and more expo- sure to music. As long as there are adéquate protections in place to 
digital radio reccivers from wide- spread piracy, digital radio has tremendous opportunity to pro- vide consumera an exciting way to 

hands off 

'with Share! you décidé who iistens to your music. Expérience it hands-on, at MIOEM stand 21.15 

Share! is revolutionising the way pre-release and promotional music is distributed. It works by transporting 
your music through a secure digital distribution chain that you control. You choose who Iistens to your music, 
who downloads it and who passes it on. 
Like to stop worrying about your music falling into the wrong hands? 

Let's talk www.interoute.com Interoute 



Jackson 

Jackson Fonrgcaud produccr who started ont making house mnsic on the Pnnipkin label, but who caused a stir in 1998 with the self-financed four- track vinyl Sense Juice EP. It was 

Working under the naine The Computei- Band, Jackson followed this with another EP called Gourmet, which won him enough attention for Vanessa Paradis, Fend Kuti, Free Form Five and Shaun Chistopher to 

In 2003 Jackson really came to prominence with the release of Utopia, another four-track EP whose title track features a performance from Jackson's mother Paula Moore, who had a hit in the Ejghties with Valparaiso. The record was one of the most remarkable electronic releases of the year, combining so many différent styles it is difficult to classify, Now Jackson is preparing to release an album on Barclay in the spring, which, according to Vice magazine, ■promises to be the next step for electronic music". 

Chateau Flight 

Gilbert Cohen and Nicolas Chaix, aka Gilb'r and I:Cube, are the duo who make up electronic specialists Chateau Flight and their music is a smoky and seductive combination of breakbeats, jazz and techno. They met when Cohen was working as a radio scheduler and looking to develop his own label. Versatile Records. He wa; sent a demo tape Chaix had made, saw something in it and asked to meet, The two bcgan working together, releasing début EP Discobole and album Puzzle. They have also remixed 
10 MUSICWEEK 220105 

work by such French luminaries as Air and Stardust The new album, The Meal, is released in the UK today (January 17), with Cargo handling distribution and it lias becn given a boost with one ofthetracks, Superflight, being championed by Gilles Peterson. The album builds 
soulful element which promises a more uplifting listening experience. It also features collaborations with stars of the electronic scene, such as Bertrand Burgalat, Marie Daulne, Magic Malick and Shawn Lee. 

Protectionism and investment in the iive scene has 
resulted in a healthy French industry. By Jim Larkin 

The new 

entente 

cordiale 

It is almost 7am and a freezing dawn is breaking on the outskirts of Rennes. The Breton town is home to Les Transmusicales, the French équiva- lent of Glastonbury - except it is held indoors, in December and does not really get going until after midnight. Inside a cavernous aircraft hanger complex the ground is shaking to the sounds of Vitalic, a Ukrainian-born producer and DJ (and, if his press is to be believed, sometime maie prosti- tute). The resuit is an intriguing mixture of elec- tro, techno and rétro synth noises that sounds like nothing else. But what really grabs the attention is the reaction of the audience. Thousands of young French music fans who have been getting inebriated for the past 12 hours and who have danced their way through sets by the likes of Kraftwerk, Kasabian and Goldie Lookin1 Chain are going crazy for cutting- edge electronic music. 
utairm auu serves as a stara con- trast to those that stéréotypé audiences as restrained and conservative in their tastes. In fact, the French market has much in com- mon with the UK, from the pressures on sales to the perceîved threat of illégal downloading, the relative prosperity of the Iive scene and the fact that, in some genres at least, it produces some of the most groundbreaking acts around. But there are différences too, not least the French govern- ment's protectionist measures that offer genuine assistance to the domestic market. But this is not to say things are entirely rosy at the moment, according to the French équivalent of the BPI - the Syndicat National des Editions Phonographies (Snep) - which represents the major record companies and around 30 inde- pendent labels For director Hervé Rony, the mood is one of fragile optimism. "The feeling is not very good because sales continue to décliné - around 18% from January 2004 and more than feSOOm m two years," he says. "But for next year the main companies hope the market wilî dec me less - by 5-10%. And we hope also online es w11 S"110 merease significantly." 

French acts account for around 60% of total music sales in France, something that has changed significantly following the introduction of radio quotas for French-language music. Cur- rent top sellers are acts such as Michel Sardou, former tennis star Yannick Noah, Florent Pagny, Zazie, Calogero, urban act Tragédie and the ubiquitous U2. Established best-sellers, meanwhile, include Sardou, Johnny Hallyday, Celine Dion, Mylène Farmer and Jean-Jacques Goldman. The market has undergone a change in recent years, with pop music making a comeback at the expense of hip hop and electronic acts. This is due in no small measure to the French audience taking reality talent shows like The Star Acade- my and A La Recherche De La NouveUe Star to its heart in much the same way as Pop Idol and Famé Academy have been embraced in the UK. But if CD sales are suffering, the Iive scene is in relatively rude health, Live music is supported by the Centre National de la Chanson (CNV), a not-for-profit organisation that collects a 3.5% tax from ail box ofiiee transactions and uses this money to support live performances. More than €lOm was raised this way in 2004. It is spent in a variety of ways, from offering advances on income for promoters and artists to the develop- ment of festivals and training programmes for staff at small venues. CNV director Antoine Masure says, "The live music sector continues to be in good shape, especially if we compare it to the figures of the French record industry. Nevertheless, concert attendance in 2004 was probably lower than in 2003, this latter year being considered as an exceptional year. The CNV should, however, see more tax collected in 2004 compared to 2003, because of a botter organisation of the collection rather than a better market." The larger live events in France are generallv staged in venues called Zéniths. These are build- ings bmlt especially for live music, with capaci- ties ranging from 6,000 to 10,000. There are 10 m the country, with a further five expected to be overthe next three years. In addition, there are approximately 150 smaller venues with a 



Itey facts 

capacit)' beUveen 150 and 2,500 which regularly host live shows. There are three major festivals: Le Printemps de Bourges, held in Bourges in April; Les Eurockéennes, which takes place in Belfort in July; and the aforementioned Transmusicales. The latter was set up in 1979 by Jean Louis Brossard, who continues to run it. Brassard lias the air of a French Michael Eavis, an incredibly affable man whose enthusiasm for music shines through. He says there is a thriving local scene in Brittany, thanks mainly to the huge sludent pop- ulation, but the aim of the festival is not simply to give French bands an airing. "If I love the music then I want the bands here - I don't care where they corne from or whether they play hip hop or drum & bass. I love the fact people fly from LA to play 50 minutes here then go back." On another matter, illégal file sharing is seen to be seriously eating into record company prof- its. "It is the main problem," says Rony. "Snep has launched a strong lobbying campaign against free access to music. We have not hesitated to launch actions in court against individual file sharers. We have also signed a public co-opera- tion agreement with the Fédération of Internet Service Providers under the umbrella of the French government. The idea is to co-operate to educate people who illegally download music of the risks involved and to get real support from the ISPs in favour of the légal platforms." To this end, Rony notes the support that has been offered by the French authorities. "1 have to acknowledge that the French govemment supports our efforts to act against free music, to defend our rights and to promote légal access to the music. In particular, we won not only strong support from the Ministry of Culture but also the Ministry of Economie Affairs and Industry, which is traditionally doser to the télécoms industry." 

- Government support is a defining feature within the French market. With a range of organisations existing to support French music, ineludingthe Ministry of Culture-backed Centre d'Information et de Ressources pour les Musiques Actualles, which offers training and infonnation to ail in the industry, there are also a number of export bureaux around the world that promote French music internationaUy (the Lon- don office célébrâtes its fifth anniversary this year). Meanwhile, a combination of laws ensure that French artists have rights protection that is among the strongest in the world. But perhaps the most notable example of this support is the radio quota System, designed to protect the French language and also to support domestic artists. Introduced in 1996 then refined in 2000, the law dictâtes the amount of French-language music that must be played on three différent types of format. For adult radio the figure is 60%, for young adult radio it is 40% and for young radio it is 35%. There are also quotas determining the percentages of new releases and new talent, which are set at 10%, 20% and 25% respectively. Although extremely controversial upon its introduction, the quota System is now widely accepted by most in the industry. According to Rony, it has created "a spectacular virtuous cir- cle" whereby investment in new French acts has increased fivefold. Small wonder, therefore, that at least some within the UK industry are calling for similar quotas to be put in place by the BBC. One genre that particularly benefited from the quota System was French-language hip hop. According to figures from the French Music Bureau, France is now the second-biggest rap market in the world, with acts such as MC Solaar, NTM and Alliance Ethnik leading the way. In many respects, the market is a French-language echo of the US scene, with East Coast/West 

We have not hesitated to launch actions in court against individual 
file sharers ifen/ô Rony, Snep 

French Music Offices network Tel; +33 (0) 1 4929 5210 Website; www.french-n 
Coast disputes replaced by a north/south split, with particular animosity between acts from Paris and Marseille. And it is a market in which a large number of French artists sell a moderate amount of records, rather than one in which a handful of superstars dorainate. However, despite the suc- cess ofthese artists, followingthe radio exposure that followed the introduction of quotas, interest has waned soraewhat in recent years, which many have put down to a drop in quality. Ironi- cally, the flipside of this appears to be that UK urban acts such as Dizzee Rascal and Roots Manuva are proving increasingly popular. But it is in electronic music where France can be considered as among the most developed countries in the world, even if the genre's cultur- al importance is not always matched by sales, While there is a long French tradition of musical expérimentation, stretching back to composera such as Messiaen, it was in the latter half of the 1990s when a scene truly emerged, with acts such as Etienne de Crecy, Dimitri From Paris and Kid Loco putting out highly acclaimed records. TXvo of the most prominent acts to cross over into the mainstream were Air and Daft Punk, whose respective début albums became best sellers around the world. With Daft Punk preparing to release their third studio album proper (a playback was staged in London last week), there is a sense that they have been caught up by many of their con- temporaries. Promising new acts predicted to break through internationaUy in 2005 include Vitalic, Jackson and Chateau Flight. It will be an interesling year for French elec- tronic music, one which could see French acts shift signifleant numbers of records in the UK for the first time since the 1990s, It may even offer the impetus the French market needs to arrest its current décliné in CD sales. 
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Voici la musique! 

From tracks by cutting-edge bip hop and dance acts such as TTC, 
and Etienne de Crècy, to new rockers Playground, MW partners witn 
London's French Music Office to offer another French talent CD 

Don Nino, AKA Nicolas Laureau-s brand of singer-songwriting blends The Film'S Can You Touch Me is Ihe soundlrack to the latest Peugeot 407 ad. Taken from an eponymous début album to be released in May, the single is typical of the duo. Guillaume Briere and Benjamin Lebeau blend 

2. OMR - The Way We Have Chosen (UWE) OMR's Alex Brovelli came from a rock and punk background, while Virginie Krupa's was in pop and new wave. Nevertheless, the duo combined to reiease début Side Effects, an album thaï tackles genres as diverse as soul 

return to music in 1980. In 1965, he was asked to write a few songs for Françoise Hardy (also featured on tins CD), who he married in 1967 
6. Pink Martini - Let's Never Stop Falling In Love (Naïve/Wrasse) Multi-lingual US band Pink Martini are picking up a large UK following, boosted by their music featuring on 
Housewives. There ha 
On Little Tomato, w 

3. Prototypes - Je Ne Te Connais Pas (AZ-Universal Music) Prototypes were formed as "an act of counter-cultural rébellion". Singer Isabelle Le Doussal, AKA Bubble Star, with two member of French band Bosco, combined to produce Tout Le Monde Cherche Quelque Chose A Faire. With song titles such as Danse Sur La Merde (Dance in Shit), you can guess the direction they ai 

:er Olaf Hi ed the 

7. TTC - Batard Sensible (V2/ Big Dada) Underground rap and hip-hop trio TTC self-released their first single, Game Over '99 in the eponymous year. It was not long, however, before they had been signed to Big Dada Records, Their 2002 début album. Ceci N'Est Pas Un Disque, bas been followed by Bâtards Sensibles, described by Vie Sunday Times as 
8. Arielle Dombasle - Rhum and Coca-Cola (Sony Music) Born in Connecticut, US, but spending 

Musiques Hybrides label in 1994. Various projects culminated in him gathering his Kitch Kitch sériés into one musical opus in 2001. His new album. Valseuses finds him in an intimate mood, wi 
5. Jacques Dutronc - Le Responsihle (BMG) A provocative singer-songwriter during the politically charged Sixties, 
12 MUSICWEEK 220105 

Arielle Dombasle lias appeared in nearly 100 French films and TV programmes. Her album Amor, Amor is made up of covers of well-known Latin hits, including this calypso track. The album entered the French charts Kroneandt lhan 25 

achieve a style that shifts between pop, bossa nova and jazz. This track is 
Bright Scale, which he produced and recorded. His 2005 tour includes UK dates in January and February. 

who worked for a hôtel in Bamako. Mali, The blind guitarist met his wife, and musical partner, Mariam Doumbia in the city's Institute for Young Blind People, Tha'r afro-pop has been influenced by American blues and French folk music. 
IL Laika Fatien - Zigaboogaloo (Niglit and Day) Although her first album. Look At Me Now, was only released in April last year, Laika Fatien is well known in France and Spam where her vocal talents have featured in plays, and her performances with Claude Bolling's orchestra have been popular. 
12. Chateau Fliglit - Superfiight feat Marie Aulne (Zap Mania/ Versatile) Chateau Flight are Nicolas Chaix and Gilbert Cohen. Cohen signed Chaix, in his guise as techno DJ I;Cube, to his 

1, Their second, Something 
Wrong, is out in the UK m Mardi. Bang Gang place breathyvocals over 
atmospheric synth backgrounds for a dreamy, mélodie sound. 
14. Françoise Hardy - Tant De Belles Choses (Capitol-EMI) With more than 25 albums to her naine and more than 120,000 French sales of her latest, Tant De Belles Choses (So Many Beautiful Things), Françoise Hardy is a true superstar of French music. She released her first single in 1962 and has duetted on two tracks during her career with former husband Jacques Dutronc, also featured on this compilation. 
15. Playground -1994 (Catalogue) Singer-songwriter Firouz Farman and lead guitarist Dino Trifunovic have absorbed a diverse range of music. With Philippe Deshaies on drums and bassist Marc Chavanis, they have 
Playground. They have a réputation as a powerful live act This is taken from their début album, What's Your Game. 

Discount 2 (Solid/Pias) Producer Etienne De Créc/s 1996 Project Super Discount, themed around the euro, spearheaded a new wave of French talent such as Air, SI Germain, Daft Punk and Cassius. The club favourite mcluded the hit Prix Choc. Audio Galaxy is taken from his follow-up, Super Discount 2. 
17. Racliid Talia - Lli Fat Mat (Barclay-Universal Music/Wrasse) Dubbed "Algeria's answer to Johnny Cash" by The Indépendant. Rachîd Taha was at the musical forefront of an early Eighties black protest movement in France. His solo albums 
includel998's live recording 1-2-3 Soleil, a million-seller in France, and a more recent tribute to Joe Strummer Rock El Casbah. 
18. Laurent Garniei 

Nmeties, As Chateau Flight, their first album. Puzzle, was released in 2000. It was followed by The Meal, released in the UK on January 10. 

- Barbiturik 

(Recall/ Discograph) You, Bang Gang's first album was released on the le ' ' 

I"st™mental i" dœ Eighties ester sçeneDjmgat the ninri? arnier bas since focused 
isfourth album, Cloud Making Machme.followsUnreasonable 
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THe French 
corne to the 
fore in 2005 
With more than 300 releases and 400 concerts, Frencli productions have definitely been at the forefront of the British scene in 2004. Although electronic, urban and world music are still the prédominant styles, with a greater creative fecundity than ever before, inclndmg such liiglilights as Tinariwen, Cesaria Evora, Lliasa, Aïwa, Sergent Garcia, MC Solaar, Daara J, Clotaire K, Jean-Michel Jarre, Air, Avril, Agoria, Miss Kittin, Dimitri From Paris and many more, last year sliowed the tentative but growing success of French pop, rock and chanson, with artists such as, Caria Bruni, Jane Birkin, Phoenix, Nouvelle Vague, I Love Ufo and the compilation Le Nouveau Rock 'n' Roll Français, which have been very well received by the British press. More than ever, the boundaries between genres are crumbling, allowing a host of innovative acts to stimulate our senses and propel us to the dancefloor. The French Talent 2005 compilation reflects this tendency; from the electro-pop of Bang Gang or OMR to the disco rock of Playground; from the glam electro-rock of Tlie Film to the élégant electro-circus soundscapes of Olaf Hnnd; from Don Nino's dark growl compositions to Laika Fatien's inspirational jazz; from Arielle Doinbasle's backward glance at calypso to TTC's rougli rap; from Prototypes' minimalist rock W roll to Chateau Flight's ethnie electro. While French Talent 2005 highlights emerging talents and adventurous fusions of genres, it also unveils brand new productions, just as eclectic, from established artists such as Frencli-singing Americans Pink Martini, Amadou and Mariam with Manu Cliao, Etienne de Crécy, Rachid Taha, more rock than ever before, and Laurent Garnier, in an unexpectedly introspective mood. Finally, justas French Talent 2004 featured Serge Gainsbourg and Jane Birkin, one of the cuit couples in tlie history of French pop mnsic, this time it's tlie tnrn of Jacques Dutronc and 
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Début albums from Universars Scissor Sisters and Keane sold 3.3m between them, powering 
the major to a dominant position, says Pau! Williams, in MW's year-end charts overview 

Fresh talent elevates 

Universal to new high 

As statements of intent go, Lucian Grainge's Universal group could hardly have made a clearer one in 2004 as it prepared to face up to the combined might of Sony and BMG for the first time. Although some have predicted that the biggest music industry merger in history will challenge Universal's dominant position, the signs from 2004 are powerfiil and convincing as his opéra- tion captured a greater share of both the albums and singles markets than ever before, With the year's top two-selling albums alone supplying his team with more than 3m over-the- counter sales, Universal more than made up for a slight year-on-year dip in its performance in 2003 to set a new annual benchmark of 29.2% of the albums market. The group's performance on singles was just as convincing, with its record-breaking 29.6% share heavily helped along by the year's biggest seller, Band Aid 20's million-selling Do They Know It's Christmas?, which in just five weeks managed to outsell its two closest challengers combined with more than 150,000 sales to spare. The best-yet performance by Universal on 

both singles and albums was undisputable in a set of market share figures which are otherwise muddied, with the Sony BMG merger only rub- berstamped during the third quarter of the year. Sony BMG does figure in the annual figures, but only for its fourth-quarter sales, while Sony and BMG are otherwise listed separately for the first three quarters of the year, when they remained separate entities. Whatever method is used to add up the results, though, Universal remains firmly in place as the year's top corporate singles and albums group. On singles, if Sony BMG had been combined for the entire year its score would be 26.6%, compared to Universal's 29.6% - more than four percentage points of which would have been supplied by Band Aid 20 alone - while Universal's 29.2% albums showing would also overshadow Sony BMG's fiill-year tally of 23.3%. Although it was helpfully armed with new superstar sets from the likes of Eminem and U2, the strong performance of Universal on albums was largely driven by a new wave of talent unheard of by most of the public this time last year. Between them, the group's self-titled Scis- sor Sisters album and Keane's Hopes And Fears sold nearly 3.3m copies in store to finish as 

r<: 

Singles 2004 

2004's top two biggest artist sellers, while Snow Patrol's first Universal outing. Final Straw, was fewer than 9,000 copies short of achieving 1m over-the-counter sales during the year. Alongside the year's top seUer with the Scissor Sisters, the Snow Patrol album helped Polydor claim a quarter of the year's Top 20 biggest-sell- ing artist albums. As a resuit, it finished as Uni- versal's highest-ranked company, with 9.1% of the albums market. Three other Universal com- panies figure among 2004's 10 leading compa- nies, with Polydor joined by UMTV (6.8% of the market), Island (6.2%) and Mercury (4.1%). Overall, sevenartjsLalljums breached the magie Itn ^irk"Tïïjinng the year, helping the rrratUertOliéat the record-breaking over-the- counter sales figures achieved in 2003 by a pret- ty impressive 2.6%. The 12 months saw 163.4m albums sold, with four of those 1m sellers being début releases as Maroon 5 (fourth top seller of the year with Songs About Jane) and Katie Melua (fifth with Call Off The Search) joined Scissor Sisters and Keane as instant million-sell- ing acts. Combining those début releases by big- name titles from the likes of Robbie Williams and Norah Jones, the artist albums market was so strong in 2004 that not a single Now! album could find its way into the year's combined Top 10 chart, a first Ibr the compilations brand. Sony and BMG collectively saw three albums pass 1m over-the-counter sales during the year 



4^3 

Singles Q4 2004 

Albums Q4 2004 

as Anastacia (sixth of the year) and Usher (sev- enth) joined Maroon 5 among the elite sellers. Simon Cowell's newly-launched II Divo alraost made the grade too, falling around 32,000 short with their self-titled début album. The two gi-oups' raerger clearly meant that Universal, for so long virtually unchallenged as top albums and singles group, now had a rival "super" major to contend with. But the reality for 2004 was that Sony and BMG's combined per- formance on both singles and albums was down on the cumulative tallies for the two in 2003 when, if the merger had been in place, Sony BMG would have beaten Universal to become top singles company. As a separate entity, BMG had long been a serious rival to Universal in the singles market and it was asimilar case in 2004 as it placed four releases among the year's Top 10 sellers. With the addition of Anastacia's Left Outside Alone, the combined Sony BMG claimed half of 2004 s Top 10, helping the BMG stream to beat nearest rival Polydor to finish easily as the year's top sin- gles company. For any corporate group to claim five of the year s Top 10 singles is an achievement of some note, but pretly much ail the statistics surround- ing the physical single made rather depressing reading in 2004. Only four years earlier 480,000 sales were needed to breach the year's Top 10, but by 2004 this had nearly halved with Frankee's Ail Around The World release F.U.R.B. (F U Right Back) requiring just 246,000 sales to finish as lOth in the year. Back in 2000, that would have only been good enough to finish in 45 th position. While great concem was expressed through- out the year about the evcr-shrinking physical singles market, it did little to stop the décliné. Despite such initiatives as the two-track, £1-99 single, only 26.5ra singles were sold over the counter in 2004, 14.2% down on 2003, which itself was then the worst year so far. But that, of course, is only half the story since 5.7m downloads were sold in the year, a factor which, when brought into the équation, aclually lifts the singles market on the year by 4.0%. 
14 MUSICWECK 220105 

It is worth nothing that singles also appeared to have had a marginal effect on driving albums. Of the Top 10 biggest-selling albums of the year, only three could claim a single which appeared among the 40 biggest sellers - Anastacia's Left Outside Alone (seventh biggest single), Usher's Burn and Yeah (27 and five) and Maroon Five's This Love (39, with its album fourth). While the Scissor Sisters had not one single among the 100 biggest sellers, Keane's sole contender was Somewhere Only We Know which finished as the year's 80th single. With Sony BMG's merger only officially com- ing into play in quarter four, EMI was, in fact, ranked the second top albums group for 2004 with its 19.2% beating 2003's showing by 0.7 percentage points. Outside of the phenomenon of Joss Stone, the year was reasonably quiet for the major as regards new talent, but it cashed in at the end of the year with a sériés of huge-sell- ing best ofs. Robbie Williams was unfortunate not to have the year's biggest seller with Greatest Hits, which ultimately finished third for the year with 1.5m over-the-counter sales, more than Escapology managed when it became 2002 s leading seller. EMI's second biggest album came courtesy of Norah Jones, the only artist to figure among the album Top 10 of the year in both 2003 and 2004. EMI also improved its singles showing year- on-year thanks to the likes of 3 Of A Kind's Babycakes and Milkshake by Kelis, but its 14.3% share was still beaten into second place by BMG, even though the BMG performance only covered the first nine months of the year. With just two albums in the festive Top 40, Warner had a notably tough Christmas, which' resulted in its market share shrinking to its low- est level in the sector since 1999. The Streets' A Grand Don't Come For Free, which ranked 13th top artist seller, was its biggest album of a 12 months in which the major enjoyed a first full calendar year under the Edgar Bronfman Jr-led consortium. Warner's singles showing also declined on the year to 8.4%, with Peter André its biggest seller through the revivcd Mystcrious Girl (eighth of the year). The independents' share of both the albums 

and singles markets shrunk during the year, althougb some individual companies enjoyed exceptional runs, not least Ail Around The World which scored its first number one single with LMC Vs U2's Take Me To The Clouds Above. The dance track was joined in the year's Top 20 by two other releases by the Blackburn- based indie, DJ Casper's Cha Cha Slide (third of the year) and Frankee's F.U.R.B. (F U Right Back), to give AATW a 2.7% singles corporate share. AATW was only bettered among the indies by Ministry of Sound, which retained its top annual independent position with 3.0% after a run that included the chart-topping Call On Me by Eric Prydz (fourth of the year). MoS also remained leading indie group on albums, althougb its 1.9% market share was 26.9% down on 2003's showing, with its leading releases including The Annual 2005 (ninth top compilation). Sanctuary remained runner-up among the indies with a 1.6% share that included Morrissey's You Are The Quarry (6lst top artist album), while Démon arrived among the Top 10 corporate album groups with its top seller being Daniel O'DonnelI's The Jukebox Years (93rd top artist album). Meanwhile, Dramatico (0.9%) and Domino (0.6%) nearly made the Top 10, thanks respectively to Katie Melua and Franz Ferdinand. The Franz Ferdinand début, which sold more than 770,000 copies in 2004, was one highlight ct an exceptionally strong year for new artists wth début releases by UK or UK-signed acts filhng seven of the year's Top 20 artist album slots. In total, a dozen of the year's biggest 20 were by acts on UK labels' rosters, compared to J seven the year before, confirming just what asuccessful year 2004 was for British music. With some of those acts already preparing fol- low-ups for tins year, the signs are alreadv look- lng good lor 2005. 



An analysis of sales from 2000 to 2004 highlights the décliné of 
the single and the rise of big-selling album stars. ByAlon Jones ^ 11 DIDO KO ANGCL 

Dido surges ahead 

in century to date 

5 COIDPIAY A RUSH Of BlOOO TO THE HEAD 6 NORAH JONES C0MEAWAYW1TH ME 7 EMINEM THE MARSHAUL MAEHERS LP S ROBBIE WILLIAMS SING WHEN VOETRE WLNNING 9 ROBBIE WILLIAMS SWING WHEN YOU RE WINN1NG 10 COLDPLAY RARACHUTES ROBBIE WILLIAMS ESCAPOLOGY RED MOT CHILI PEPPERS BY THE WAY CRAIG DAVID BORNTD DO 

Hallway through the first decade of the 21st cen- tury, it is clear that sales of albums and singles are heading in opposite directions. Every year since the Millennium, singles sales have declined while album sales have climbed. Things are certainly rosier on the albums front, with an abundance of big sellers from every year in the survey period. Remarkably, Dido not only has the biggest-selling album in the 261-week block, thanks to 2..027.884 sales of her 2000 début album No Angel, but also holds down third place in the list with her 2003 follow-up Life For Rent dashing to 2,690.511 sales in just 15 months. Sandwiched beRveen the two Dido albums is David Gray's 2000 album White Ladder with sales of2,726,538. With No Angel now officially at mid-price and widely discounted, it is actually selling ftister than the other two and is odds-on favourite to be first through the 3m barrier. Life For Rent, meanwhile, is selling more than twice as fast as White Ladder and will probably move into second place before the end of2005. With the Beatles' 1 - the top compilation of the 21st Century - at number four with sales of 2,559,618 and Coldpla/s A Rush Of Blood To Tire Head fifth with sales of 2,329.502, the entire top five is made up of UK acts, although America's top exports Norah Jones and Eminem take sixth and seventh place with Corne Away With Me and The Marshall Mathers LP respectively. Robbie Williams is in eighth place with Sing When You're Winning (2,161,481 sales), ninth with Swing When You're Winning (2,118,531), llth with Escapology (2,008,031), 27th with Greatest Hits (1,530,789), 157th with Live At Knebworth (579,678). 204th with l've Been Expecting You (450,223) and 300th with Life Thru A Lens (334,350). Williams has sold more than 9m albums in the decade to date, far more than any other artist. Although 35 artist albums have sold more 

? Big sellers 2000-2004 Number of relcases to sell more than 

Sales 2000-2004 

2000 134 264 458 55 695507 189.959,965 2001 144910,940 (+7.956) 51,210,494 (-81%) 196,121,434 2002 149,178,638 (+2.956) 43,936,911 (-14256) 2003 159,277,740 (+6.7%) 30,887,864 (-29.756) I«I,165,6M 5.rt 2004 163,405,655 (+26 "oonnunn 6.16:1 / 

copies, Now! 47's 1,368,411 sales place it at the apex of the compilation chart for the 2000s. Four of the five compilations to sell more than 1m are from the Now! sériés - the other is Bridget Jones's Diary - as are 10 of the 13 biggest sellers in the sector. In 2000, there were 2.41 albums sold for every single. By 2004 that ratio had more than doubled to 6.16 to one. Album sales in 2004 were 21.7% up on their 2000 level, while singles have slumped by 52.4% in the same period. Tak- ing singles and albums together, though, the total number of physical sales has remained almost static at around 190m throughout the five-year period. Looking at spécifies, the 2000 to 2004 period saw just seven singles achieve the magical 1m sales, with first Pop Idol winner Will Young's début single Anything Is Possible/Evergreen emerging as clear winner, with sales of 1,786,879. Gareth Gates, nmner-up to Young in the compétition, is also his runner-up in the sales rankings, with sales of 1,336.007 copies for his début single Unchained Melody. It is notice- able that only five of the 21st Cenlury's 100 biggest sellers were 2004 releases, with Band Aid 20's Do They Know It's Christmas? making the strongest showing, in fifth place, with sales of1,065,749. 
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AIRPLAY CHART 

1997 No Doubt 

OutKast's Hey Ya!, Maroon 5's This Love and Britney Spears' Toxic put the company at the 
top of the tree in terms of airplay. And Britney tops TV and MTV charts too. By Alan Jones 

BMG dethrones EMI 

with top-three Hat trick 

After being in EMl's hands for three years in a row, the radio airplay crown for 2004 passed to BMG - and how. Nine years after it had its last airplay champ - Take That's Back For Good - BMG roared back to take ail top three places in the list for the first time, courtesy of the US trio of OutKast, Maroon 5 and Britney Spears. OutKast's Hey Ya! - a 2003 release - moved to the top of the year-to-date chart in Febmary, and remained there ail year, accumulating an audi- ence of l.STlbn front 53,634 plays on the Music Control panel. It was a grower in radio ternis, not topping the weekly chart until its 13th appearance in the Top 50 and spending a mod- est three weeks at the summit. It was the num- ber one record for the year on Capital FM, where its 1,331 plays - more than three spins for every day of the year - was 142 more than anything else. Radio One played the song 368 times, a total beaten by 16 other records, including fiir- ther OutKast singles Roses (which was aired 369 times) and The Way You Move (408 plays). If the year had been 11 days longer, Hey Ya! would have lost its crown to Maroon 5's This Love, which gave its rival a 12-week start, but still managed to pull in an audience of 1.557bn, while attracting the year's highest tally of plays - 57,490. Although subséquent Maroon 5 singles She Will Be Loved and Sunday Moming were 

also massively successful, they barely dented radio support for their predecessor, which, although it spent only a week at number one, had five weeks in runner-up spot, 17 in the Top 10 and 32 in the Top 20. This Love's top sup- porter was Virgin FM, which aired it 1,476 times. Completing a clean sweep of the top three for BMG, Britney Spears' Toxic gave the singer - married twice during the record's chart run - lier biggest airplay success since début single Baby...One More Time. It spent seven weeks at number one and netted a 2004 audience of 1.444bn froni 54,994 plays. Toxic had more widespread support than any other record, gain- ing plays on 103 of the 111 stations on the Music Control panel, ranging ffom a high of1,523 plays on digital station Core to just one apiece on 6 Music, Tay AM and Clyde 2. Although its sister station iXtra has a spécifie urban brief, Radio One also has a very definite leaning towards hip-hop and R&B, which made up a hefly 45% of its 40 most-played records last year, with rock providing 25%, Dance account- ing for 17.5% and pop just 12.5%. Compared to the Top 100 singles on the OCC sales chart, Radio One's urban content appears to be in line with public tastes, while it plays far less pop than singles buyers seera to want, while providing ! more rock and dance. ( 

Its most-played record last year was a dance record, Lola's Theme by Shapeshifters, which it aired 561 times, 43 more than runner-up Toxic. Even so, Lola's Theme scored far fewer plays than Radio One gave to its most-aired sin- gle of 2003, 50 Cent's In Da Club, which it aired 741 times. The record given most dispro- portionate support by Radio One in 2004 was Dl2's My Band, which was its sixth most- played title, with 443 plays. The record was ranked 55th on audience in the UK as a whole, with those Radio One plays providing 51.94% of the its audience. The Scissor Sisters managed the unusual feat of having différent songs in Radio One and Radio Two's Top 10s for the year. Laura was number eight on Radio One and did not rank on Radio 2 while Take Your Marna Out was ranked second on Radio Two, and failed to make the Top 200 on Radio One. Take Your Marna Out was 
ay data a'red 186 times on Radio Two, where top choice : Control Amazing by George Michael was played 219 lie charts times. Completing its all-gay top three, Your 
ram Game by Wil1 Young was played 177 times. er 28 As always, there were some major disparities january i between sales and airplay. Band Aid 20's Do 
hS They Know 115 Christmas was runaway sales i weeks champ but had barely a month to accumulate airplay and ended up in l62nd place for the year. 
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K Nielsen Music Control 

2004 Airplay Top 75 

A (/i /# / Wj # / 1 oair OUTKAST HEY YA! Amu 1,571,554 53,634 39 06.12- NELLY FURTADO POWERLESS (SAY WHAT YOU WANT) M» 652,966 22 334 2 03.04 MAROON 5 TH1S LOVE J 1,557,648 57,490 40 16 31.05- BEYONCE CRAZY IN LOVE co,™ 651,911 21,307 i 14.02 BRITNEVSPEARS TOXIC J,. 1,444,616 54,994 41 ! 1704 NATASHA BEDINGFIELD SINGLE 650,833 28,373 4 19,06 SHAPESHIFTERS LOUVS THEME m™ 1359859 45563 42 0702 KEANE SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW toi 643,813 13,329 b 2101 JAMELIATHANKYOUtoto 1,158,597 42,881 43 2 29.05 USHER BURN w». 643.789 30,016 b 24.04 KEANE EVERYBODY'S CHANGING mi 1,123,927 37,277 44 , 2509 SCISSOR SISTERS MARY (wi 640.356 21,016 / 20.03 ANASTAC1A LEFT OUTSIDE ALONE 1.116,132 51,125 45 ] 30.10 KYLIE MINOGUE I BELIEVE IN YOU 629,130 17,852 8 21.02 NO DOUBT IT'S MY LIFE 1.1™, 1,111,655 45,869 46 » 10.08' BLACK EYED PEAS WHEREIS THE LOVE? 622,568 20,642 9 15.05 KELIS TRICKMEv.,,:,: 1,049,386 38,230 47 10 20.03 BEYONCE NAUGHTYGIRLccato 621,041 29,375 10 07.02 GEORGE MICHAEL AMAZING a:-m 1,020,215 35,434 48 27.09 SUGABABES HOLE IN THE HEADij« 603,877 20,922 11 1511 W1LL YOUNG LEAVE RIGHT NOW s 1,004,012 35.718 49 27.03 DIDO DONT LEAVE HOME art. 593,190 22,863 12 03.01 LMC VS U2 TAKE ME TO THE CLOUDS ABOVE aatw 993,753 38,485 50 01.05 THE CORRS SUMMER SUNSHINE 582,064 23179 13 29.11 BLACK EYED PEAS SHUTUP 991,150 36,922 51 10 28.02 OUTKAST FEAT. SLEEPY BROWN THE WAY YOU MOVE a™,. 577,998 15,521 14 24.07 NATASHA BEDINGFIELD THESE WORDS 984,746 37,282 52 • 20.03 EAMON F'-K IT (I DONT WANT YOU BACK) J 576,120 19.472 15 28.02 USHER FEAT. LIL' JOHN & LUDACRIS YEAH A„;!! 977,051 32,083 53 16 26D7' DIDO WHITE FLAG cwo 574,779 18,734 16 2802 WILL YOUNG YOUR GAME s 962,791 38,507 54 0L05 411, THE ON MY KNEES sto 562,246 21,728 17 15.04 MARIO WINANS/ENYA/P DIDDY DONT WANNA KNOW B sdBoy 936,620 36,840 55 7 27.03 0-12 MY BAND in»m« 553,850 16,081 18 29.05 SCISSOR SISTERS LAURA k, t- 934,476 30,817 56 4 0708 KEANE BEDSHARED toi 549,104 20.852 19 31.01 KYLIE MINOGUE RED BLOODEO WOMAN 930,787 39,142 57 7 0702 JENNIFER LOPEZ FEAT. R KELLY BABYI LOVE YOU te 533,048 21,054 20 27.03 THERASMUSINTHESHADOWSKM 871,451 37,443 58 06.09 THE DARKNESSIBEUEVE IN A THING CALLED LOVE «MC 527.043 . 16,480 21 0708 MAROON 5 SHE WILL BELOVEDJ 868,432 33,712 59 16 03.01 BASEMENT JAXX FEAT. L1SA KEKAULA GOOD LUCK xi 526,262 11,985 22 14.08 JOJO LEAVE (GET OUI) M*™» 838,618 31,635 60 ô 05.06 BRITNEY SPEARS EVERYT1ME J» 522,413 26,538 23 01.05 JOSS STONE SUPER DUPER LOVE 832.771 27.461 61 9 0702 DEEPEST BLUE G1VE IT AWAY MJ 522,277 16.890 24 0609 JAMELIA SUPERSTAR 816,180 28,172 62 44 1204* JUSTIN T1MBERLAKE ROCK YOUR BODY J ,-, 510,650 15,326 25 28.08 ERIC PRYDZGALLON ME 0» 796,809 28,832 63 3011 NATASHA BEDINGFIELD UNWR1TTEN PIBW» 504,090 15,287 26 0301 DIDO LIFE FOR RENT o«h 772,423 30,389 64 u 0506 OUTKAST ROSES tou 502,615 11919 27 26.06 THE STREETS DRY YOUR EYES »don/6P» 726,303 24.918 65 10.01 KELIS" MILKSHAKE vwr 496,142 13,414 28 10.01 PINKGODISADJtB., 722,787 27884 66 14 3L07 ANASTACIA SICK AND T1RED Epi 493,331 26,011 29 10.01 BOOGIE PIMPS SOMEBODY TO LOVE m 714,434 22,876 67 6 09.10 U2 VERT1G0 istai 486,862 15,570 30 0603 SUGABABES IN THE MIDDLE toi 706,789 68 31 08.03' ROOM 5 FEAT. OLIVER CHEATHAM MAKE LUV M» 481,039 14,120 31 29.11* SUGABABES TOO LOST IN YOU tw 701,205 30,713 69 10 21.02 NORAH JONES SUNRISE i : 462,728 17244 32 12.10 DESTINY'S CH1LD LOSE MY BREATH MM. 687,517 25,009 70 4 11.09 ROBBIE WILLIAMS RADIO 09v.- . 461,614 17.856 33 0L05 CHRISTINA MIUAN DIPIT LOW 676,247 25,010 71 10 06.03 NELLY FURTADO TRY »,, .-.vi. 461,570 1,9116 34 19.06 JAMELIA SEE IT IN A BOY'S EYES 675,539 26,785 72 07.02 SNOW PATROL RUN na»» 460,895 9,465 35 28.08 JOSS STONE YOU HAD ME Rttmi-.-. 663,447 24,178 73 16 17.01 FRANZ FERDINAND TAKE ME OUI te» 454,253 7526 36 30.10 LEMAR IF THERE'S ANY JUSTICE te, i.te 661,544 20,809 74 7 05.06 BEVERLEY KNIGHT COME AS YOU ARE ***«. 446,762 17029 37 1906 DAMIENRICECANNONBALL c™.r,«,Fte 658,452 21,341 75 5 2310 MICHAEL GRAY THE WEEKEND r., 1, : , 446,496 16,164 38 6 28.02 ENRIQUE IGLESIAS NOT IN LOVE 655.912 31,902 
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i soloists 21% (12%) Rest of Europe 8% 

Despite an annual 14% décliné in sales, the long-term singles slump showed signs of levelling 
off, with R&B and hip hop singles almost eclipsîng pop as the favourite genre. By Alan Jones 

US urban boost softens 

tough sales trend 

The good news about the singles markel is that it slowed its décliné by more than half last year. The bad news is that it contracted by 14.22% lo 26.49ni units, according to OCC data. Although the rapid rise in the download market gives hope for the future, the physical singles mar- ket has reached an historicalfy low level, ffom which it may never recover. It would have been in even worse shape were it not for Band Aid 20, whose Im-selling charity update of Do They Know Its Christmas? provided the year's four highest weekly sales tallies. Across the year as a whole, big sellers were increasingly rare. Even with Band Aid 20 provid- ing four instances, the number one single sold more than 100,000 copies oi in 2004, compared to 43 times fr (see table below). And on its fifth and final week at number one, Eric Prydzs Call On Me managed to top the chart with sales of just 21,749. Band Aid 20, naturally, was the year's biggest selling act, but among regular recording artists, Usher was the victor, selling slightly more singles than F**k It star Eamon. Usher's Yeah collabora- tion with Lil' Jon and Ludacris was the year's fifth biggest seller (300,740 sales), while Burn (159,952) was 27th for the year and Confessions Part 2 was 56th (90,641). Residual sales of previ- ous Usher releases took his overall sales to more than 550,000. Some 30 singles got to number one in the year, but only nine singles managed to sell more than 250,000 copies - the first tinte to date that so few singles have breached this barrier. Five years ear- lier, in 1999, a remarkable 72 singles sold more than a quarter of a million copies. The number of records reaching other significant sales figures has similarly slumped of late (see table below). In recent years, the market has been both boosted and undermined by the explosion in chartmakers graduating from reality TV talent compétitions. In 2004, that sector also declined significantly, with only 13 of the Top 200 singles of the year being linked to the idiom, half as many as in 2003. Sales of reality TV particinants' singles were I.41m last year - a 5.3% share of the market, compared to 3.l2ra (10.1%) in 2003 and 6.5m 
Top 10 weekly sales 2319» BASD A10 20 Do They Know Its Christmas? (Mercury) 
23M92 BAND AID 20 Do Tlicy Know Ut Christmas? (Merany) (Dec 25) '292,594 BAND AID 20 Do They Know Its Christmas? (Mercury) (Dec U) 287849 BAND AID 20 Do they Know ll's Christmas? (Mercury) (Dec 18) •153,287 EAMON F"k II (I Dont Want Yoo Bach) (Jlve) (Apr 241 *127272 STEVE BROOKSTEIN Against Ail Odds (SyCo) (Jan 12005) •117,927 MIChEUi Ail This Time (S) (Jan 17) ■107870 PETER ANDRE Myslerious Ciri (A&E) (Mar 6) ■102.576 BR1TNET SPEARS Toaic (Jivel (Mar 13) 99,783 EAMON F" "h U (I Oooi Want You Bach) (Jiw) (May I) 

i- -k 

i'-i 

(14.8%) in 2002 - and that is even with a gener- ous spin on 2004 to include Peter Andre's Myste- rious Girl (259,691 sales) and Insania (52,008) in the figures, even though his particular reality TV projects (l'm A Celebrity...!, and When Jordan Met Peter) were not singing talent compétitions. The décliné in reality TV successes and the noticeable dip in sales of boy bands and girl groups, who also tend to be largely homegrown, also depressed theUK's share oftheyear'sTop 100 singles. In 2003, it was 52%, nearly twice as high as the 28% share claimed by American acts, but in 2004 it slipped to.43.%, to be pipped byUSacts' 44% share. " * "it is the fiisLtime in a decade thatUS acts have held the unner hand and, looking at the genre breakdown, it is easy to see why - the rise and rise of urban music, primarily hip hop and R&B. When urban grabbed a then unprecedented 18% share of the Top 100 in 2000, it seemed an unsustainably high level, but it upped its game still further and held a share of more than 20% in 
Top-selling singles: 1995 to 2004 

each of the next three years. Last year, it made more massive gains, moving from 26% to 40%, and is now just one point away from pop, which collapsed from 52% to 41% in the year. The one genre which has declined most to accommodate urban music's rise is dance music, which had a 32% share in 2000, but has been in steep décliné almost ever since. It held a 12% share in 2003 but slipped into single figures for the first time in 20 years in 2004, when just 7% of the year's Top 100 singles could be classified pri- marily as dance records. Meanwhile, although the year's biggest-selling rock single - In The Shadows by The Rasmus - ranked only 22nd for the year, rock actuallv increased its share from 6% to 10%. The popularity of urban music and rock music both helped the vinyl market. which provided one of the few bright spots in a difficult year. Overall, 3.23m vinyl singles  11 '   - — increase on the previ share of the marke 12.18%.-its highest While these ageir resilience, the 

•e sold in 2004, a 0.43% 3.21m tally. Vinyl's 1 from 10.40% to s 1993. show unexpected recently introduced physical 
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format - the DVD single - is having a tougher tune, It suffered a 39.72% décliné in 2004, from 873,772 sales to 526,715, reducing its share of the market from 2.82% to 1.99%, less than one in 50 of ail singles sales. Ftnally, the 6L522 copies that Busted's Air Hostess sold to secure IDOth place in the 2004 hstmg was barely a .third of the 180,823 copies Texas In Our LifetinûTscild in 1999. to securc the same position. Some 244sîng[5ssôkl more copies ln than Air Hostess did in 2004. 
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2001 Shaggy feat. 

1998 Cher: Boliovc 1999 Brilney Spears: Baby...One 
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2004 Singles Top 100 

AH AroundTTje World. Itwasthe 13 th biçjcjGst hit of 2004, selling 225.150 copies and s{>cnding two 

HÉ 
1 29.11 BAND AID 20 DO THEY KNOW IT'S CHRISTMAS? ttaIllry 51 , 09.02 ISAM & MARK WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS N 2 1204 EAMON P*K IT (I DONT WANT YOU BACK) j» 52 53 54 

5 1503 NERD SHE WANTS TO MOVE v™, 
4 ERIC PRYDZ CAIL ON ME 06091 BRIAN MCFADDEN REAL TO ME wotet/sonv m-A-C 01.03 KYLIE MINOGUE RED BLOODED WOMAN b 15.03 USHER FEAT. LIE' JON & LUDACRIS YEAH Amb 55 ?2O8|MAR00N5SHEWILLBEL0VED J 6 01.01 MICHELLE ALL THIS TIME 56 5 OUI 1 USHER CONFESSIONS PART II/MY BOO uto 7 22.03 ANASTACIA LEFT OUTSIDE ALONE 6* 57 3 3008 TWISTA SUNSHINE A.IL^ 8 21.02 PETER ANDRE MYSTER10USGIRL ASE 58 12.07 J-KWON TIPSY ur-xe 9 01.03 BRITNEY SPEARS TOXIC 59 1711- iaPLAY FEAT. RAGHAV & JUCXI SO CONFUSED 10 1005 FRANKEE F.U.R.B. (F U R1GHT BACK) AHA™ 60 ! i4 io 1ROBBIE WILUAMS RADIO ^ 11 3105 MARIO W1NANS FEAT. ENYA & P D1DDY1 DONT WANNA KNOW MB» 61 7 05,04 SPECIAL D COME WITH ME «a.^^ .v:,a 12 09.08 3 OF A KIND BABY CAKES n*»*. 62 3 23.08 411DUMB te'SM-.dt 13 26.01 LMC VS U2 TAKE ME TO THE CLOUDS ABOVE AUA™ 63 2 06.12 KYLIE MINOGUE I BEL1EVE IN YOU r.^ 14 15,01 KELIS M1LKSHAKE v™, 64 3 15,03 WILLYOUNG YOUR GAME s 15 OUI DESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MY BREATH Ktrto 65 03 03 JENNIFERLOPEZ BABY I LOVE U te 16 12.04 D-12 MY BAND Inlc-ntopo 66 4 oeil GWEN STEFAN1WHATYOU WAITING FOR 17 NATASHA BEDINGFIELD THESE WORDS 67 27oo DEEP DISHFLASHDANCE av.. 18 14.06 BRITNEY SPEARS EVERYTIME JM 68 1705 411 FEAT. GHOSTFACE KILLAH ON MY KNEES 19 26.07 BUSTED THUNDERBIRDS/3AM IWwsal 69 3 oui BRITNEY SPEARS MY PREROGATIVE 20 19.07 STREETS DRY YOUR EYES «smaai», 70 4 2604 THE STREETS FIT BUT YOU KNOW IT MUCMO. 21 12.07 SHAPESHIFTERS LOLA'S THEME w» 71 0803 i ENRIQUE FEAT. KELIS NOT IN LOVE i®™* 22 05.04 RASMUS IN THE SHADOWS M 72 ,, 24.ir WILL YOUNG LEAVE RIGHT NOW s 23 01.11 EMINEM JUST LOSE 1T i»™» 73 3 oins NATASHA BEDINGFIELD SINGLE fwk 24 23.02 JAMELIA THANK YOU 74 7 oi.o3 BEENIE MAN FEAT. MS TH1NG DUDE v™ 25 OUTKAST HEYYA! 75 16,02 BUSTED WHO'S DAVID u-.-,™- 26 30.08 NELLY MY PLACE/FLAP YOUR WINGS UnhOTJl 76 2 28,06 GIRLS ALOUD THE SHOW aw. 27 28.06 USHER BURN yfjce 77 15 oi.i2- KATIEMELUA THE CLOSEST TH1NG TO CRAZY 28 0L06 O-ZÛNE DRAGOSTEA DIN TEI JM 78 2 ooo2 RONAN KEAT1NG SHE BEL1EVES (IN ME) au» 29 15.12* MICHAEL ANDREWS /GARY JULES MAD WORLD 79 6 08.03 BLACK EYED PEAS HEY MAMA m» 30 20.12 STEVE BRUOKSTEIN AGA1NST ALL ODDS SycoMusic 80 3 16.02 KEANE SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW ow 31 05.01 BOUGIE PIMPS SOMEBODYTO LOVE DJU 81 2 0706 4-4-2 FEAT. TALK SPORT PRESENTERS COME ON ENGLAND 04 32 29.03 MCFLY 5 COLOURS IN HERHAIR Urnwsal 82 3 2302 WESTLIFE OBVIOUS s 33 24.05 KELIS TR1CKME V'ifQUI 83 6 ose? NINA SKY MOVE YA BODY 34 OSJI G1RLS ALOUD l'LL STAND BY YOU 84 3 0609 MCFLY THAT GIRL M 35 08.12- OZZY& KELLY OSBOURNE CHANGES s.ttr, 85 29.11 ICE CUBE FEAT. MACK10&MS TOI YOU CAN DOIT AJ.WIWWI 36 30.08 JOJO LEAVE (GET OUT) i*™ 86 3 loos GOLOIE LOOKIN CHAIN GUNS DONT KILL PEOPLL. 37 0305 CHRISTINA MILIAN D1P 1T LOW WJ» 87 0112 BLACK EYED PEAS SHUTUP ASM 38 1705 CASSIDY FEAT. R KELLY HOTEL J 88 3 BU- VICTORIA BECKHAM THIS GROOVE/LET YOUR HEAD GO KM, 39 19.04 MAROON 5 THIS LOVE J 89 90 91 

3 1310 KELIS FEAT. ANDRE 3000 MILLIONAIRE - 1 wm 40 41 
j-r-r KAUHtL SI tVtnb oUivlt ulKLo KHIA MY NECKMY BACKtUCK IT) Wydor — 2510 [JA RULE FEAT. R KELLY & ASHANTI WONOERFUL a,9- 22 03 OUTKAST FEAT. SLEEPY BROWN THE WAY YOU MOVE tou 42 2106 MCFLY OBVIOUSLY Un-wal 92 3 12.011 FRANZ FERDINAND TAKE ME OUT 0™» 43 I5J1 LFMAR IF THERE'S ANY JUSTICE S».M« 93 2 1110 iDUNCAN JAMES & KEEDIE I BELIEVE MY HEART 1™.. 44 U2 VERTIGO 94 020e ANASTACIA SICtèAND'TIRED Ek 45 01,-- GEORGE MICHAEL AMAZIN6 ash 95 3 0109 GREEN DAY AMERICAN IDIOT 46 2203" RIDE RRFATHE EASY temi 96 , 220 ITHE DARKNESS LOVE 1S ONLY A FEELING MBIOKI™ - 47 48 TWISTA SLOW JAMZ  97 2607 P-12H0W COME I.W6V CHRISTINA AGUILERA FEAT. MISSY CAR WASH DrîjmWûfks 98 5 2211 NELLY & CHRISTINA AGUILERA TILT YA HEAD BACK 49 Î309" RTRLS ALOUD LOVE MACHINE 99 5 29ii GREEN DAY BOULEVARD OFBROKENOREAMS 50 0501 SEAN PAUL FEAT. SASHA TM STILL IN LOVE WITH YOU AtacAT 100 2 260 . BUSTED AIR HOSTESS 

22- The Rasmus The Finns hit Use big time in April, 

2003, had such long legs that it had to be dclcted 

TOP 50 BEST-SELLING SINGLES ARTISTS OF 2004 
1 1-1 BAND AID 20 lûtai 18 , , D-12 028m 35 14 BOGGIE PIMPS oiîm 
2 i-i USHER 0554, 19 M MAROON 5 026. 36 :, 411 ojr» 055n, 20 i-, MARIA WINANS 024m 37 . KEANE 01;» 

M BRITNEY SPEARS 053n 21 FRANKEE 024», 38 m O-ZONE ois» 
—5— 0,44». 22 <9 KYLIE MINOGUE 023m 39 ;.) LEMAR ois» — 77 MCFLY 037» 23 i-) 3 0F A KIND 023m 40 12, MICHAEL ANDREWS/GARY JULES 015™ -y  ,, ANASTACIA 0.35m 24 LMCVSU2 022», 41 4 STEVE BROOKSTEIN ois» g" h DJ CASPER 035m 25 (.1 DESTINY'S CHILD 0.22m 42 , GEORGE MICHAEL 01» Q- (5i GIRLS ALOUD 0.J4m 26 ,.) NELLY 022m 43 4 CASSIDY Ù13m OMm 27 (2i) BLUE 020m 44 231 OZZY OSBOURNE/KELLY OSBOURNE 

D NATASHA BEDINGFIELD 0.33m 28 TWISTA 020m 45 4 BRIAN MCFADDEN ou-» 
12 , , PETER ANDRE 0.32m 29 ,10. WILLYOUNG QTOm 46 1 RONAN KEATING 013», 
13 . 1 ERIC PRYDZ 032m 30 , , RASMUS 020m 47 4 2PLAY ou» -JTJ - JAMELIA  OJOm 31 .261 EMINEM 020m 48 4 JOJO 013m 

~Ï5~ d MICHELLE 030m 32 ,1, BLACK EYED PEAS 019», 49 4 CHRISTINA MILIAN 01;,,, 
16 H THE STREETS    0.29m 33 ,42, RACHELSTEVENS 018», 50 > GREEN DAY 031» 
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US 39% (38%) Hip hop/R&B I91 

Warner 15% (14%) Indies 8% (12%) Sony 10% (12%) 
CORPORATE 
Universal31%(27%) 
EMI17% (17%) 

With débuts from Scissor Sisters, Keane, Maroon 5 and Katie Melua dominating the year-end 
top five and hits for established stars, 2004 was a healthy year for album sales. By Al on Jones 

Scissors eut through 

pack with smash début 

When Blondie wrapped up a rapturously received set to 100,000 Hognianay revellers in Edinburgh's Princes Street Gardens at about ll.SSpm on New Year's Eve, there was a short pause for the chimes of midnight and some spec- tacular fireworks before the Scissor Sisters emerged to take their place on stage - to receive an equally ecstatic réception. Although neither band would have knovvn it, the handover was more than just cérémonial - Blondie were the last US group to provide the UK's top seller of the year with an album of new material in 1979 with Parallel Lines; 25 years later the Scissor Sisters' self-titled début album did likewise. Blondie had the 1979 title ail wrapped up long before year's end, and left ELO's Discovery a dis- I tant second, but the Scissor Sisters' album only passed Kennp's Hopes And Fears on NewYearVi Eve to win the 2004 title with just 582 sales more - than their rivais -1,594,259 to 1,593,677. With just a couple ot weeks to go, there seemed little possibility that tire Scissor Sisters would end up at the top of the list. The most likely scénario was that Robbie Williams' Greatest Hits - which was closing rapidly - would sweep past Keane sometime between Christmas and New Year and take the prize. But Williams faltered, while increasing radio and TV support for Filthy/ Gorgeous - the fifth single from the Scissor Sis- ters set - was such that their album rushed 7-3 in the year's penultimate chart, recording a giddy 67.7% increase in sales and attracting 183,706 buyers in a week when tire Keane album sold only 135,012. Between Christmas and New Year, the Scissor Sisters sold a fiirther 42,952 units, while Keane sold just 32,011; Keane's lead, which had been more than 59,000 a fortnight before. had melted clean away. The Scissor Sisters are the first US act to top the annual chart for 10 vears. the first Universal act to top the list since 1999. and the first act in Polydor's history to finish first. That the five-piece are signed to the UK end of the Polydor opération speaks volumes about the fact that, although American, their style is much more European in appeal. Their album has had less success in their homeland, where it had sold 

y 
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Top 10 weekiy sales 

209.208 IL DIVO 11 Divo (SyCo) (Jan J, 2005) a»™3" U2 How To Dûmantic An Alûmk Bomb (Island) (Dec 4) 183.871 ROBBIE WILLIAMS Greatest Hits (CliiïsaJis) (Dec 25) 
MS» ^I^^Sj^^^lssorSistpre(Pl>l»,l0f)O3n 1.2005) 167379 IL DIVO 11 Divo (SyCo) (25 0«r <l5bnd) <I,a: ^ 

154,000 copies up to the end of 2004 - less than a tenth of its UK tally - and it peaked at number 102 on the Billhoard Top 200 album chart, from which it has been absent since last October. The Scissor Sisters weren't the only new act to maire waves in 2004 - in fact, aside from Robbie Williams' Greatest Hits, the entire top five was made up of new acts with million-selling début albums - the others being Keane, Maroon 5 and Katie Melua. It is the strongest showing ever from a new intake, and bodes well for the future. While the Scissor Sisters album failed to make the Top 10 on its first week in the chart, Keane's album was an instant and major success. The band had already reached number three with début single Somewhere Only We Know and four with follow-up Everybody's Changing, when Hopes And Fears rocketed straight to one with first-week sales of 155,373. Keane were the first UK rock band to début atop the album chart since July 2000 when Coldplay - a band with whom they are often compared - did likewise. With artist album sales enjoying a 2.9% increase in 2004 to 124,446,753 - compilations recorded a more modest 1.6% increase to 38,958,904 - seven albums sold more than 1m copies in 2004, including Anastacia's self-titled third album, which ended the year with 1,115,928 sales. That is an exceptional performance for the big-voiced singer and owes much to the number three success of introductoiy single Left Outside Alone and the number four follow-up Sick And Tired. It was her first number one album and her first UK million-seller, though her two previous 

albums - Freak Of Nature and Not That Kind have sold 903,078 and 996,318 copies respec- tively, and should both pass the million mark in due course. Like the Scissor Sisters, Anastacia is under-appreciated back home in the US,'where Freak Of Nature reached number 27, Not That Kind peaked at number 168, and Anastacia failed to show at ail. Although Robbie Williams' Greatest Hits did not top the yearly rankings, it did register the highest weekiy sale in the year, selling 320,081 copies the week it came out. With his back cata- logue ticldng over nicely, Williams was also the year's number one artist with cumulative sales of 1.83m - and that is without factoring in his 200,000 DVD sales. With BMG and Sony joining forces in the year, the new company will be pushing to end Univer- sal s domination of the market. But, based on the top 100 albums of 2004, they haven't made it 
y6 ,In„2003' Universal accounted for 27 of the X?Çi00 albums- Last year, they upped that o 31. BMG, meanwhile, provided 19 albums and sony 10 so even together they are a couple of points short of Universal's tally. There was little 
th ' '4 O. ? 'j0P100 shares of the othor majors, though the mdie sector's décliné cont nue Its 
frnmVw- |n each of the past four years from 15% m 2001 to just over half that amount - 
Sen,v.i, a—',Wlth Kalie Melua's Call Off The Drnm^ 1 u iUtetJ by Pianilcle on Mike Batt's distança -H-i O ~ 1:013 inilie album bv some umee, With eranz Ferdinand's self-titled début - on Domino, through Vital - placed second. 
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year. Spinning off two Top 40 singles, its sales rose from 177,273 to 678.740. 

f4 i/ i ê / 1 0202 SC1SS0R SISTERS SCISSOR S1STERS 51 u 1711 1 BRITNEY SPEARS IN THE ZONE 2 10.05 KEANE HOPESAND FEARS .,w 52 • 30.04 NORAH JONES COME AWAY Wl TH ME 
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Compilations 
1 On the face of it, 2004 was another great year for EMI/ 1 Virgin/Universal's Now That's What I Call Music! sériés, winch celebrated its 20th birthday in December and makes a clean svveep 

•»- » j,, of the top three for the fifth time in seven years. | J'itfjil" However, it has been a frankly confnsing year for vvatchei-s of fcr ' Now!, which turned in astonishingly good performances with its first two regular releases in 2004, then ended the year with a disappointing one. Sales of Now! 57, Now! 58 and Now! 59 totalled 2,734,501, the highest ever figure for the sériés, from its three annual releases. By comparison, Now! 54, Now! 55 and Now! 56 - the 2003 releases - sold acombined 2,304,274 copies, 15.74% fewer. Now! 57 got 2004 off to a superb start and sold 895,362,73% more than its 2003 équivalent, Now! 54. Now! 58 tumed in an impressive 53% improvement on sales of Now! 55 - but Now! 59 sold just 965,382 copies by year's end - a 21% decrease on the phénoménal tally of 1,215,987 copies that Now! 56 sold in 2003. Despite Now! s yo-yoing fortunes, the compilation sector was solid in 2004 and registered a modest increase in sales to reach an all-time high at 38,958,904 - 650,054 copies more than the previous record, set in 2003. Confirming the strength in depth of the market, the nuraber of compilations to sell more than 100,000 copies in the year (69) was also a new record, beating the prerious high of 67 set in 2003. Aller the Now! sériés, Pop Parly 2, a joint project fi-om BMG, EMI, Virgin and Universal, sold 701,114 copies in the final 11 weeks of the year, improving on the first Pop Party album's 2003 551,830 sales. Meanwhile, fitth place in the listing went to Ultimate Dirty Dancing, which also netted the top soundtrack slot. Released 17 years aller the original soundtrack to the Patrick Swayze movie, this expanded édition - featuring, for the first time, every song in the film - zapped to the top of the chart as soon as it was released in April and sold 613,584 copies, leaving the top contemporary soundtrack of the year - Bridget Jones The Edge Of Reason - to claim runner-up slot in the soundtrack stakes and sixth place in the overall compilation chart, with sales of522,270. Alan Jones 

VARIOUS NOW THATS WHAT I CALL MUSIC 59 VflRIQUS NOW THAT'S WHAT 1 CALL MUSIC 57 VARIOUSNOW THATS WHAT 1 CALL MUSIC 58 VARIOUSPOP PARTY ï ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK ULTIMATE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK BRIDGET JONES - THE EDGE OF REASON VARIOUS POWER BALLADS 11 VARIOUS CREAI' CLASSiCS VARIOUS THE ANNUAL 2005 
VARIOUS CLUBLAND 6 VARIOUS SAP SONGS VARIOUS POP PRINCFSSFS VARIOUS CHRIST 'fiSHITS ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK LOVE ACTUALIY VARIOUS CLUBLAND5 VARIOUS THE ClASSICAL ALBUM 2QQ5 VARIOUS POP PARTY 

IS ESSENT1AL R& B - THE VERY BEST OF R& B 

IS POWER BALLADS 111 VARIOUSELOORFR LERS VARIOUS WESJWOOD - IHE BIGJTAWG VARIOUS THE BEST CHR1STMAS ALBUM IN THE WORLD VARIOUS B!G LUNES LIVÏNG 
VARIOUS ULTIMATE DISNEY VARIOUS RUSH HOUR VARIOUS THE BEST OF R& B - HIT SELECTION VARIOUS BEST OF ACOIISTIO VARIOUS CAPITAL GOLD GU1TAR LEGENOS VARIOUS H'fRffLlADS^ VARIOUS CLUBEAiID X LRÈI.IE 2 
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Downloads 

Wlnle downloads may simply form part of the 12 months' time, 2004 will go down as the year when legtttmate teleases were sell- ing in enough volumes to be counted for the tnst j. . ,, , . L the act that has arguably made the greatest hay the year - from their partnership with Apple, which created a massue U2/iPod TV campaign - U2 are the natural source of the year's biggest-selhng download. Vertigo sold more than 40,000 units, almost double those sold by Gwen Stefani s second-placed What You Waiting For and Destiny's Child's Lose My Breath 
Vertigo's success reflects high pre-release interest in the track, as well as its achievement in topping the Download Chart for eight weeks in October and Novem- ber. It is worth noting that the Top 40 only covers sales counted since the launch of the officiai Download Chart at the start of September, although the growth in the market through the year - with the final week of 2004 seeing 312,000 downloads sold, more than 22 times the 14.000 solcTmtTie first week of the jjpar - benefits those released near theend otr2004 in any case. Download sales have fallen into a clear pattem, with sales spread over a huge range of titles, mueh ofthem catalogue tracks. The resuit is that even the biggest titles do not sell in massive volumes; only a handftil of titles sold more in 2004 than the Jailhouse Rock's all-time weekly low for a number single of just over 21,262 (as the record stood last week). This should not overshadow some impressive market growth though, with a total of 5.7m légal downloads sold in 2004, compared to the minimal volumes of2003. Certainly, every record company is increasingly recognising the value of the digi- tal single. A survey of the Top 40 indicates that Universal is leading the way in the digital world, with U2 and Gwen Stefani leading a list of five releases by the major in the Top 10 and 15 in the overall Top 40. In turn, a combined Sony BMG accounts for three in the Top 10 and 12 in the 40. Warner and EMI claim six and seven in the Top 40 respectively. Martin Talbot 
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Digital issues look set to preoccupy delegates at Midem 2005, 
as the old world begins to embrace the new. ByJoanna Jones 

Allroads 

leadto 

Midem 
The élégant architecture of the Carlton and Majestic hôtels lining Cannes' Croisette lias vvatched abrace of trends come and go in near- ly four décades since the music industry first began gathering in the Provençale town. A steady roll-call of format changes, the dot- com boom and subséquent dot-bomb gloom have given way to a myriad of new operators, whether technological, télécom or musical, at the annual trade fair. As delegates préparé for this weekend's 39th édition, they face a rapidly changing landscape which - in theory at least - could bring thriving consumer markets for music in the online, mobile and other média worlds in the next cou- ple ofyears. TV downloads, broadband bundled with downloads, mobile memory cards and on-going sync deals are just a few of the tantalising opportunities vying for the music business s attention alongside the still positive prospects within the physical space. What this means for traditional licensing-based events such as 

Midem, and its vétéran delegates - most of whom find their business at the coalface of licensing negotiations, distribution deals and manufacturing - is one of the industry's impondérables. "1 actually think Midemnet is addressing this head on," says Patrick Moxey, president/owner of Ultra Records. "There is already a Worldwide network of digital distributors and many of these are naturally divided by territory, by lan- guage, and there are a jungle of independent ringtone, digital aggregators, and other new média accounts. We'U need to get to know these people and it can certainly be at Midem, as things slowly change frora retail to new média for the future." Eddie O'Loughlin, président of label Next Plateau Entertainment, believes Midem will remain a place where new music will be the main attraction and priority first and foremost. "Technological applications will be a big part of the mix and the majors will dominate and, partnered with large télécoms and computer 

What is your plan 
for Midem 2005? 
Eddie O'Loughlin, président, Next Plateau Entertainment "To discover new talented producers and artists and music executives with new perspectives." 
Patrick Moxey, president/owner, Ultra Records "To keep expanding our licensing repertoire - we lîcense a ton of music from Europe into America. We are also now licensing out more Ultra artists, including dance, reggae and hip hop, to the world market Ultra is also distributed by Pias, Vital in Europe and we will have meetings with our distributors re: new releases. Our publishing manager is coming to keep building our independent network of sub-publishers. Our export manager is coming to see ail our Worldwide export accounts. And our lawyer is taking meetings at Midemnet - we want to improve our new média outlets in the rest of world. I will be meeting primarily with independent European labels and publishers regarding North American représentation." 
Caroline Walton, co-founder, New Visions "To position New Visions as the preferred MSP to the indie labels. Unlike most MSPs, New Visions clears ail content création through the labels and pays royalties back on ail formats sold, serving to empower the content owner in the digital space. Also, at Midem we will soft launch our consumer brand called OfficialMob (www.officialmob.com). Within Officiai Mob, the consumer will only find officiai artist-approved content endorsed by the label. The aim is to encourage the indies to work with a brand tliat the consumer will trust as the place to get officiai ringtones and downloads. Other features of this site will be unveiled at the show." 
John Benedict, partner, Benedicts "Midem continues to offer music companies a unique annual opportunity at an international forum to licence and acquire rights witli companies based around the world and to network with both new contacts and tried and tested partners. Over the past few years Midem lias ceased to be a pivotai event for the handful of majors which exploit their rights Worldwide through their affiliated companies. As a law firm predominantly representing talent and the indie sector, our firm attends Midem to service the needs of our clients; to make new contacts internationally; and to meet up again with old friends." 

companies, will have a négative impact on indie labels activities, but will be positive for indie producers who can deliver the new talent," he says. "I will be looking for great new talent, great new songs, great new people. The technol- ogy issues will be addressed after we secure the hit talent." Proper Distribution's Steve Kersley is espe- cially cautious about fools rushing in. "Midem is still a place for people to meet and do deals," he says. "Ifs only the nature and form of the deals that changes. Légal download services are undoubtedly developing. But the fun part is dis- tinguishing between those ofîering the digital solution who will still be at Midem in 2015 and those who won't even be back next year." But, if anything, this year marks a subtle shift, if not entirely in emphasis, perhaps in attitude for one group of Midem regulars at least, with the burgeoninglegitimate online music services on the brink of digging deeper into the territory mined by specialists and catalogue companies. There is growing evidence that those represen- 



Whatisyourplan 
for Midem 2005? 

mi Pattani. joint managing 
"We have been coming to Midem for 20 years and our reguirements havenf clianged - meeting cxisting clients and new clients. Labels and artîsts looking for représentation in the UK - thafs what we get ont of it and it bas proved year in, year ont to be very successfiil." 
Matt Cadman, général manager. Ail Aronnd The WoHd "Midem isn't quite the force for us it once was - with the advent of MP3s we can send and receive tracks so quickly it negates the need for the passing of CDs and therefore we only tend to meet up with people we know." 
Gordon Williams, partner, Lee & Thompson Solicitors "The great tiiing about Midem is that you can see the grass-roots heart of the music indnstry in action, with the independent sector particularly doing much of its business there. The increased involvement of non-music businesses means new things to learn and new players to meet and, as well as client work, tins will be my primary fbcus." 
Lindsay Brown, managing director, Eagle Records Worldwide "Midem is the idéal opportnnity for ail our DVD and audio, domestic and international, marketing and promo staff to meet in person ail our existing global partners, review last year's perfonnance, preview this year's releases, as well as discussing local pricing trends etc. Midem also gives us the chance to meet possible future partners for any territory where local performance is below par. Eagle Roclds A&R department is strongly represented for both inward acquisition and outward licensing, particularly in the audio field." 
Tîm Prior, director, Absolute Marketing International "Having established a dedicated pan-European network of distribution and exploitation partners in 2004, we will be meeting with these partners at Midem 2005. We will be discussing our key releases - including The Polyphonie Spree, Daryl Hall and John Oates, Raphaël Saadiq and Marillion - as well as looking at how to evolve our relationships in each individual territory. We will also be meeting potential licensees in tliose temtories where we can't operate on a distribution basis (Le. outside of the EU/Scandinavia). Another major focus for us is idcntifying potential new clients to add to our current rester to utilise our UK and European network." 
Peter Thom "As usual, we will meet up with a wide range of our export partners and discuss the coming year. This year we wili be focusing on emerging territories and seeing wliat we can do to develop and improve the way we operate in key areas such as the US and Japan. WeTl have a few label meetings but l'm concemed that Midem's hard-line stance on registration will make it difficult for new labels to be present at Midem and will therefore make the event a more stérile and corporate environment, which isn't healthy for the music industry and will be detrimental to Midem in the long tenu." 
Anthony Hall, managing director. Pure Mint Recordings "To increase our presence/contacts/business relationships with existing and new overseas distributors and licensees. It is différent this year only in the sense that we are more established, have a growing catalogue and will be launching two or three new original artist albums for the first half of 2005." 
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tatives of the less r repertoire are starting to see the market open up for them or are, at least, arming themselves to face the fray when it does. Rashmi Pattani, joint managing director of RSK Entertainment, is one of those who is keeping an open mind, even in a world where being aware of ones copyright is more vital than ever. "We deal more in the mature market but, at the same time as our physical carrier - the CD - is still working, we are not closing the doors to the digital world. Bricks and mortar will not go away, but the people who run it will have to be more créative in their approach and the digital market will thrive," says Pattani. "As the likes of Napster and iTunes move ffom frontline releases to catalogue, they will start to get interested in what we do - right now we are watching that and getting ready for it." Likewise, New Note Distribution joint man- aging director Graham Griffiths sees 2005 as the start of new revenue streams flowing both ways for specialist music. "This is the first year we are looking to discuss digital rights with peo- ple," he says. "A lot of labels we handle for the UK are moving into digital distribution and are keen to advance it this year. "In the specialist areas of jazz, classical and world, not a lot has been donc so far in this space and that is changing. Labels are looking to us to do the deals for them. Where we see the benefit is how this will add to physical distribu- tion - it will increase the opportunity to expéri- ence new music while helping the market for physical CDs." The favourable so-called "long-tail" of the online retail environment - with its twin attrac- tions of zéro stock risk and immédiate availabil- ity - is continuing to attract those mining the niches, where small numbers over long periods of time add up to worthwhile revenues. Robert Garofalo, managing director of Clas- sic Pictures, adds, "We believe that digital downloads will become more valuable for deep catalogue as fewer and fewer of the larger ! hit and chart-orientated retailers carry any worthwhile breadth of catalogue - HMV, Vir- ( 
gin, MVC and some independents excepted." I While Midem's most enduring vétérans 1 
remain committed to the event in terms of its 1 

rôle of digital has 
lnJustl2months 

ability to bring together the business for the benefit of ail, the lead-up to this year's event has also seen résistance to one particular new devel- opment. There are many who express concern that Midem's new "pay up or ship out" stance to what it dubs "parasites" - or the non-registered companies which have increasingly thronged the bars of the Croisette's hôtels to do business - with many perceiving it as a body blow to the very "little guy" for whom the market has tradi- tionally been a fertile hunting ground. "There's a danger that Midem could move even further away from music and be dominat- ed by the large technological companies who have the resources and incentive to monopolise events such as Midem," says Peter Thompson, managing director of Vital. "It's another reason why Midem's hard line is not helpful to the wider perspective on music in the future." Meanwhile, even as Microsoft préparés to host Midem's opening night party at the Mar- tinez on Sunday night, last year's banner adver- tiser, Apple, has made its presence felt in recent days with founder Steve Jobs last week unveil- ing a new génération iPod, the Shuffle. And one only has to glance at the line-up of Midemnet, the Mmic IVcet-sponsored event that précédés the main conférence on Saturday, and the mobile day on Monday to see subjects such as super-distribution - whether online or mobile - opening even further new vistas of debate for the traditional conference-goer. As mobile solu- tions provider New Visions' Caroline Wallon puts it, "The buzz phrase for 2005 will be 'super distribution' and the debate will be 'who owns the consumer'." The 39th annual conférence is by no means an exclusively digital affair, with fbcus days on thehve industry, music for images and an inter- national indie summit ail joining the bristling Programme of panels and debates. Rut, some have suggested that such is the rate 
if ?0nv?',gence between the traditional and dig- ai worlds it is time that Midem and Midemnet pecame one and the same event - acknowledg- ■ng not just the narrowing gap between technol- 
°®',and -""sic for now but a fundamental shiô e way music is consumed for the future. John Benedict, a partner of Benedicts la* ntra and Midem vétéran, is in faveur of merging 
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Whatisyourplan 
for Midem 2005? 
Steve Kersley, managing tlircctor, Propcr Music 

the two worlds. "Midem needs to integrate and embrace the music content owners (i.e. labels and publishers) and the future music content operators - online, média and mobile opera- tors," he says. "Midemnet and Midem should be merged into one event - it is archaic and anachronistic that they aren't - the Palais should be attended by as many mobile oper- ators as physical distributors." Benedict acknowledges the minefield facing content owners moving from a world of music in physical format to one in digital file format, where they can no longer look to exploit their rights by relatively simple contracts for the sale of records. "They have to enter raulti-national multimédia licensing deals with digital music providers; digital music services; and rights aggregators which require the grant of rights covering a multitude of digital distributions and transmissions with the attendant légal issues of digital management (protecting rights) and digital tracking (protecting income)," he contin- ues. "The challenges faced by the music indus- try for licensing music for digital exploitation should be met by Midem housing the new part- ners, under one name, under one roof, at one and the same tirae." Gordon Williams, a partner at Lee & Thomp- son, believes that while, in a strict légal sense, the général principles governing licensing will be unchanged, there are equally pressing con- cems at play while new commercial practices arebeing thrashed ont at tins year's event. "The first is the imminent expiry (unless extended) of the copyright term in Fifties and Sixties recordings - imagine Elvis Presley and The Beatles recordings going out of copyright just as digital distribution of back catalogue takes off. The second is the conflicts of interest that may arise in the favoured multi-discipline music business model of the future, with recording, publishing, and management func- tions ail under one roof," says Williams. "Deals for digital distribution of catalogue are happening and this is something we are experi- encing on both sides of the fence, both with oui- label clients and the new online distributors we represent. Make sure you have enough hard disk space for those old gems you've only got on viuyl." Macrovision, meanwhile, continues to address the dual challenges of physical and digital distribution, debuting a new music CD content protection solution and demonstrating its P2P anti-piracy service alongside a DVD 

Licensing, 
security, payment 
and myalty collection 
will ail 
apply, whatever 
the delivery or content exploitation 
metliod IceMyall, 

video content protection technology at next 
But, however rapid the changes in both worlds over the past year and going into 2005, music industry regulars should not be dazzled by the digital bells and whistles. "Ifs a misconception to think that there are wide-ranging, fundamental légal implications," says Rupert Evans, Digimpro's managing direc- tor. "The technology bas got slightly ahead of the légal framework with the resuit that there are some grey areas. But, these will continue to be clarified. The mindset is changing both in Europe and even more clearly in the US. It's not about shifting physical product anymore. Ifs about making money. Of course, digital product has a longer 'tail' of sales. This, combined with people's willingness to re-buy digital versions of old tracks they used to own, has dramatically increased the value of owning catalogue." Interoute's média services director, Lee Myall, points out, "Licensing, security, payment and royalty collection will ail apply, whatever the delivery or content exploitation method." Ail Around The World's général manager Matt Cadman, enjoying considérable success in the UK and seeing increasing amounts of Euro- pean-produced dance tracks flowing into the UK, believes that the nature of business is changing, if not its core values. "E-mail has made everything so much quick- er and easier - I think this is more of an issue rather than the type of deals that are being donc," he says. "For the mobile and bundled deals, I think people putting them together will just be looking for commercially successful tracks and not be interested in ploughing through a load of potentiel releases from evcry label in Europe. Still, you can't get drunk in the Martinez via e-mail!" While Absolute Marketing International's director Tim Prior believes repertoire owners have failed to fully capitalise on the world of synchronisation to date, he agréés. 'We believe the core relationships will remain the same," he says. "Repertoire owners or licensees will still need a forum to be able explore the multiplicity of delivery platforms." So, whether you believe the technological changes facing the traditiona! heartland of Midem's audience represent différences of degree or a paradigm shift in the way people consume music, the Cannes conférence - which is 40 years young next year - looks well placed to cruise towards its 50th birthday. 

Rupert Evans, managing director, Digimpro "To raise our profile and cernent some relationships by having facc-lo-face meetings. No différent to previous years (although we were obvîously less advanced last year)." 
Lee Myall, média services director, Interoute "With Sharel, Interoute has delivered on the promise of secure pre-release média distribution over the intemet A number of the world's leading music labels, including EMI and BMG, have used Share! and our aim is to showease the solution in action to tire remainder of the music industry at Midem. While we've attended the show previously, this is the first time we are exhibiting." 
Robert Garofalo, managing director. 
"This will be our first year that we have our own product to license, whereas in previous years we liave been looking to acquîre licences." 
lan Dewhirst, Salsoul UK "To better exploit the Salsoul catalogue in other territories. Over the past 15 months we've been so busy re-issuing the bulk of the catalogue, that most of our efforts have been concentrating on production and sales in the UK. We now 
Anniversary CD coming out at the end of January, so this is a crucial Midem for us. We're high on quality control with ail of releases so we're really only interested in shipping finished stock to other territories, so hopefully wc'M find some like-minded international disco freaks who will treat our releases with the love and care they deserve. This year's Midem is really going to be ail about the business for us. As a thriving small label with a hugely loyal and enthusiastic audience, it's now time for us to spread the gospel a little wider. It's my 21st Midem and it will be interesting to see the vétérans who are still around and surviving in toda/s tougher market. This Midem will probably differ from previous ones in so much as 1 probably won't have the energy to do an all-nighter at the Blue Bar and then hit my first meeting." 
Mike Oougherty, vice-president of corporate development, Loudeye Corp "Midem offers us the opporlunity to interact with a diverse group of music professionals from around the world in one place. We are focused on worhing closely with the music industry to provide solutions that can expand the digital distribution channel through online and mobile music expériences, creating incrémental revenue opportunities for labels and new ways for music lovers to access and experience their music." 
Neil Ovenell, marketing executive, CMCS Tt is important for CMCS to feature at Midem in order to reflect their iutent to continue serving the music industry with their média services. Since CMCS are unable to physically attend the event this year, featuring in the Midem brochure will enable us to reach those delegates attending Midem by advertising alongside other key service providers. Our aim is to boost awareness of the CMCS brand and their service offering, while expressing their status as leading print and packaging specialists." 



As happens every year, some indies fell from thc sky in 2004 and some soared, but even among the chaos and triumph the most significant develop- ment for the independent community was its new-found abilily to fly in perfect formation. The poiitical unily that lias recently formed among the indies of the UK and Europe may or raay not be on show as Midem inaugurales its International Indie Summit on Januaiy 24. But the events of the past 12 months have shown that the independents are determined to move for- ward with a Consolidated purposc. "In ternis of the position and the strength of independents, it has been a crucial year," says Beggars Group chairman Martin Mills. "It was the year when the vision of independents being strong, acting together, really started to hear fruit." In 2004, indies drew Unes in the sand for both MTV and iTUnes and collectively registered their officiai opposition to the merger of Sony and BMG. But the skimiishes of last year arejust the beginning. Just weeks into the new, four-major world, Universal and Sony BMG celebrated the week before Christmas with shares of 38.5% and 28.6% respectively in the UK album market, leav- ing independent record companies in no doubt that tliey have an enormous fight ahead of them. "There will be différent versions of the same battles," says Mills. "I don't think anyone thinks any particular battle is going to win the war, but we are trying to foster a landscape where the small can compete with the large." As the new year begins, most indies are still not represented on iTunes and the Sony BMG merger looks increasingly unstoppable, but Aim chief executive Alison Wenham believes a crucial point has been made: indies will not be ignored when the music industry of the future is being carved ont °I would call it the coming of âge," she says. "I think 2004 really deraonstrated to the world's music industry and everyone associated with it that the independents are organised, disci- plined and a strong community, and able to influ- ence the world around them in a way that has never been precedented. The challenges arose, but we were ready." Sadly, as with every year, there were disasters to miligate the sector's successes: Telstar went into liquidation after its initial winning streak ran out, 3mv and Mactwo did likewise in the low- margin, high-tumover distribution business and distributor/label Beechwood went into adminis- tration in June. But, as if to reraind the industry that the inde- pendent sector is worth fighting for, 2004 repre- sented one of tlie best showeases in recent memo- ry for indie talent in the UK, with XL's Dizzee Rascal and Wiley, Rough Trade's The Libertines and Babyshambles, 679's The Streets and The Futureheads, Lizard King's The Killers, V2's Estelle and Domino's Franz Ferdinand ail record- ing real critical and commercial breakthroughs. Laurence Bell, the founder of Domino, a staunch independent that broke its own sales records again and again last year thanks to its Glaswegian art-rock phenoraenon, believes the label's success in its lOth year ought to stand as an example of what can be achieved. "Indies certainly don't need major backing to sell records - just guts and confidence in what they are releasing,' he says. "There are some wor- ries at a retail level. The ongoing corporate merg- ers are creatingsome quite dangerous influence in high street record stores, which is not good for new music. If it weren't for that, they can merge away ail they like, as far as l'm concemed." Likewise, with The Killers on course for double platinum in the coming weeks, Lizard King founder Martin Heath, a vétéran from 
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both sides of the indie-major divide from his days at Arista and Rhythm King, believes there 

thi1 ïï'fS ■" Mopeoden. brf.,,, this. so I don t beheve the majors have any advan- tages over the indies, says Heath. "In fact. I think theymay well beat a disadvantage these dwsThe 
problem majors have is that they can'tthinkin the long tenu or even the médium tenn they cîn only think quarter to quarter, so there is no ^ development to speak of." But in the complex framework of the 21st een 
clear-cut as it may once have been q 6 35 

the grounds that the all-powerful US radio net- works will almost never let a new act in without heavyweight promotional support. In the UK too, there is less contradiction than eyer in an indie which revels in its status while also working alongside those in rather better- appointed offices. Ail Around The World racket! up three of 2004's 15 biggest-selling singles in DJ Casper's Cha Cha Slide, Frankee's FUR» W U Right Back) and LMC Vs U2,s Take Me to The Clouds Above. As well as its ongoing compil*1' 
'""l relationship with Universal Music TV, AATW hcensed tvvo of its biggest hits from majors m 2004, with Cha Cha Slide coming from Univer- sal and Ice Cube feat. Mack 10 and Ms Tbi's You 

Can Doit from EMI. "Ifs an interesting thing when we are licensing tracks from majors who can't be bothered to do n 
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I wrapped in métal" Scanavo présents the new concept, 

SteelBook at MIDEM in Cannes 
Come and visit us 

January 23-26 2005 
at our stand R 36.06 

in the Riviera Hall at Palais des Festivals. 

Dress for the occasion 

Steelbook is the original new 
standard in your média packaging 
■ Exclusive média packaging for music. video and gaines ■ Designed, created and IP ptotecled by Glud & Marslrand ■ A full range of design possibilités ■ SteelBook can run on exisling fullilment lincs ■ Products are perfeclly secured with Scanavo's palented 
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Stats show worth 
ofiodependeflts 
"As vyith every year for indepcndents, il has been niixcd, almost by définition. Bccause we are such a broad cHnrch, what is a good year for one is not a good year for anotlier. But you only bave to look at the figures to sce what percentagc of breaking new acts came through Oie independents, Most statistics 
what is valid in new music ternis cornes from the independent sector. What could be a better story than Franz Ferdinand on Domino? We want those stories to emerge year after year. The MTV battle this year was significant because it was the first and because there was a collective économie benefit, which could only be advanced collcctively. Similarly, our stand against îTunes got us a deal that is a lot doser to the deal we merited. It was a question of being able to set the ground mies in a way that did not discriminate against us. The Sony/BMG merger is potentially the biggest issue of ail, not sa much for the bigger independents, but we feel it is very much in the interests of our community to ensure the small companies have the same access to the market as everybody else. What worries us is that you have got supemiajors witli the market power that they will have and they will get themselves in a position wrth média and retail where other people are squeezed. You only have to look at how Universal is using its market power now for an illustration of the point. I doift blâme them for that - we live in a world of 
huge corporate entities. Online is the other element of the marketplace that led to the création of Aim and Impala. The new média world is evidently one in which collective licensing is going to be more and more important, and in which the majors will almost certainly not want to participate. And we just can't compete with them if we are not coilectivised. If we are not compétitive in that marketplace, we very soon won't be compétitive at ail." Beggars Group chainnan Martin Mills will présent a keynote to open Midemnet this Saturday (January 22) 

themselves,' says Ail Around The World manag- ing director Matt Cadman. "It's not so much that they don't see the potential of the songs, but they (pictured completely see the potential of working with a ÉMl company Ûke ourselves. They're saying, 'hey, ifyou can make it a hit, fantastic'." Like most successful indies, Cadman says Ail Around The World will spend this year mining its niche, with an eye for those hard-to-find new opportunities for profitable diversification. "We just tend to look for tracks - that seems to be what we do best," says Cadman. "We would like to develop a couple of album acts. If we could do that, it would be fantastic, but it is a tremendously difficult thing to do, and then you really are stepping on the toes of the majors, who can afford to spend £700,000 on a market- ing campaign." Opinion is certainly divided among indies as to the veracity of the notion that independents are, broadly speaking, well-positioned to break acts. For ail those who blanche at the cost, there are others, such as Martin Heath, who insist that the internet has created enough of a channel to build a buzz, if not yet to drive sales. "The reason the majors and the indies are not level but potentially unequal these days is because the internet has changed the way people consume music," says Heath. "The bands that are breaking are breaking because they are reaching ears they could never have reached before." Others are less convinced, allhough indies such as Sanetuary and Cooking Vinyl are impressively 

* 

consolidating their niche in relaunching estab- lished acts. "Dcveloping new artists is going to get barder," says Cooking Vinyl managing director Martin Goldschmidt, who put out an average of an album a week last year, based on a ratio of 60% licensed to 40% homegrown. "Once the majors have Consolidated, they are going to use that leverage more and more, and the things you need in place when you are developing new artists are just not going to be available, or 
fortatos" ^aVailableinVerY>veiTshortsupply With Christmas fresh in their minds, indies tell of mounting difficulties in securing prominent fourth-quarter racking in the high street. The fact that ordy three of the Top 40 albums in the Christ- mas chart were independently distributed - spectficahy, The Killcrs' Hot Fuss, the Franz Ferdi- nand album and Katie Melua's Call Off The Seareh on Dramatico - indicates that indies will 
wîdlets out WheneVerthe majors reahy get their 
rJhis,is ^y. regardless of the strength of the UK mdres mustcal output. the overridL issu~ of both this year and last are political one? The ability of the majors to monopo^ roûtes to market and virtually fill the storcs single-hmto- 
s r s-'iAr1 

'0 """" "The market shares of the lact r„., , demonstrate that the future is here nr, Te 
"eic now, says 

Wenham. "Every company, regardless of suc, deserves to have at least some access to the market it opérâtes in. The independents are determined to show the very négative effects on the market of a duopoly operated by Universal and Sony BMG." Already, the majors' disproportionate share of available repertoire in the admittedly embryonic legitimate online world is a cause for concern among indies, although Aim and Musicindie reckon to have a daunting situation largely under control. "I do not underestimate the scale of the challenge, but we will be very busy in 2005 and we hope to make sure that every single independent is digitised and is ready to go," says Wenham. "With iTUnes, the smaller labels, quite under- standably, weren't going to invest what little resources they had into a market that did not seem to be able to retum much of that invest- ment. It is not like running an incrémental business from your CD manufacturing base; it is taking on a whole new set of operational skills and running them contemporaneously with the other business." The credibility and détermination of indies is not in doubt. As Franz Ferdinand's Alex Kapranos put it in a recentA/ME interview, "Whenever there have been bands doing dangerous or exciting things, nine times out of 10 they've been on an independent label." Now, not for the first time, it is the labels them- selves that must square up to dangerous and excitmg times. 
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As manufacturing and packaging companies préparé to gather 'n, ^annfa
S'/^nw h ^înocc 

assesses the impact of converging physical and digital worlds on their ctay- y 

A film foundation 

for the future 

For anyone involved in the traditiona] physical music market, including manufacturing and packaging companies, thcre is no doubt that we live in interesting times. With the growing interest in digital down- loading and the arrivai of the iPod génération, the future seems to be not so clear eut for com- panies operating in the physical sector. TVaditionally, the music industiy has raoved firom one physical format to the next: wax cylin- der, shellac dise, LP, CD, SACD, DVD and so on. But digital downloading has - as the saying goes - created a whole new hall game. In theory at least, the growth of digital downloading could eut out the raanufacturers and packaging com- panies that lie between the music company and 
So will manufacturing and packaging compa- nies be using Midem as a showease for new products and services based around the non- physical music formats or is it business as usual? For some, including independent manufacturer and packaging company SFH UK, the latter is certainly the case, even while there are signs of change. "Well be doing our usual thing, which is see- ing as many labels as possible, old and new, big and small, and promoting what we do," says managing director Richard Langston. "One dif- férence from last year is that we will also be highlighting the covermount market." Manufacturer and packaging giant M PO, meanwhile, plans to showease several services, explains marketing manager Xavier d'Estais. "MPO will highlight our large range of services. We can manage dise production from A to Z; premastering, mastering, création of packaging, dise, implementation of copy protection, logis- tics and distribution. We are creating a new company in partnership with one of the leading European logistics service providers." D'Estais adds that the biggest significant différence between this year's Midem and last year's is that previously MPO focused more heavily on products such as CD, DVD, CD colour, DVD Colour and protection, among others. "This year," he says, "we will focus more on ail the services around the dise and also on the new ways to distribute music." Manufacturing broker Tribals director Teriy Woolner says that alongside the usual manufac- turing and packaging services it offers, the com- pany also plans to offer ils internet fulfilment 
Manufacturing giant Deluxe Media will use Midem as an opportunity to meet as many 
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clients as possible and to discuss their fortheom- ing plans, says Claus Madsen, director of Euro- pean business development coordination. It is also a chance to let Deluxe's clients learn what the company is planning in ternis of strategy. Key Productions, meanwhile, will be hoping to capitalise on the growth of DVD in the inde- pendent sector, says Mélodie Greenwell, the company's sales and marketing manager. "We're hoping to build on our DVD packaging service," she adds. But if2005 looks like the year when legitimate digital downloading services will grow signifi- cantly, how do companies see it affecting their traditional business going forward? "At the moment we don't see any décliné," notes Mad- 

sen. The UK singles market is as strong as it has been for us and it proved to be the case in the peak season - many singles went through the roof. I don't think the current repertoire is affected, but in the past six months we have been researching and developing what we need to do tor our clients, for them to offer digital down- loads." " However, MPO believes digital downloading is already affecting its business because it is a real competitor to dise, especially illégal down- °.a lnS; But the company says it has already aaopted stratégies for dealing with the changing nvironment. "The decrease of CD sales has a11 
impact on our business, but we are trying to pro- pose new services - création of packaging, logis- 
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With headlines dominated by the emergence of légal download services and almost perpétuai major label consolidation it looked, to the casual observer at least, like the CD's obituary was imminent. Yet sales of the format remain on track, particularly outside the increasingly narrow confines of the mainstream. Indeed, businesses like Proper Music Distribution - now the largest "truly independent" distributor in the UK - offer proof positive that the market for physical product remains a thriving one, providing your business is positioned to adapt to a rapidly changing music industry. Born from the merger between CeeDee Sales and Direct Distribution in 2000 and set on their current course when Richard England of Direct Distribution left to form Cadiz Music in 2003, last year was Proper's best ever, with business expanding - quite literally. Moving into new promises at the end of November 2004, the company now has over 20,000 square feet of warehouse spaoe to play with (almost double the size of their previous building) and is well placed to expand upon existing opérations. Those opérations already bring in an annual turnover in excess of £l0m while the ratio of distribution to wholesaie business has switched from Mm to £6m over the past two years. For a company known primarily as catalogue specialists, the year 2004 was also marked by a string of high- profile successes. Holding a mind boggling 42,885 litles, Proper swept the board at 2004's BBC Folk Awards (representing seven winners from the eight catégories) and the BBC Jazz Awards (where they represented six from seven). More than 2.5m units were sold in total, with the top fîve best-selling titles being Jamie Cullum's Pointless Nostalgie (Candid), Alison Krauss' Lonely Runs Both Ways (Rounder), 

Dolly Parton's Live & Well (Sugar Hill) Ojos de Brujo's Bari (K Industria) and the Celtic Pride dance compilation Scottish Clubland (Emerald). The latter offers probably as good an indication as any of the company's diversity of range. The Proper catalogue may be dominated by the so-called "specialist" genres of folk, jazz, blues, country and world music, but any company that also distributes Insane Clown Posse, Prince, Chns Robinson of the Black Crowes and James Lavelle's UNKLE is one that oannot be pigeonholed. There is a misconception that we are not a rock or pop distributor," admits founder and owner Malcolm Mills, "but we've got label managers here who understand those products better than our competitors. The wealth of knowledge that these guys have got on everything from urban stuff to rock reissues going baok 30 years is genuinely remarkable." Perhaps most remarkable of ail though is that Proper's strategy seems "n fly in the face of modem industry 
In a world moving towards digitisation and consolidation they remain a detiantly independent catalogue CD distributor built on a bedrock of small specialist labels. "Ifs back to basics," explains Mills. "There's always going to be people who want to buy CDs and this is the perfect model that has been in existence since the 1930s. "There's no point in trying to change anything," he continues, "ali we've done is streamlined the business so that people can get what they want the next day. We might be in the midst of a technological révolution, but it is unlikely, in the foreseeable future at least, that there will be no mechanical carriers for music. "What we're doing is permanently repositioning ourselves so that we're servicing the retail market that is handling pr    

GETTING BY WITHAUmfHELPJROM yQUR partmfrs 
Under the coordination of Graham Jones and Dave Webb, the Proper Partner scheme began in October 2003 as a way of tightening the chain that bonds independent retaiters, specialist labels and specialist magazines. The resuit is to create a Wnd of wider m- 

auuuB&suji. illustrent months it had generated over ESOO.OOO worth of business. Afler 15 months tehad nsen to £750,000. The number of retailers tawng part has rocketed from 25 to 145. In 

included In a full-page soecSrS P 1ua t0 be 

ÉfefeJir 

more product, the publishers sell more magazines, and the public has access to a wider range of music. Everybody profits from pulling in the same direction. "I thlnk ifs a great forward-looking idea and partnership, certainly for specialist magazines like ours," says Jon Newey. editor and publisher at Jazzwise. "And ifs also a great way of bringing m* tremendous specialist music, that often gets ignoreo by a lot of the smaller hlgh street multiples, to the 



"Our continuée! growth is [achieved]... by sniffing ! around and turning over a few more stones. 
nog That'e what we do." Malcolm Mills, Proper chairman 

re succeeding ce That Ihey i attributed to the disintegration of their direct 
elsewhere and a flexible and forward- thinking approacli that only a truly independent opération - and one that owns its own warehouse - can offer, Certainly, for Mills, an environment where majors are shedding acts in the chase for ever-diminishing margins has opened up ready-made opportunities for those swift enough take advantage. He likens business now to "living among the éléphants and taking advantage of the fertile stuff they drop". The conséquence of such major label profligacy, according to Proper's opérations direclor, Steve Kersley, is that the définition of specialist music has widened. What was once considered niche is now increasingly attractive to dedicated record retailers, keen to develop their own alternative markets away from the price-led battleground of the supermarkets. "With consolidation at the top there are always enormous opportunities created below," states Kersley, "and the crucial différence with the majors is that the number of albums they need 
continually going up. That means we're getting more an< more artists, and whereas in the past we were selling 2,000 to 3,000 albums, it's now more in the région of 10,000 to 15,000.' However, that's only half the équation. To truly prosper, a Company needs a strategy that draws maximum impact from its environment, At Proper this has been implemented, in effeot, by pursuing a course which is the polar opposite of the majors: by setting up innovative schemes like Proper Partners and 

and artists; by offering specialist packages toretail such as their Proper Import service; and by utilising the inherent flexibility that cornes with being independent and running your 
In short, much like a Sanctuary or i Fopp, by forging your own parallel market, "The opportunities are still there," says Kersley of the physical format, "it's just ; ' ' 

being made. Most of it is on small labels and I think what Proper has done is to bring a lot of this music to a much wlder attention, not only thraugh their distribution arm, but also through the whole partnership of the Proper stores and specialist magazines." Gerry Mansfield at Maverick praises the positive Impact the scheme has had on subscriptions and advertising, whBe also placing his magazine a! the heart pf its retail market. "What It has done is enable us to go to those independent record stores more quickly than we would have been able to, and indeed, those Independent stores are now getting advertising in major magazines at very littte cost." "It's very mutually bénéficiai,' he adds, in that the magazine will also recommend artists to Proper if they happen uppn an interesting emergihg talent. "Ihs 

a very we» thought out scheme and there's plenty of scope for it to develop." Tlie Partner scheme is also helping independent retailers build an alternative client base to their high Street compétition, admits Tom Rose at Derby's Reveal Records, Reveal has been a Proper Partner tram the beginning and saw a 20% year-on-year increase In turnover in 2004. "We were pretty much a rock specialist untD about 18 months ago," he says, "and then we took the décision to conœntrate on . roots and folk and things like that." "I think specialist fans just don't expect to see what they want in shops," he adds. "And psople buy these CDs at gigs and they buy hundreds of them." This notion of tapping into the hardeore fanbase of specialist genres is an important side-effect of the scheme, thinks Dave Webb, and one that can offer a 

lifeline to retailers. "Independent retailers are in the same sort of boat as we are," he states. They can't compete with the supermarkets, and while the major chains have gone down one route to differentiate Ihemsolves, tho independents will have to go down another. This offers an opportunity for them to get music fans into their store while driving business. So, Proper Partners is, in a way. about encouraging people to rediscover their local record shops." The (act that we've sold £750,000 worth of specialist music to independent stores in the last 15 months - when apparently they are on their way out and there's no market for il - is incredible." he adds. Webb expects the scheme to expand in 2005 with more retailers coming on board as advertising also appears in the likes of Moio and Uncut. A Proper Partners website will go live in February. 



an affordable option to advertise in speciaiist magazines and gain rack spaœ in independent retailers, the latter a scheme allowing even the smallest oountry or jazz artist a route There's ne it," he adds, " pursuing th jn fmd 
d of rocket science to while the majors are s market/big business 

mutually bénéficiai side effects for ail concerned. If an artist signed up to Proper Access gets their CDs into HM then that is great; if they go onto sell several thousands, then so much the better, That is a win-win situation for the label, the dis the média. V\ 

worth their while doing it." The resuit is a distribution netw Connecting a diverse web of 
willing to meet leveis of service th mostot their oc 

ar distributors would be willing to service foik festivals around the UK, or to source obscure Japanese imports within the duration of a phone call, or flexible enough to strike a deal with an unsigned artist like Brendan Power who had his CDs in the shops ' ' 1 
Ojos de Brujo: key act for Proper 

is why Mills remains 

- 

more," he says, "Like any companies in our industry, we're dealing with people who are having a little bit of success and then they're having a fallow period, 
"This opération has grown organically from the 
hard work of the people within the company plus 
me reinvesting the profits. Because of that, l'm 
confident of the future." Malcolm Miils, Proper chairman 

up or gone ot "We lost Trojan when they were bought by Sanctuary - we used to do £750,000 a year with Trojan, but we still managed to put on £T.5m worth of turnover the year that they went just by sniffing around and turning over a few more stones. That's what we do." Essentially, he concludes, it ail cornes down to attitude and the quality of service. "If you are owned by a multi- national corporation, then someone, somewhere, is iooking at the numbers," 
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i "While the majors are pursuing the mass market/big business 
; end, we can find lots of niches in the other direction because 
it's no longer worth their while doing it." Steve Kersley, Proper opérations director 
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he says. "Ttiat 
G l 

l't got any outside funding 
"This op organically from the hard work of the people within the oompany plus me reinvesting the profits over 15 years to build it up. Because of that, l'm confident of the future." 

I CONFERENCE: KNOWING ME. KNOWING YOl J 
Taking In factors such as the internet- independent, what we have to do is ti driven média expansion or the "grey educale and inform ail of our labels as power" of Wogan and Parkinson, there to what's happening out there and are arguably more opportunities for what opportunities and chances do 

o choose. So, it's about us being an > effective infbmnatlon conduit from retaB - which is obviously rapidly changing in the face of compétition from ail over 
than ever befone. Now in its second The sheer pace of change in the information back to the labels so that year. the Proper Conférence has retail sector, forced by the likes of HMV they can take advantage of rt. " become an intégral part of Proper and Virgin, means everyone has had to Organised by Steve Matthews - 
highlighting these opportunities and least Proper itself, which has adapted demystifying the changing wortd of its opérations to supply everyone in tf retaiUor the benefit of its customers retail chain from markets to 

experience with Sony - and Alan Price re (both plctured below), the central message is not so much what can 
. The first event was held in March "Our conférence is ail about gettinç 2004 at the Jazz Café and saw our labels together and saying 'OK, représentatives from over 70 labels this is what the retail universe is - this interact in Q&A sessions with speakers is what you've got to do'. Some of such as Maria Rivington, head of these people will have worked at majr speciality music at Virgin Retail and record companies 10 years ago and John Léonard, producer of the Mark they need to understand that it doesr Radcliffe show on BBC Radio Two. work like 'that' anymore, it works like For Steve Kersley, the event diffère 'this'. 

1 with a limited marketing budget can do for themselves. This is particulatly so regatding overeeas labels wanting to gain valuable insight into the relatively x buoyant UK market. "The record industry is changing so r't quickly," says Matthews, "but the UK is still a dominant market. So we're saying to people in the US and markedly ftbm most other distribution "We can show them the variety of conférences, where the emphasis is offers from which they can pick and usually on labels to présent their ' f ( forthcoming release schedule. In fact, ■JlUB : ; 1 m ; he says, it works completely the other ^ TjWl.Jj way round. The Proper Conférence is , iSn for retail to présent ilsefffo the labels. f . \ yJîgA'riM "Forus,"heexplains, "themajor ■/ «•A 3Bi thingoverthepast5or10yearsis -*0- xSti that the power of the business has ' ) ^0* 

Europe that if you want to leam how to maximise your returns in the UK market. then corne over to our conférence. There'll be fantastic speakers telling you what you need to know and you'il be able to discuss what you learn with like-minded people." The line-up for this Aprilb conférence is still to be confirmed, but will include 
the retailers and that retail can dictate what's golng on. That means, as an independent and online retail together with média and promotional experts. 
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Proper's specialist retail service is successfully bndging 
the gap between record buyers and overseas laoe 

IMPORTS: SIGNED, 

SEALED & DELIVERED 

W 

at is often perceived with Hughes and Ben Edwards, Proper   Imports was specifically set up as a specialist retail service so they can source and sell product that is genuinely unavailable in the UK. Utilising Proper's up-to-the-minute Worldwide database it means retailers 
demand by getting on-the-spot prices and delivery dates with a phone call. CDs originating from, for example, the US, are shipped direct from LA or another area in the States through to Proper on a next day basis. Though the margins on an individual CD are relatively small, the retailer must make 

suspicion in the music industry, bt Steve Kersley is keen to stress that Proper's involvement with imports has nothing to do with parallel importing. "That end of the import business is high volume, low margin stuff," he slates, "We're completely at tire other end - we're low volume higher margin stuff." Overseen by Rob Hutchison, Jon 

up their order to a minimum level before it is shipped out. Despite the growth of online retailers such as Amazon.com, Hutchison says the service has proved extremely popular and that the volume of imports is in the tens of thousands. "The world's getting smaller." he says, "and because kids can listen to, say, a rock station in LA on the internet, they're hearing stuff that they want to buy and they want to buy il now. "if they can hear a record shop owner making a call to us and saying, 'Yeah they've gol it, how long is that going to be?' and we say two to three 
"The world's getting smaller and because kids 
can listen to, say, a rock station in LA on the 
internet, they're hearing stuff that they want to 
buy and they want to buy it now." Rob Hutchison, Proper Imports 

an that shop owner has got ter. "So again, we're encouraging 

10 note whether a buzz 
CD and act accordingly. This is precisely what happened with the Donnie Darko soundtrack, which the Company was selling in October 2002 purely on the basis of customer demand, over a year before Gary Jules secured the Xmas number one with Mad World. In fact, aocording to Hutchison, Proper can share the crédit for Jules' version being released in the first place, as it was they who initially supplied radio stations like Xfm with 
being independent," he says. "We sold about 2,000 copies of the soundtrack, which for a major record company would be irrelevant and 
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"Two years ago, when Prince put out the 
Rainbow Children album on his own, we did 
direct deal with him, brought it in and sold it.' 
jon Hughes, Proper Imports 

>V 

provided new 

But the import business is rotor about opening up opportunities for c even necessarily operating beneath the radar of the majors. Proper actually secured an exclusive deal 18 months ago to carry ail of Universal's imports independent retailers. The company has also been flexible enough lo create incrémental busi by striking up direct UK and European distribution deals with diverse as Prince, Chris Robinson of the Black Crowes, Natalie Merchant and Insane Clown ICP, who still have a hardcore European fanbas a European recor the région of 5,000 to 10,000 units, They have even I ' :e mari<et by 

)n for Shadow's îs Lavelle ' iw UNKLE Im, is released in February. Ail are examples of just how diverse id forward-thinking the company has 

"It was November two1 

" ZOq 

45 

ONWARDS 
and 

th S UPWARDS! 

9 ANNIVERSARYJ CONGRATULATIONS 
0Ol&cO^ t0 

MALC, JOHN, 
STEVE, STEVEM, 

MIK, ROGER, GAZ 
and ail our friends 

at 
PROPER 

DISTRIBUTION LTD. 

CANDID is home to Mishka Adams, Mina Agossi, 
Jamie Cullum, Jacqui Dankworth, Kyle Eastwood 

Leee John, Stacey Kent, Clare Teal, 
Catherine Tuttle & Mônica Vasconcelos 

CANDID PRODUCTIONS LTD. 16 Castelnau, London SW13 9RU Tel. +44 (0) 208 741 3608 * Fax; +44 (0) 208 563 0013 
_  www.candidrecords.com  

Mdcolm, Tony, Steve, Steve, Alan, (raz. Mike 
and dl the Proper staff 

Congratulations on your 
Record breakino, 
Trend settin^, ROUNDER 
Marketlead'in^... 
Successes. 

From Alison Krauss and Union Station. 
Brantord Marsalis, Kathleen Edwards. 

Slaid Cleaves, Ray Wyfie Hubbard, and al the artists and 
friends at ROUNDER RECORPS. 

Lon^ may you continue to rule! 

wwwrounder.com wwwroundereurope.com 
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physical distribution was was ail going to be about your stock at Pinnacle or 
extent, this is what has 

dépôt, Proper 

Asoneofthefewindependent UKdistributors, Proper'sfast 
service and vast capacity puts in one step ahead of its nvals 

PHYSICAL: UNIQUE 

POSITION PAYS OFF 

Tbat leaves Proper 

Purely by virtue of nol nsolidating meanstht tter suited to working 

This has resulted in Proper being left in a unique position by delault. "Purely by the faot that everyone has fallen away," he says. "we now have an advantage which we are seeking to maximise, Everyone else going down a di in short, there 

business revolves around le 

Theycantake that the compétition would view as uneconomical. •So, what do you want?" he asks rhetorically of independent labels. "A company who can turn it around in a day and maximise the opportunity, have to deal with the enormous warehouses that are catering for the likes of Kylie Minogue or Justin Timberlake, who will most likely and marketing opérations where 
"Brendan Power had no distribution deal or TV 
appearances. Four days later and he's on Jools and his 
record is in the shops. I don't know of many other 
companies who could have turned it around in that time.' Gary Marries, Proper head of buying 

take precedenoe." Harries cites the recent example of New Zealand harmonica player Brendan Power, who had his distribution deal signed, sealed and delivered and his album Tradish In the shops less than a week after a last- minute oall-up to appear on Jools Rolland, as prime example of how the Proper way can pay dividends. 

says, "Four days and his record 
it around in that time. s relevance here is not the fact hasn't yet turned into a big jt the fact that we can ise the opportunity when it 

stem based on guaranteed 

ot' 
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next-day delivery 

because they hTve toTaTe6!^6 [°Ur
1
instant opération] 

something goes off h^ S St0ck uPfront... [but] if 
replenish really quickly andm3 DJ 13 playin9 it'then they can 

R°ger Ken, ProPer ex^ ^ maXlm,Se the SaleS-" 

Proper are now acting as noan hub for a vanety of 
being — »u * *u times a week it means that the supply 0' physioal product can respond instantly to demand, Key to this is Proper's partnership withtheir US shipping agents International Courier Services, who 
US labels enabling speedy replenishment of even the smallest number of units. "IVe worked with ICS for 15 years and they are a key component of our service," says Harries. "Our distributors in Europe like it 
upfront, says Kent. "They can 

aDJis playing it or whatever, then they can repienish really quickly and maximise 

rs get frustrated when they've got customers ooming in for something and you can't supply. So over the last couple of years our fultilment rates have gone up 

offers a made-to- measure expert service for any of its UK-distributed labels who don't already have overseas distribution deals in place or, for one reason or another, don't have the time or resources to deal directly with thelr international distributors on a territory-by-territory basis. The service can constitute anything , -~ from a complété overseas sales and marketing service in specified territories, setting up bespoke distribution deals, plaoing individuel album releases into territories where touring acfivity may be about to take place or simply acting as a point of contact on behalf of the label for either marketing and product information or just physicaliy handling and co-coordinating shipments and 
And for the company's founder Malcolm Mills, that means the sky is the limit. Proper is perfectly placed to continue capitalising on those opportunities that others would choose to ignore. "We've now got a good working mode! for distribution," he says, "so there's no doubt that we can start fishing for new business. "The size and shape of the building 

limit to what we can grow into. We can even use this warehouse as a I having satellite storage for 
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Many différent styles... 
Being the largest indépendant distributor in the UK means things are a iittle more straightforward. 

We supply everyone from market traders to supermarkets. We've got reps on the road (remember them) and telesales people who know their product. No hidden charges for storage or returns, and of course a range of deals to suit everyone. For further info call: +44 (0) 20 8676 5125 
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"[Proper's Access] idea seems brilliant and it's 
surprising that someone hasn't done this before..." Rudy Osorio, HMV head of speciality music & classical 

Proper's initiative means anybody can reach retailers racks 

ACCESS: REACH OUT 

AND l'LL BETHERE 

TILLY'S 
COLUMN 

The Proper Access soheme is a clear example of how Proper Music Distribution bas enabled others by providing a cost-effective route to market and benefited from fhe 
"The idea seems brilliant and it's surprising that someone hasn't done this before," says Rudy Osorio, head of speciality music & classical at HMV, who puts the oompany in the same ballpark as Sanctuary in the way they have created sales opportunities. "Several companies went to the wall lasl year," he continues, "and I don't think there is any room for complacency in the market - if you can't start to generate additional revenue, or if you haven't got the ideas to do that then you're in jeopardy." like most good ideas, how Access works is actually quite simple. Major distributors work primarily on a oost-based System, That means low rates for lead titles but prohibitively high line charges for almost everything else. The effect is obvious - fewer CDs get to the marketplace because it is too expensive to pay for someone to 
Overseen by Alan Levermore and Brian Showell, Access oblitérâtes this conundrum by eliminating the line charge. As an independent Proper can do this, because they do not 

majors. As Steve Kersley puts it. 

are essentially a sales and marketinç company," Consequently, any label signing up to the scheme will have their entire catalogue in circulation and not just their best-selling titles, The label retains ail responsibility to actually | the product, but Proper will its availability either c on a next-day basis. 'Proper Access is example of the bene independent," states Brian Showell. "Labels can sell 25 to 50 units no other company is going to bothering about,1 we're stripping out ail the overheads 

JONATHAN CEE: JAZZ ARTIST PICKED UP BY PROPER 
They've got the bi because it's not worth our time to do 

the shelves and if you can get people into the shops to ask for it, then we'll 
Malcolm Mills adds, "We don't have the financial constraints that the major companies have got. If you examine the opposition, we are the biggesl company in independent distribution operating out of its own privately- owned building [with Pinnade now wholly owned by Bertelsmann], "The only people who I k 

where to find it. We'll supply it and they'll sell it.'" The results are proving popular with 

promote the widest possible range 

brush-workofjazz," he says. "Whereas if the big labels are dealing with jazz then it's ail big brush- work. If they don't understand it then it's a tax loss, but with Proper they've got the business acumen to actually do something with it, "They're doing it on a smallish aie," he adds. "and so they're not going to lose loads of money, but it opportunity to gives people a chance to do something and then benefit if there's 

ell them how to get their product into the shops," explains Rudy Osorio, "but at the same time you don't want to put the phone dowr le're not interested i they might sell. 3 this is a very quick way for us te 
deal with them. Some of these mighl be quite small artists - but obviously 
really weli. For jazz 

the company is 

et small any interest. "For instance, we got a really good Guardian review the week after we launched and Brian was immediately on the case to get more CDs from Italy and made sure my pioture was in the paper and it was like 'great - this is what distributors are meant to do'. You can't buy that." The move to bigger pnemises will see the scheme rolled out in 2005 and, in a business where breaking into the mainstream is getting harder and harder, that makes Proper Access good news for everybody, reckons Malcolm Mills. "We have made the size of the mesh in the net a bit smaller so that we re oatching everybody and not just arins aioumi the big flsh," he states. "That's got to by Proper from be good for the industry as a whole - 
the fact that anybody who puts out a record can theoretioally get a distribution deal in the UK. Ifs a first." 

MUSICWEEK 
CREDITS 
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Deluxe congratulâtes 

^^Proper Records 

on their move te a 

new home 

Deluxe is the name behind many of Europe's most successful music and movie 
releases, corporate communications and interactive games. We're known for 

our excellent customer care, tailoVed to meet our clients' objectives. 
m Zi Part of the Rank Group Pic, we provide the média replication, 

packaging and distribution service^to the world's Ëest-known entertainment 
companies and blue chip organisations. 

. gjk \ / 
Whatever your objectives, Deluxe delivers/esponsiveness, flexibility and 

fast turnarounds - and we like to think our people are fnendly too! 

"DvIUd enquiries téléphoné; +44 (0) 846 600 8 909 

-JLL_ '¥119 ifio ■ niai v  ;—tz. .,¥ Portugal scandinavia spain united kingdom 

ideluxe 

"NITED STATES C Portugal scandinavia spain united kingdom 



GCTTinG PROPER DIUSIC 

TO REAL PURTERS 

country, R&6, jazz and blues wilh Nick .ovve's wit and pop production sensibilities. The resuit s a beautifully laid-back and soul-stlrring listening 

Whal could persuade musical icon Dan Penn to drive 2,000 miles out of his way lo produce a record? The answer lies 
of the American Southwest. Country Soul is what they're calling it and who are we to disagree with thaï? 

TONY KOFI QUARTET Plays Monte Cut by Tony Kofi's quartet (part of an organisi dubbed the Monk Liberation Front), in our ow London recording studio, this record brings th Thelonious Monk alive for 21 st Century listene 

and backed up by an array of guesting friends including Fats Domino, Willie Nelson, Neil Young, Dan Penn and Spooner Oldham. 

ingmg style tobccome one ot Uie mosl inan/iduai voices ihe UK has produced. Praduced wilh US counlry legeads Cillian Weich and David Rawlings, this is a mysterious, whimsical and touchingly emotional album bul more than anything else, it's a dassic 

PJAL 'W Fov» 
watrin! 

CERAINT WATKIN5 Dial W For Watkins Over 30 years, pianisl, accordionist and singer Geraint Watkins has played with some of the greatest names in popular music, fealuring on gigs & sessions wilh Dave Edmonds. Rory Gallagher, Sting, George Harrison and many more. This is his third solo effort and features the talents of Nick Lowe on several tunes. By tums soulful, joyous, sorrowful and rocking, Watkins" blazing piano anc 

... 

-• THE TMt 

Proper Records Ltd., The New Powerhouse, Unit 1, Gateway Business Centre, Kangley Bridge Road, London SE26 SAN England. Enquiries: info@proper.uk.com www.propermusic.com contains full track listings of ail releases on the label 

Americana, taking in Counlry, Rock S Roli and mosl importantly fantastic songwriting, singing & playing, al which marks Eve Selis out as a talent to walch in 2005 
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tr and also to answer their new needs," says d'Estais. He adds, "When it cornes to dise sales, it is important to offer more than just con- tent - it lias to be a full product. The arrivai of the new DVD génération (HD-DVD) will proba- bly offer better product to consumées, with high- er quality, more bonus material, and links to the web, so the physical dise is not dead." Mélodie Greenwell acknowledges that the digital download market is growing, but adds, "It's taking a while to bave an impact. It will aftect singles more, but I don't think it's affecting business by a huge amount. There will corne a time when we'U see a decrease in the number of singles being released and the evolving digital downloading market could wipe out the singles market. But I don't think this is going to happen for a couple of years or so." SFH's Langston admits that digital download- ing is the one big question. "It's something we are aware of. However, we've haven't seen a great deal of dip from the people we have been work- ing with." How the downloading market will evolve is difficult to predict, says Woolner, adding that he believes the resurgence of vinyl is set to continue into 2005. "I don't think [downloads] will have a dramatic effect in the short terni, because people still seem to want the physical product. Vinyl will be as strong as 2004 in the indie sector." But there is some evidence at least that com- panies operating in the digital downloading market aim to put their tanks on the physical music média lawn, including the likes of Glocal Music, which will be at this year's Midem. "Glocal Music is introducing itself at Midem 2005, highlighting the solutions we have to offer the music induslry, helping it to move into an era of internet and digital downloading," says Manolo Remiddi, director of Glocal Music. Rcmiddi says companies such as his, which will be showing its new state of the art search engine and statistics facility, represent a new génération of "virtual manufacturers", which aims to provide tools to enable music companies to create online websites and communities. Glo- caTs Search The World tool is based on the map of the world and allows users to find " s, record labels, management companies. 
But as well as audio, there is also pressure on manufacturers and packaging companies involved in the music video market as compa- nies such as EyetoEye Digital offer new video downloading tools. Remiddi argues that digital 

downloading is not just a new form of music dis- tribution. "It's also about the way we think of music. Downloading is just the first step of this major change. Music lovers are using personal computers to buy their music. Anyone working in the music industry should realise that if no action is taken they could miss the chance to move into the digital market. Those yet to move may be left behind." But many manufacturing and packaging com- panies are adapting and some are already mak- ing plans for the digital downloading future in différent ways. "Instead of competing against illégal down- loading, MPO is trying to propose a new légal solution to file new consumer needs," says d'Es- tais. "MPO was one of the first manufacturers to be involved, with the launch of MPO Online, a platform designed for the digital downloading market. For example, this year MPO Online was the platform chosen by [retailer] Fnac Music for the development of its site." Deluxe's Madsen reveals that his company, meanwhile, is considering offering a digital mas- tering service to meet the demands of the digital downloading market. "When you're authoring a DVD, you need to transfer old média to the new one. The same goes with online music. The problem is that you need différent file formats for the various online services and one possible service would involve saying to a music company 'let's take your music and convert it to any format you need'. We could become the link between the online service and the label." Deluxe is currently having internai discus- sions about whether it should offer a range of services for the digital downloading âge, such as managing reperloire and dealing with matters such as database handling, web design, down- loading administration and so on. "At the moment, we're taking everything one step at a time," says d'Estais. "We have researched it and now we need to see if our clients want us to do this or whether they will prefer to go to the normal providers ofsuch serv- 
Key Productions is also considering expand- ing its services to deal with the growth of digital downloading, says Greenwell. "We are looking at this market and digital archiving is one service we could offer our customers, At the moment there's no huge call for it from our client base, but we know that we have to move with the times and look to the future." While SFH currently lias nothing in place 

We could 
become 
the link between 
the online 
service and 
the label Claus Madsen, 

regarding downloading, according to Langston, it is an area the company is constantly looking at. "Business is expanding. Last year, we moved to bigger premises and took on more staff. You have to watch out in this business, becausc things corne and go. l'm not saying downloading is a flash in the pan, but being too far ahead of the game can be as bad as being too far behind. We are aware of digital downloading and we are keeping our car to the ground." But despite the growing mterest m download- ing, most in the manufacturing and packaging sector expect physical and non-physical music formats to co-exist. And this view is shared by those companies promoting digital download- ing services or solutions. "Physical and non- physical music can co-exist because each solu- tion does not answer the same needs," predicts d'Estais. "The physical music market will pro- pose full product with high level packaging, bonus material (video or audio) and so on. The non physical market will focus more on the back catalogue you cannot find in retail and on prod- uct you do not want to buy fiill price." "People are using the internet and download- ing to discover new music or rediscover old favourites but still prefer to have a CD or vinyl of their favourite artists, so maybe downloading will increase physical sales as people discover new artists more easily," adds Woolner. SFH's Langston also believes the two types of média will exist together but wonders whether in the long terni, today's MP3 génération will be that concerned about their content being pack- aged. But Greenwell has no doubts. "They most definitely will co-exist. We now have DVD prod- uct and people said the CD would die as a resuit of DVD, but it hasn't. Same with vinyl." Deluxe's Madsen notes that the sheer amount of music that is still in the physical format means that it will be many years before online music services can offer anything like the breadth or depth of catalogue. Andrew Ellis, the creative director of Eyeto- Eye Digital, sees a healthy future for download- ing but anticipâtes approaches to physical prod- uct being even more creative. Ellis notes, "People said the internet would replace books or bring about the paperless office; it hasn't. There will always be room for the physical product. We'U see physical product offering more add-ons, like CD Extra and using this as a means of differentiating itself from the non-physical product. Also, I think most people would rather receive three CDs in the post from their Uncle Harry than a bunch of downloads." SFH's Langston adds, "I know a few people who have ditched their CD collection and put everything on to a computer, but it's ail a bit soulless. The iPod is fantastic but I don't see it stopping people from buying dises." Steve Young, managing director of Weather- box, a label management company, deals with many manufacturing and packaging companies. "Will physical and non-physical co-exist?," he ponders. "Absolutely. People love packaging and they like collecting things. Physical music is for the niasses." While such sentiments will be music to the ears of those manufacturing and packaging companies gathering at this year's Midem, these are challenging times, as both sectors have seen oil price increases push up the price of the poly- carbonate used for dise production, the pol)'" styrene used in many DVD cases and the polypropylene used for CD jewel boxes. The potential threat of downloading to their traditional business may be an added pressure, but the signs are that most companies attending this year's Midem are upbeat, optimistic and ready to face the challenges of the friture. 
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Elvis Presley's 18 UK #1 Singles - this uniquely numbered Box Set présents ail 18 of Elvis's number one 
UK hits in one spécial Collectors Edition pack. The artwork and présentation style employed make this the 
ultimate pack offering for ail music lovers. 

CMCS Group Pic has worked with music industry professionals for over 30 years and embodies the knowledge and experience needed to create truly unique pack solutions. Offering extensive packaging options and production flexibility CMCS can cater for ail client requirements. Producing packaging to suit each individual artist is an art one in which CMCS spécialisés. Leading CAD development resources ensure that CMCS offer innovative pack designs that are cost effective but continue to offer the 'added value' sought after by consumers Worldwide. 

CMCSGROUP m 
1 KENNET ROAD I T: 0208 308 5000 DARTFORD j F: 0208 308 5005 KENT ; E: salesScmcs.co.uk DA1 4QN ! W: www.cmcs.co.uk 
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FEATURING TRACKS FROM 

MYLO MULL HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
PQQR OLD BEN CALAMATEUR LE 
REND AMPS HALF COUSIN SPINDRIFT 
RAAR CARSON BLUE GUM EARS 
SMALL ENCLOSED AREA THE 

CINEMATICS CROFT NOS & DAMAGED 
GOODZ 

PLEASE JOIN US FOR THE ALBUM LAUIMCH @ MIDEM 
5PM MONDAY MUSICWEEK STAIMD 17.13 

WWW. M AKE-TR ACKS. NET INFO@MAKE-TRACKS.NET ' k 1Î^a?1^
NNEL4com/ideasfactoryscotland HIGHLAND@IDEASFACTORYSCOTLAND.CO.UK 
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-O rmmth "'fSlOTS SHAUNARNOLD@HAILMUSIC.COM WWW. GOEVENTS. INFO 

INFO@GOEVENTS.INFO 
FOR MORE INFO VISIT WWW.MAKE-TRACKS MPT 

OR CONTACT INFO@MAKE-TRACKS.NET 
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IVI^gitTs psrsonality of the yêâr, Bruce Lundvall, talks to Music 
]/\/eek about a career which spans more than four décades 

Turning business 

into an art form 

Bruce Lundvall is thinking of writing abook. It will be a taie drawing on expériences across 44 years in the music business. It promises to bring to life memories ranging back to Lund- vall's first days at Columbia Records in i960, through bis two-decade long spell at the Compa- ny and bis subséquent moves to Elektra and EMI, right up to his current rôle as président and CEO of EMI Jazz & Classics. It will refleet on a career working with a who's who of US music, from names in jazz, country, pop and the stage (including Herbie Hancock, Miles Davis, Wynton Marsalis, Dexter Gordon, Willie Nelson and Norah Jones). Lundvall started writing the book once. While on business in Tokyo, he sneaked upstairs to his hôtel room to commit the first pages to paper. After re-reading it, he realised it wasn't the book he intended to write and abandoned iL He insists it will be no exposé, simply a mem- oir of some of the incredible characters he has worked with over the years, as much about industry heroes such as Goddard Lieberson and overlooked musieians such as Bobby Scott as it is about Herbie, Miles, Willie, Dexter and ail. It is this preference that says volumes about Lund- vall, a man who has anecdotes aplenty, but is as happy to talk about his experience running Columbia Records during the so-called "golden âge" of the music business as he is reeling oflT anecdotes about the legends of music. At Midem in Cannes next week, Lundvall will be honoured with the convention^ personality of the year award. It will be the latest among many honours for the industry vétéran, who has received a lifetime achievement award from the Jazz Foundation of America and the US's presti- Eious Russ Sanjek Award, as well as three Gram- my nominations and aNarm presidential award. 
o Lundvall plays down the Midem récognition. Jbis is important to me," he says. "It's the first tinte I have won an international award. I have been to Midem quite a few times over the years, f0 1 am deeply honoured, although l'm not sure Jt is deserved. Perhaps it's because they always ook for someone who is old." Lundvall started in the music business in July |960, joining Columbia Records after a collège tnend got him a job at the company. Despite wanting to work in A&R, Lundvall endcd up m marketing, but nonetheless stayed at the compa- ny for 21 years. The experience, under the lead- ership of industry legend Goddard Lieberson, o'ped form his philosophy about the business. He used to say, 'We have a responsibility to busi- ness but we bave a responsibility to an art form that happons to be music.' If you get the art o t" 'b® business will follow." , But, by the time he left, Lundvall was wrappeo P m the machinations of the business, as presj- n of the domestic division of CBS Recoids. 

i 

was an experience which he did not enjoy and prompted him to take a change of direction. "I was responsible for every facet of the Amer- ican labels," he recalls, emphasising his particu- lar lack of excitement when he was called upon to establish a new manufacturing plant. 'After a while I became totally caught up in ail these responsibilities," he adds. "I thought, Tm not having a lot of fini'. 1 think 1 do two things pretty well: I am a good finder of talent and mar- keting guy, and a good leader of people. What the hell do I know about building a factory?" Then, the idéal opportunity arose; he left to become président of the then newly-created Elektra/Musician label and senior VP of Elek- tra/Asylum. While this move represented a shift in the right direction - in two years at Elektra, Lundvall was involved with a string of acts including Bobby McFerrin. Bill Evans, Woody Shaw, Bill Laswell, Steel Puise and Ruben Blades - it was in 1984 that he found EMI. EMI global chief Bhaskar Menon asked Lund- vall to join the major, offering him the opportu- nity to revive Blue Note, including the freedom to sign new acts and build a new roster. Sinee Blue Note was Lundvall's favourite jazz label it was a particularly attractive offer, but he wanted more. 'I wanted to also be able to sign pop acts," he recalls, "and [Menon] said, "you can 

start a pop label in New York'. And that was Manhattan Records." Lundvall has kept his hand on the tiller ever since, his rôle overseeing EMI's global jazz and classical opérations covering Blue Note and Manhattan, as well as the classi- cal label Angel Records. Looking back over those four décades, Lund- vall has certainly seen some changes. 'When I started in the record business, the A&R depart- ment of Columbia were ail people who were musieians, arrangées, or composers," he recalls. "From what I am seeing, the emphasis in record companies today is not so much on A&R, it is more on marketing. A&R was the driving force for every company for so many years." Lundvall highlights the changes with an anec- dote about an A&R scout at a rival label who said he would have been fired for proposing the sign- ing of an artist such as Manhattan's Norah Jones - in advance of her début album almost three years ago - because she did not fit into any recognisably commercial démographie. Besides regretting the obsession with demo- graphics and marketing, Lundvall believes the business has become overly obsessed with con- cepts of "hipness". "I think 'hip' is a very danger- ous word," he says. "It doesn't mean quality but something that it is trendy and fashionable. "Record companies are so obsessed with youth culture, that they haven't recognised that there are older people who want to buy records," he adds, citing Michael Bublé, Andréa Bocelli and Jamie Cullum to emphasise his point. "There is an adult audience out there that is into music and that's a big market." There is certainly no doubting Lundvall's enthusiasm for the business in which he has worked since before The Beatles recorded together for the first time. He has no shortage of anecdotes either. One of his persona] favourites is his signingof his child- hood hero Dexter Gordon in the Seventies. Lundvall signed Gordon after discovering, while attending John McLaughlin's wedding in New York, that the legendary jazzman was play- ing in town. Having never seen the sax legend play live before, he bailed out of the wedding réception, managed to wangle his way backstage and offered Gordon a deal on the spot. More than a decade later, Lundvall master- minded Gordon's appearance in Round Mid- night, the jazz movie which revived his career in the Eighties. In a crucial meeting with producer Irwin Winkler and director Bertrand Tavernier, Winkler spikily asked Gordon why, if jazz was so great, it did not sell any more. "Dexter just tumed to Winkler and said..." - Lundvall mimies a long pause and a deep, expressive jazz growl - "'Art form', "They were like people from three différent planets. The meeting finished and an hour or so later, I got a call from them. 'He's perfect; we want him,' they said. 1 said to Dexter, 'It sounds like you are going to be a movie star.' Dexter just turned and said" - Lundvall reprises the Dexter Gordon growl - "'Hollywood.' What a great man." As Lundvall reels off such stories, it is clear that he has lost no love for the job. "I would not sign a hip-hop artist or a punk rock act at this stage of my life," he acknowledges, "and because we are not Capitol or Virgin, we have been able to veiy slowly sign acts, been able to develop a great jazz roster. I believe we have the best jazz artiste in the world. "I have had a long career in the business, 44 years, and I still love it," he adds. "As long as I continue to be interested and enthusiastic about music. I will continue to be involved." That book may have to wait a little longer yet. But it is sure to be worth the wait. Martin Talbot 
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M^/nHmT^anîand^nth16 ni5COIu u3™65 w'1'c''1 ai'e exhibiting at Midem, both in the British At Midem stand and other Ul< exhibitors. Visit MWat stand 1713 in the Palais des Festivals 

The Brits at Midem 

british exhibitors 
ÂîTMiïsicAnd Media Ltd www.airmusicandmedia.com; Stand 09.29 

Beat Tliat Music Ltd www.independentmusicgroup.com; Stand R34.16 

Candid Productions Ltd www.candidrecords.com; Stand R35,20 

Dynainik Music Ltd www.dynamil<-niu5ic.coni; Stand 0719 
New World Music Ltd www.newworldmusic.com: Stand R32.18 

One Step Music Ltd www.independentmusicgroup.com; Stand R34.16 

Going For A Song Ltd www.goingforasong.com: Stand 09.35 
Gramophone Magazine www.gramophone.co.uk; Stand R3131 

Independent Music Group www.independentmusicgroup.co Stand R34.16 

Silva Screen Records Ltd www.silvascreen.co.uk; Stand R35.14 

Pegasus A Division Of Eagle Rock Entertainment Ltd www.pegasus-records.com; Stand 
Pickwick Group Ltd www.pickwickgroup.com: Stand 21.01 

www.songlink.com; Stand 1130 

Sunfly Karaoké Ltd www.sunflyl<araoke.com; Stand 1120 

www,gulpmusic.com 
www.amabala,co.uk 
AMG Records www,amgrecords,net www.momoneyrecordings.co 

www.angloplugging.co.uk 
Association Of Independent 

Union Square Music www.umonsquaremusic.i Stand R32.04 
www.warrenb.co.uk: Stand R35.02 Bay Songs Lt 

Columbia Publishing Wales Ltd www.columbiapublishmg.co.uk; Stand R35.02 

International Artist Managers Association www.iamaworld.com: Stand R32.27 
International Record Review w.recordreview.co.uk: Stand R2710 

Proper Music Distribution www.properdistribution.com; Stand 23.12 

Black & Blonde (Creative Solutions) www.blackandblonde.co.uk 

British Academy Of Composers & Songwriters www.britishacademy.com 



www.bronzerecords.co.uk 
Darah Music Ltd 
David Wineman Solicitors www.davidwineman. 

Enterprise Records (Hed Kandi & One Two Records) www.hedkandi.com 
Hathor Creative Industries Kassner Associated Publishers Ltd/President Records Ltd www.president-records.co.iik 

Catalyst Music Publishing Deluxe Global Media Services 

Churchill Howells 

Department of Culture, Media & Sport www.culture.gov.uk 
Digital Hardcore Recordings/ Rotters Golf Club www.digitalhardcore.com 

East Central One Lt 
Eaton Music Ltd 

www.fmlmusic.com 

www.gotham-records.com 
Green Pepper Junction ITN Corporation 

Jalapeno Records/ Illégal Beats www.jalapenorecords.com Manchester City Music Network www.nianchester-music.org.uk 

Midem Showcase 

DIRECTOR OF EUROPEAN SALES AND MARKETING VICTORY VICTORY RECORDS, the #1 Independent Rock Label in the United States, seeks the rigtit indhridual to coor- dinate ail international sales, marketing and promo- 

sr 

RECORDS 
SEND CV ALONG WITH SALARY HISTORY TO; FAX; 312.873.3889 - E-MAIL; TONY@VICTORYRECORDS.COM 

The NEW 
Music Week Directory 

2005 

To order yours 
call 01858 438 816 or online 
at www.ntusicweek.com 
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digital music distribution 

CADIZ DiGiTAIf mfo@cadi2c)igital. net www. cadizdigital. net 

looking for new distribution in the UK P 

novA 

MUSICWEEK MIDEM GUIDE 2005 



www.go2neon.com 
Nettwerk One Music Ltd 
Nettwerk Productions www.nettwerk.com 
New Note Distribution 
www.newnote.com 
New State Entertainment Ltd www.newstate.co.uk 
NMC Recordings Ltd 

Music Factory Entertainment Group Ltd www.musicfactory.co.uk 

Partira (Performing Artists Media Rights Assoc) www.pamra.org.uk 
Peter Conway Management 

NorthStar Music Publishing Ltd www.northstarmusic.co.uk 

Phonographic Performance Limited (PPL) www,ppluk.com 

R and M Entertainments Ltd www.randm.co.uk 

South Yorkshire International Trade Centre (SYITC) www.syitc.com 
Spiracle Management 
Steve Marriot Licensing 

Rigbteous Babe Records 
www.righteousbabe.com 
Robertson Taylor Insurance 
RSK Entertainment www.rskentertainmenLco.uk 

Snapper Music Ltd 

Stop Drop and Roll Music Publishers www.stopdroproll.com 

Tairona Songs Ltd 

www.songphonic.com 
Songstreet 

The Product Exchange Ltd www.productexchange.co.uk 

CLASSIC PICTURIS 

ENIERTAINMENT CELEBEATE 

VEAR8 AS Ail INDEPENDENT LABEL, J 

VEARSASONEOFTBEUK'STOP 
VIRER PRODUCTION COMPANIES. 

2)500sq ft 35ft gantry 72 track Lighting Rig 8 Digital Caméra Channels Capable of full Orchestra Production Full Production Rehearsal Facilities. 
New tilles produced front the facility release front June 2005 and include: The Classic Pictures film DADROCK "& FRIENDS" sériés of six sessions with featured artists and their guests. 
Classic Pictures are delighted to be working on the video to accompany the ONE WORLD "Grief Never Grows Old" Single penned by Mike Read in aid of the Tsunami Disaster. 



The Sound Foundation www.soundfoundation.co.uk 
Timewarp Distribution Ltd www.timewarpdisxom 
TKl Management www.tklmanagement.com 
TPF Records (formerly A3 Records) www.thepopfactory.com 
Tribal Markings Entertainment www.tribalmarkingsentertainment 
Trinity Records Company United www.trinitymediagroup.net 
Tuff Spirit Management www.tuffsessions.com 
UK Nemesis Management Ltd www.nemesismanagement.com 
UK Trade & Investment www.uktradeinvest.gov.uk 
Valentine Music Group www.valentineinusic.co,uk 
Virtual Music Enterprises 
www.virtualenterprises.co.uk 
Vital Distribution 
Vitamin V Music Ltd www.vitaminv.tv 
Welsh Music Foundation www.welshmusicfourdation.com 
Westbury Music Consultants 
Westbury Music Ltd www.we5tburymu5ic.net 
World Music Network www.worldmusic.net 
Wyatstone Estate Ltd (Nimbus Records) www.wyastone.co.uk 
YR Media www.yrmedia.com 
Zube Records www.zuberecord5.com 

Foatures edi 

© CMP Information 2004 
Eighth Floor, Ludgnte Housc, 245 Biackfriars Road, London SQ 9UR 
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single call 

The Sonoprèss digital archive and encoding services 

You want to sell your music in global markets, with a choice of formats and distribution channels? You want to be able to offer your entertainment content for both mobile devices and in online music stores? Now there's an easy way to do this - just use the Sonoprèss digital archive. 
Digital Archiving Long-term archiving, online and offline backups possible for highest security. Access-controlled and video-controlled data centre. Archiving of your assets in a physically separate area for highest security.- 
Import of Audio Content ifror-proofed import into the digital archive using professional equipment incl. identification and reporting of errors. Archiving in highest quality (as DDP image). 
Import of Graphie Date Graphie data used for CD production, as well as audio-data, can be stored m the Sonoprèss Digital Media Management System. 
Hook / Sample création Création of hooks and samples using specially developed software. 

Encoding services: Professional création of compressed or uncompressed audio files formats (e.g. MP3, WMA. MPEG4-AAC, AAC+, ATRAC, REAL Audio, WAVE) specified and authorized by the online music providers. 
Metadata / XML création; Création of the spécifie metadata files to conform to the requîrements of the online music providers. 
Delivery / Distribution: Distribution of the complété packages to the récipients as physical or online distribution. 
Please contact us for more détails. 

... an indispensable tool to help you sell your music. 

UNITED KINGDOM CERMANY / EUROPE 

sonoprèss 



DualDisc 

CD SIDE DVD SIDE 
amaHlngmuslc encltlng uldeo footage 

plaiis on standard cd-pladar entlre album In surround sound 
computer entras and ueb llnhs 

nouu 

one dise has Lt ail 

Contact for DualDisc™ replication and service; 
Sony DAOC • dualdisc@sonydadc.com • www. phone: +44 20 7612 1861 or +43 6246 880 555 or at MIDEM 2005, Stand no. R30.01 

Solutions by Sony DADC 
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Catalogue 

IWBBÊ ^adr ULin t'T1 nlenSUre 'SlreSÊ albu™ and compilations, the Top 50 catalogue albums of 2004 - titles first released no later than 1 January 2002 - are diverse both in terms of their content and their original chart performance. I,t,is not a, big smprise, for example, to find Abba's perennial Gold compdation winning the title for best-selling catalogue album, adding a further 376,782 sales to its already enormous tally during the year and leatùng the number two sélection, Duran Duran's reactivated Greatest album, trailing 37.7% behind it, even though it sold a creditable 238,897 copies. Michael Jackson had most titles in the chart in 2003, and repeats the feat for 2004, with the same three albums - Thriller improves 9-6, Off The Wall slips 16-17 and Bad falls 22-47, with sales of134,729,91,675 and 56,209, respectively. OffThe Wall - which dates from 1979 - is one of the oldest titles on the list, being junior only to The Sex Pistols' Never Mind The Bollocks (1977, number 21, 87,195 sales). David Bowie's Ziggy Stardust (1973, number 43, 60,410) and the Beach Boys' 1966 classic Pet Sounds, which finishes in 37th place, with 65,850 sales. So The Beach Boys win a notable victory over Sixties rivais The Beatles, whose Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, just misses this years list. However, the BeatlesT compilation finishes at 16 on the catalogue list, with 92,689 sales in 2004, while The Very Best Of The Beach Boys is 26th with 80,166 sales. There are interesting issues outside the Top 40. Rage Against The Machine's self- titled début album failed to impress here when it was released in 1993, peaking at 17. It was even less of a hit in the US, where it climbed no higher than number 45 on the Billboard chart. It has, however, subsequently been lauded as a classic pioneer- ing album, the first to blend rap and métal into a potent new style that has become much imitated. At ils low point in 1997, the album sold 10,420 but it increased sales significantly in each of the next six years, and sold as many as 80,968 copies in 1993. It finally suffered a décliné in 2004, but the 53,715 copies it sold are still enough to make it the 50th best-selling catalogue album of the year. Alan Jones 

DURftN DURflM GRbATESl ROD STEWART THE STORY SO FAR - THE VERY BEST OF 
MICHAEL JACKSON THRILLER BOB MflRLEY & THE WA1LER_S I EGi JD 
MADONNA THE 1MMA01ILATE COLLECTION ROBBIE WILLIAMS SWING WHFN YOU'RE WINNING EVACASS1DY S0NGB1RD JOHN LENNON LENNON LE6END -1 

WHITNEY HOUSTON THF GREATEST HITS 

I - GREATEST HITS 

I - ORFATEST HITS 82-92 

THE BEATLES 1 

OASIS DEFINITELY MAYBE  FRANK SINATRA MY WAY - THE BEST —- ROBERTA FLACK SOFTIY WITH THESE SONGS^IHEjESIOL- RED HOT CH1IT PPPPFRS OALIFORNICATION— BEACH BOYS THF VERY BEST OF . 

BEACH BOYS PET SOUNDS COLDPLflY PARACHUTES   ~ nv OASIS J l ,I L .|'4, IM::!'". T ! ■ . STEREOPHONICS PERFORMANCE ANDÇOÇKmS,-. 

Music DVD 
ASk m That the Live Aid DVD became the runaway biggest-selling music ky/ ^ DVD of 2004 is one of the most impressive achievements of ' the year. It may be a charity package, but as a multi-disc boxed set it was also one of the most expensive music DVD releases of the year, retailing in most outlets at between £30 and £40. The 255,000 units - made up of four dises, as it happens - that were sold in the two months after its release in early November left the other big releases of the year trailing in its wake. It was the only title to sell more than 100,000 units across the year, with just three other titles selling more than 90,000 units on DVD: Queen's Live At The Bowl, Oasis's Definitely Maybe and Les Misér- ables In Concert. The profile of the very biggest music DVD titles remains firmly established, with even greater emphasis in 2004 on so-called "héritage" titles. Of the Top 10 biggest sellers, only one draw on the talents of anyone from the past 10 years and that was Robbie Williams, whose What We Did Last Summer sold 77,000 units after becoming the year's biggest release of2003 (when it sold almost 220,000 on DVD). While most of the biggest-selling titles achieved their positions with DVD sales, some performed disproportionately better on the aging VHS fonnat. Most notable, in the Top 10, was Cliff Richard's Castles In The Air, which sold 76,000 units on DVD and another 13% (17,000) again on VHS. In turn, Queen's Live At Wembley sold enough units to claim eighth place in the overall music video chart for the year (which combined both DVD and VHS), ahead of Elvis Presley's Comeback Spécial. With the market continuing to expand year-on-year, the various majors appear to be becoming increasingly focussed on music DVD. AH of the majors are repre- sented in the Top 20 for the second year in succession, but while EMI were clearly dominant in 2003, it was looking tighter last year; Universal and a combined Sony BMG would have claimed nine titles each in the Top 40, with EMI claiming eight and Warner seven. Martin Talbot 

/ / / / 1 1104 VARIOUS LIVE AID WxnUncVà. 2 10.04 QUEEN ON FIRE - LIVE AT THE BOWL LUI 3 09.04 OASIS DEFINITELY MAYBE gq BrortiCf 4 11.04 CAST RECORDING DREAM CAST - LES MISERABLES IN CONCERT va 5 1004 CLIFF RICHARD CASTLES IN THE AIR Unr.irjJPir.turt 6 ROBBIE WILLIAMS WHAT WE DID LAST SUMMER an=h 7 1003 GUNS N' ROSES WELCOME TO THE VIDEOS 8 07.04 ELVIS PRESLEY 68 COMEBACK SPECIAL EWV*. 9 0603 OUEEN LIVE AT WEMBLEY STAD1UM fawto 10 0704 ELVIS PRESLEY ALOHA FROM HAWAII BMG Video n 1104 WESTLIFE THE TURNAROUND TOUR-LIVE s 12 CHER THE FAREWELL TOUR liiuac Enicrtamtoent 13 AC/DC LIVEATD0N1NGT0N Ef* 14 EAGLES HELL FREEZES OVER 15 0204 BON JOVI THIS LEFT FEELS R1GHT - LIVE M~fU*v 16 09,04 THE WHO THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT ^ 17 1201 ROBBIE WILLIAMS LIVE AT THE ALBERT 18 OUEEN GREATEST VIDEO HITS-2 19 1103 RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS LIVE AT SLANE CASTLE WjrwrMaacVhsD 20 0604 THE STONE ROSES THE STONE ROSES Sâ^tow 21 11.0? VARIOUS THE LAST WALTZ MGM 22 LEO ZEPPELIN LED ZEPPELIN 23 MEAT LOAF LIVE IN AUSTRALIA WITH THE MSO 24 1204 ROD STEWART ONE NIGHT ONLY - LIVE AT ROYAL ALBERT 25 1104 EVANESCENCE ANYWHERE BUT HOME EPK 26 PHIL COLLINS FINALLY - THE FAREWELL TOUR w«,«« 27 28 ELVIS PRESLEY THAT'S THE WAY IT IS w™ 29 30 1103 U2 GO HOME - LIVE FROM SLANE CASTLE M STATUS OUO XS ALI. AREAS - THE GREATEST uutv 31 1104 SCISSOR SISTERS WE ARE SC1SS0R SISTERS Pofckr 32 1102 DAVID BOWIE BEST OF BOWIE EMI 33 11.01 THE WH1TE STRIPES UNDER BLACKPOOL L1GHTS 34 35 DONNY OSMOND LIVE AT EDINBURGH CASTLE ua 36 VARIOUS CONCERT FOR GEORGE 37 0904 ABRA SUPFRTROUPERS Wic» 38 11.04 CHRIST1NA ACUILERA STRIPPED - LIVE IN THE UK RCA 
39 10.03 DURAN DURAN GREATEST EU) 
40 03.04 ABBA IN CONCERT 
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Club Chai'ts 2004 

2004 UPFRONT CLUB TOP 100 / 
1 STONEBRIDGE PUT 'EM HIGH (SEAMUS HAJI/AXWELL/STEVE & SEB ETC MIXÉS) wim 26 

MVI n npnp THF PRESSURÉ (MYLO/RITONMIXtS)  2 SHAPESHIFTERS LOLA'S THEME (SHAPESHIFTERS/PRYDZ/CALDERONE MIXES) 27 3 BASEMENT JAXX GOOD LUCK (T1M DELUXESUMMER BOOTLEG MIXES) xi a<aem 28 5 DEEP DISK FLASHDANCE (SKYLARK/RAUL R1NC0N/GUETTA & GARRAUD ETC MIXES)    29 EMMA HLBETHFBFmflRRY'SAFROHUT/BlMBO JONES MIXES)   — „ 4 DANNI1MINOCUE VS FLOWERPOWER YOU WONT FORGET ABOUT ME (MIXESlmwj ih «M 30 TAITHLESS MISS II 1 FSS, SFF H MflRF (FAITHLESS/BEGINERZ ETC MIXES) 6 MONKEY BARS FEAT. CABRIELLE W1DMAN SHUGGIE LOVE (MONKEY BARS ETC MlXESWa 31 DELER1UM FEAT. SÀRAH MCl^HiMSILEjlCF (ABOVE & f 7 SKYLARK THATS MORE LlKE {SKYLARK/FANCIULLI MIXES) M.» 32 MORILLOFEAT fllininRIJLLYS BREAK DOWN "THE DOORS (ERICK MORILLO ETC MIXES) ■ ■ 8 DESPINA VANDI GIA (DJ GREGORY/LEVEL K/M1LK & SUGAR MIXES) F« i . 33 DJ SHARON 0 LOVE & 3 ELEMENTS FEAT. LELANj FAST CAR/TH^ TIME   9 ALTER EGO ROCKER (PRYOZ/PLASTICMAN/EARL SHILTON/ALTER EGO/ALKAN MIXES) M». 34 SYSTEM DF iiff M IU IS C001. (KENNY HAYES/NORTHSTARZ VS PEZZ TELLE 11 E1C MlXESIi^* , 10 ARMAND VAN HELDEN HEAR MY NAME (ARMAND VAN HELDEN MIXES) wr™ t. ,i 35 NARCOTIC THRUST 1 LlKE IT (NARCOTIC THRUST/TOM MANGAN ETC MIXES) rr,,.. 11 PEYTON HIGHER PLACE (ERIC KUPPER/JJ MIXES) M w 36 gp/ii WAITING FOR YOU (29 PALMS/THICKDICK MIXES) 12 GEORGE MICHAEL FLAWLESS (GO TO THE CITY) (SHARP BOYS/SHAPESHIFTERS MIXESW,., 37 FAITHLESS MASS DESTRUCTION (PAUL JACKSON/P'NUT & SISTER BLISS ETC MIXES) r. 13 ALOUD BOB O'LEAN (ALOUD/ARMAND VAN HELDEN/PLAY PAUL ETC MIXES) ta-,.® 38 BÔOGIE PIMPS SUNNY (BOOGIE P1MPS/0UASAR/ANTEK/LAURENT PAUTRAT MIXES) i, •, 14 BASTIAN YOU VE GOT MY LOVE (CHOCOLATE PUMA/BASTIAN MIXES) .w ** 39 DAVID MORALES WITH LEA-l DREN HOW WOULD U FEEL (DAVID MORALES MIXES) 15 DEEPEST BLUE G1VE IT AWAY (DEEPEST BLUE/CAMEL RIDERS/MICHAEL WOODS MIXES) M. 40 SUGABABES IN THE MIDDLE (GRAVIÎAS/HYPER/RUFF & JAM MIXES) , .-. 16 LOU REED SATELLITE OF LOVE (DAB HANDS/GR00VEF1NDER MIXES) -..u- w. 41 JUNIOR SENIOR SHAKE YOUR COCONUTS (KURTIS MANTRONIK MIXES) c ^. r.c v,,. 17 ERIC PRYDZ CALL ON ME (ERIC PRYOZ/RETARDED FUNK/JJ STOCKHOLM FTC MIXESî n.>., 42 SCENT UP A DOWN (SCENT/KURTIS MANTRONIK/HOT 22 MIXES) p, „ 18 STONEBRIDGE FEAT. THERESE TAKE ME AWAY (ST0NEBR1DGE/MAUVE ETC MIXES) MM 43 rrand nfw HFAUIFS ROOGIE (FRIC KUPPER/ANDREW LEVY/BLACKSMITH MIXES) p, - ,. 19 CHRISTINA MIUAN FEAT. FABOLOUS DIP IT LOW (FULL INTENTION ETC MIXES) ttad/wj,™ 44 TIESTO FEAT. BT LOVE COMES AGAIN (ORIGINAL/MARK NORMAN MIXES) 20 GEORGE MICHAEL AMAZING (FULL INTENTION/JACK N RORY MIXES) s<™ 45 PLUMMET CHFRISH THE DAYtANTILLAS/STEFANO S0RRENT1N0/HARDKN0X MIXES) 21 AGNELLI & NELSON HOLDING ON TO NOTHING xt.v ™ , 46 A STUDIO FEAT. POLINA SOS (VERTIGO/EUROPA XL/ASTU010/DEP0T ETC MIXES) M 22 RED CARPET ALR1GHT (DOUBLEFUNK/BRAD CARTER/DEN HETRIX & RAFFA ETC MIXES) 47 MOUSSE T FEAT. EMMA LANCFORD RIGHT ABOUT NOW (MOUSSE Y ETC MIXES) p,.^. 23 JX RESTLESS (JX/GUYVER/MAT SILVER & TONY BURT/LAURENT KONRAD MIXES) w, v, 48 BRAD CARTER MORNING ALWAYS COMES TOO SOON (BRAD CARTER ETC MIXES) r,., 24 PAUL VAN DYK FEAT. SECOND SUN CRUSH (PAUL VAN DYK MIXES) , 49 FATBOY SL1M WONDERFUL N1GHT (FATBOY SLIM/TRASH/DJ DELITE/XCEL MIXES) 25 MICHAEL GRAY THE WEEKEND (MICHAEL GRAY/KURTIS MANTR0N1K MIXES) E,, 50 BR1TNEY SPEARS TOXIC (0RIG1NAL/LENNY BERTOLDO MIXES) 

X 

1 2 LMC VS U2 TAKE ME TO THE CLOUDS ABOVE (LMC MIXES) apwjtw BR1TNEY SPEARS TOXIC (ORIGINAL/LENNY BERTOLDO MIXES) j,. 3 ; SUGABABES IN THE MIDDLE (GRAVITAS/HYPER/RUFF & JAM MIXES) 4 1 DJ CASPER CHA CHA SUDE (HARDINO/STUDIO 54/LIVE PLATINUM BAND MIXES) au to-,(p. p..» 5 j F1VE STAR SYSTEM ADDICT (SHANGHAI SURPRIZE/RYAN TEDDER MIXES) im 6 ! SHAPESHIFTERS LOLA'S THEME (SHAPESHIFTERS/PRYDZ/CALDERONE MIXES) vx,p. ■ , 7 ! BR1TNEY SPEARS EVERYT1ME (SCUMFROG/ABOVE & BEYOND MIXES) 8 ENRIQUE FEAT. KELIS NOT IN LOVE (MINGE BINGE/OAVE AUDE MIXES) i,, 9 ROYAL GIGOLOS CALIFORNIA DREAMING (MIXES) 10 STONEBRIDGE FEAT. THERESE PUT 'EM HIGH (SEAMUS HAJ1/SHARP BOYS ETC MIXES) IH».,. 11 KELLY LLORENNA TH1S TIME I KNOW IT'S FOR REAL (RIFFS & RAYS ETC MlXES),viA,un,TM-,va 12 j EMMA TLL BE THERE (HARRYS AFRO HUT/BIMBO JONES MIXES) i. 13 PARADISE SEE THE UGHT (PARADISE/KENNY HAYES MIXES) 14 ERIC PRYDZ CALL ON ME (ERIC PRYDZ/RETARDED FUNK/JJ STOCKHOLM ETC MIXES) a.. 15 j SPECIAL D COME WITH ME (CENTRAL SEVEN/KB PROJECT/FUP & FIL ETC MlXESTv.A^dTM.w 16 1 BLUE FEflT. LADE BUBBLIN' (URBAN NORTH/OBI & JOSH/LOVE 4 MUSIC MIXES) i™. 17 | NINA SKY FEAT. JABBA MOVE YA BODY (HYPERSPACE/VYBZ KARTELETC MIXES) .t, m»PU,™I 18 ! TEZLAALL NIGHÎ (TEZLA/EUROPA XL MIXES) 19 EAMON F"K IT (G1USEPPE/GE0RGIE/JESSE SAUNDERS/TERI & TOD MIXES) J™ 20 | KYUE RED BLOODED WOMAN (NARCOTIC THRUST MIX) P». 21 1 USGO SURRENDER (LASGO/RONALD VAN GELDEREN/COR FIJNEMAN ETC MIXES) ^ 22 | M ASTER BLASTER HYPNOTIC TANGO (PEZ TELLETT VS NORTHSTARZ ETC MIXES) p.. 23 1 DANNII MINOGUE VS FLOWERPOWER YOU WONT FORGET ABOUT ME (MIXES) Ai/terdTMM 24 1 DEEPEST BLUE GIVE IT AWAY (DEEPEST BLUE/CAMEL RIDERS/MICHAEL WOODS MIXES) M. 25 | DANZEL PUMP IT UP (UNITED NATI0NS/NBG/GLADIAT0R/H1GHPASS ETC MIXES) M. 26 i BRITNEY SPEARS MY PREROGATIVE (X-PRESS 2/ARMAND VAN HELDEN MIXES) 27 ! 28 i LOU REED SATELLITE OF LOVE (DAB HANDS/GROOVEFINDER MIXES) M*™ KHIA MY NECKMY BACK(UCK IT) (TOM NEVILLE/FRIDAY N1GHT POSSE ETC MIXES) Dmi» 29 | B3 NlGHT FEVER^.0.1.0. (MIXES) aw,...,®,™ 30 i POP! HEAVEN & EARTH (WIP/TTW MIXES) tu, 31 ! NARCOTIC THRUST I LlKE IT (NARCOTIC THRUST/TOM MANGAN ETC MIXES) r^A, 32 i UD PROJECT SAÎURDAY NlGHT (DJ FRANK/DJ HARDWELL MIXES) 33 1 ATOMIC KITTEN SOMEONE LlKE ME (SODA CLUB MIX)/DISCO WITH US MEDLEY imocm 34 1 LEANN RIMES HOW DO IL1VE (RH FACTOR MIXESI/TIC TOC (THUDERPUSS MDO/MEGAMIX e 35 1 JANET JUST A LITTLE WH1LE (MAURICE JOSHUA/PETER RAUHOFER MIXES) v«. 36 i STONEBRIDGE FEAT. THERESE TAKE ME AWAY (STONEBRIDGE/MAUVE ETC MIXES) KM M 37 ; DUSTY VS MYSTERY & MATT EARLY SON OF A PREACHER MAN (MIXES) U .,,J 38 ALJSTAIR CRIFFIN YOU & ME (T0N1GHT) (CLUBSTAR/J1ANT MIXES) miv 39 î BOOGIE PIMPS SUNNY (BOOGIE P1MPS/0UASAR/ANTEK/LAURENT PAUTRAT MIXES) 0jtJ 40 i GERI RIDE IT (HEX HECT0R/1AN MASTERSON/FULL INTENTION MIXES) ir»™ 

USHER FEflT. LUDACRIS & LIL KIM YEAH  TERROR SQUflD FEflT. FAT JOE (AKA JOEY CRACK) & REMY LEAN BACK USHER/USHER & flUCIfl KEYS CONFESSIONS PART 11/MY BOO  J-KWON T1PSY  CASSIDY FEflT. RKEUY HOTEL   MARIO WINANS I DONT WANNA KNOW MflSE AKA MflSON BETHA WELCOME BACK/BREATHE. STRETCH, SHAKE BEEN1E MflN DUPE  MARQUIS HOUSTON LP SAMPLER DESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MY BREATH NELLY FEAT JAZZE PHA/NELLY & C AGUII SNOOP DOGG FEflT PHARRELL DROP IT LlKE ITS HOT ANGIE STONE FEAT SNOOP DOGG I WANNA THANK YA NINA SKY FEflT. JABBA MOVF YA Rf NEIXY FLAP YOUR W1NGS/MY PI ACF BRANDY FEAT KANYE WEST TAIK ABQUT PUR IOVF 
TWISTA FEAT KANYE WEST 0VERN1GHT OFI FRRITY/Sl inshimf OUTKAST FEAT SLEEPY BROWN THF WAY vm I Mimf  CASSIUS HENRY FEflT. FREEWAY THF ONF   JOE RIDE WITU" ~  LU' FUP SUNSHINE/BABY ROY RflBY G1RL TWISTA SLOW JAM7 JILLSCOn GOLDEN CIARA G00D1ES 6-UNIT FEflT. JOE & MARVIN GAYE WANNA OFT m vm i ' THE 411 FEflT. GHUSTFflf.F KTI l fl» oN My knEËS ~ THE 411 FEflT. GHOSTFACE    LLCOOLJ HEADSPRUNG/FEEL THF RFAT HOUSTON ILIKFTW 
1UNIT/50 CENT POPPIN' THFM THANGS/IF T fAMT 

KANYE WEST FEflT. SYIEENA JOlÏNSCÛrflMW^YÎv^~ PAgginV CCAT miACUn.ir,.   ^J WU JJJUVVN  CASSIDY FEAT. MASHONDA GFTS MO RFT CHRIST1NA MlUAN FEflT FABOLOUS DIP IT i nw 

MARIO FEflT CASSIDY ]R 
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reasons to 

subscribe 

50 issues of Musse Week 

Exclusive subscriber access to niusicweek.com 

A free Music Week Directory worth £65 

cir The news as it happens - Music Week Daily 

From News to Charts, to the latest music 

and new releases. 

A subscription to Music Week îs an invaluable 

resource for ail industry professionals. 

Subscribe online at www.muslcweek.com 
or call 01858 438 816 



Halfway through the first decade of the Millennium, British talent dominâtes consumer tastes 

Domestic artists lead the pack 
singles and albums, over the past five years is that sub- stitution bas become a clear reaJity. In each of the past five years, around 190m physical music units - ranging from a high of 196.1m in 2001 
to 189.9m in 2004 - have been sold eveiy year in the UK. In effect, it seems, while singles have slid, they have been replaced by albums. This should not corne as too much of a surprise, of course. With album prices falling so closely towards those for singles, there is bound to be substitution. And anyone strolling round record shops last week would have found an array of album bargains in the January sales, from Outkast's Speakerboxxx/The Love Below for £4.99 to the entire Radiohead cata- logue of seven albums for less than £45 (£6.50 per title, on average). The only consolation for those in the business con- cemed about the érosion of the value of music is that the CD's audio-visual counterpart, the burgeoning DVD, is even more challenged. But with many classic movies declining to singles price levels, below £5 a title, the challenge for the industry will be in resisting such price pressures in the months ahead. 

nartin@musiaveek.com Martin Talbot, executive editor, Music Week. CMP Infomation, Sth Floor, Uidgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, LondonSEl 9UR 

A review of the biggest-selling artists of the Millenni- um in the UK to date makes pretty positive reading for British artists. Since we ail celebrated the tum of the century five years ago, talent from these shores has dominated consumer tastes. While Robbie Williams has sold 9m albums and Dido a further 5.6m, the five biggest- selling albums are ail by British acts, with 65% of the Top 40 biggest-sellers coming from British or UK-signed acts. It ail indicates that the exceptional year we have just witnessed in the UK for new (predominantly British) acts is no flash in the pan. As many executives gather in Cannes for Midem this weekend, such British optimism will not be matched by many other markets, which will be cele- brating simply because, perhaps, their sales déclinés have started to plateau. It is worth noting that the UK is yet to experience a significant downturn, with album sales continuing to rise consistently, year after year, with units up 2.6% in 2004 to reach a record 163m. Of course, singles sales slumped in 2004, too. But what emerges from an analysis of the number of units sold across ail formats, 

^Arguments of the top-slotrs 

merits will always rage on 

1 the charts in général, have taken a bit of a hammering of late. Ifs difficult to know whether the quality of the music (or lack of it) or the declining sales figures are what generate most bad press these days. Certainly, the critical outrage in chart-watching, as bizarre records hit the top at the expense of "classics", is nothing new. 
tice as Engelbert Humperdinck 
Nothing getstabïoids 
going as much as head- 
to-head for number one 

large percentage of the British population these number one soundbitcs are their only contact with music. These are the people who, clearly out of touch with any- thing other than pop headlines, still buy the odd CD at Christmas. The music industry needs them. And wouldn't life be dull without a weekly reminder of the best-selling songs? Perhaps, just perhaps, we are due another positive chapter in the history of 
Alongside onr book, the Top 75 is proving increasingly uscful as a music shopping list of prompts and reminders for downloaders, and when these downloads are added to the physical CD sales, the way forward to the n 

itmg m 
berry Ficlds Forever) in securing the top spot Buthere lies the point. Nothing gets the tabloïds going as much as a good head-to-head for number one. Pistols v. Rod, Sophie v. Posh, Blur v. Oasis, Darkness v. Gary- Jules, Beatles v. Stones, Bob the Builder v. Eminem; ail much more newsworthy than the meritsofthe latest Radiohead album. For a 

Whafs wrong with a predomi- Beatles nantly download based chart any- t Straw- way? What could be more logical 
up of single tracks? For me, that just leaves the quality of the chart-topping music to worry about. but that's an argument that will rage on forever. ThereTl always be an Engelbert. 

Who is going to laite over 
the world this year? 

Which UK act do you think will malœ an international breakthrough for the first tir 
Jeff Smith, Napster "Doves - IVe supported them from the beginning and I think on this album they could finally make the international breakthrough theyVe 
Lucian Grainge, Universal Music "Lucie Silvas. She's a great singer and she writes great songs. Ifs a very  mplicated reason, reallv." James Oldham, Loog Recottls "I hope ifs going to be Nine Black Alps. I think their singer Sam Forrest is really cool and I expect their record will be, too. Tlie/re referencing that classic grunge/Sub Pop sound, so theyVe totally disconnected from ail atthe 

Àndy Copping, Clear Channel "Bullet For My Valentine. At a time when the world seems full of 
cornes through and blowsall others out pf the water. They have a sound more powerful than Metallicaat their peak and a twin guitar action which pushes Iron Maiden into second place. Couple this with great songs that are delivered at a ferocious but mélodie pace, you might as well forget ail other faands - Bullet For My Valentine have everything you need." Ray Cooper, US-based média and marketing company Zanta "Kasabian could clear the several hurdles tli British :a. The nu pace and great dynamics and visually they really eut iL KCRW in Los Angeles, the true artist development station, have embraced the music and if Kasabian spend significant live time here, it could pay off for them; Harry Leff, Fc rd Thinking 

 the Guardian "Ifs Irard to imagine Jem not becoming very big everywhere, especially in America She's got ail the bits Americans adore- mélodie wislfulness, a Madonna connection and a Welsh accent, Think a less beige Dido - how can shefail?" 

One of the bands 1 am working for these days, Man On Earth, has just signed on to be the opening act at the Knitting Factory 

Ed Stringfellow, The Agoncy "The Editors because the singer sounds like Rick Astley. They're going ail the way." 

É 



Forum is edited by Jim Larkin 
Having becorne the biggest selling albuin act in the UK 
jn 2004, Seisser Sisters5, looks back 
on the New York group's whirlwind year 

B: 

go back to America. Wesit in the 

puess it is the reverse ot 
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sssws ssœœ more tooring to do. First erough good songs. When we d 

fit!, loitenng and a whole host of 

Much as LU would like that - it is 

be rigged... After bagging 

rgin signing Javine could be vymg be the UK's 2005 Eurovision entry 

from da street 
you heard it: It 

admitted that if you buy the produd intheUK.youwillpayanextra£5... 
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Classified Sales, CMP Infonnation, atli Floor, Udgate Housc, 245 Bladtfriars Road, london SE19UR 7:02079218315 

Rates per single column cm Jobs & Courses: £40 (min. 4c Business to Business: £21 (m Notice Board: £18 (min. 4cm < Spot colour: add 10% Fnll colour: add 20% Ail rates sub^ctto standard VAT 

The latest jobs are; euety Friday at www,niusicweek,coni Booking deadline; Thursday lOam for publication lire following Monday (space permitting): Canccilation deadline; lOam Wednesday pnor to publication (for sériés bookings: 17 days prior lo publication). 

JOBS AND COURSES 
THE MUSIC RECRUITMENT CONSULTANTS 
25 YEARS AND STILL No. 1 

1 LICENSING MGR 

music@nandle.GO.uk | Il 
020 7569 9999 handle 

Bluecrest 
Sales Executive Dynamic, self - motivated Sales Executive required to join CD/DVD Manufacturing organisation based in West London. The idéal candidate will have a minimum of two years sales experience and good knowledge of the music, film, or a related industry. The rôle will include developing new business to grow the company's customer base. OTE £30k Please send C.V. and covering letter to: info@bluecrest.com www.blucrest.com 01895 822 020 

TV and Radio Plugger 
Truiy passionate national and régional TV and Radio Plugger is wanted by young and successful independent management pr and plugging company spe- ialising in jazz and singer/songwriters, Tbe successful candidate wiii oversee the Radio and TV pramotionai campaigns of ali releases and events, 
Experience & contacts essential. Applications to Box no. 158, Mnsic Week, 8th Floor, tndgate House 245 Blackfriars Road, london SQ 9UR 

MUSICWEEK 

directory 

OUT 

err 
The guide to who's who in the music 
industry - the ultimate contact book. 

To order yout copy 
call 01858 438 816 or online 

at www.musicweek.com 

IB MUSICWEEK 220105 

ocareermoves 

Studio / Démonstration Room Wanted Exhibit & Sell High-End Loudspeaker Systems 
If you are Serious about Sound Quality then take a look... 

ROWLES MUSIC LTD. Contact Ray Rowles on 01903 530005 or 07950 274224 

éJ^M 374 North End Road. 

MUSICWEEK 
CLASSIFIED 
Box Numbers 
To reply to a box number, write to: 
Box No. xxx, Music Week, 8th Floor, 
Ludgate House, London SE19UR 

à 



Classified ^ 
Coiilact: Maria Edwards, Music Wcck Rates per single coliimn cm Classified Sales, CMP Information, Jobs & Courecs: £40 (min. ta x 2 8lh Floor, Ludgate Housc, Business lo Business: £21 (min 4c 245 Biackfriars Road, London SO 9UR Notice Board; £18 (min. 4cm x I cc 1:02079218315 Spot colour; add 10% F: 020 79218372 Fll|| cd,,,,,.; add 20% E; niariagniusicweek.com Ali rates subjecl io standard VAT 

Tbe lalesl jobs are also available online cvery Friday at www.musicwGek.corn Bookra) deadtne Tbursday lOam lor publicalion Ihe fcllovring Mondaylspate perantting), Cancellation dcadlmc; lOam Wednesdsy pnor to pubiicalion (for séries gs: 17 days prior to publication). 
Business to business 

RaULEID G □ L.D 

scottish 

Gordon Duncan DISTRIBUTION 
OVER 2,500 SCOTTISH TITLES IN STOCK 

THE WHQLESALER TO THE TRADE 
over 2,5oa,aao cd's/dvd's a 

Discounts for Crédit Card/Cash Custdm 

CD - LCOM5287 
"Highland Cathcdral" Royal Scots Dragoon Guards CD - CDTRAX162 CD - CDITV642 DVD - DVITV642 VIDEO - VITV642 

Tu^EsbFGioir,- 

"The Dark Island" "Tunes of Glory" "Blue Bonnets O'er The The Black Watch Varions Border" Ist Batlalion King's CD - CDITV716 CD - MOICD006 0wn Scot<i5h Bordercrs 
DVD - DVITV716 CD ■ LCOM5273 VIDEO-VITV716 

Order from Gordon Duncan Distribution Newtown Street Glasgow G65 OLY Tel: 01236 827550 Fax: 01236 827560 Email:gordon-duncan@sol.co.uk 

m 

MUSIC SHOPFITTING SPECIAL1STS to advertise 
call Maria 

0207 921 8315 

Heathmans Road London SW6 
Fully soundproofed booth and studio with office space. 

Total 1200 sq ft from April. View now. 
Call Julian on 020 7736 6262 

PROGRAMMING R00M/STUDI0 TO LET 
WITHIN THE R0UNDH0USE STUDIOS 

C0MPLEX, CLERKENWELL EC1 

and die chance io he part of ad; 

round 

»? 

www.reddisplays.com 
Music Week 2005 Wallplanner 0mer the otticiai ivm^ic ^ ^ on 02Q7 9218372 



I I 

SPIKEJONZE 
ITHE WILD BUNCH The 20 hottest new directors on our latest DVD 

PROMOS VS ADS Cantheyworktogether? PLUS: Si & Ad, Francis Lawrence, Alex et Martin, Brent Hansen I 

RSOVOJ 

More profiles of the best new creative work, 
from music video to DVD, live visuals, 
animation, 7TV programming and advertising. 

More emphasis on new directorial talent. 

data, including full production crédits 
for UK and US music videos. 

More features on the business of creativity. 

contacts in the directory with twice as 
many company listings. 

More extended charts of the most played videos 
on the UK's music TV channels. 

To receive Promo every month contact: 
David Pagendam 020 7921 8320 - dpagendam@cmpinformation,com 
To advertise contact: 
Maria Edwards 020 7921 8315 - maria@musicweek.com 
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SINGLES ALBUMS  jânûârym LCD Soundsystem LCD Soiindsyslem (DFA); Mercury Rev Secret Migration (V2): Ciiemical Brotiiers Rush The Bntton (Recstyle Oust/Virgin): Brasure Nightbird (Mute): Tire Used In Love And Dealh (Reprise) JANUARY 31 AtlileteTourist (Parlophone): Lenron Jelly 67-95 (XL); The Others The Othets (Mercury): Roots Manuva Awfuiy Deep (Big Dada): Ashanti Concrète Rose (Def Jam); Feeder Pushing The Senses (Echo)  
Teats For Fears Tears Fall Down (Mercury); Elvis Costello The Delivery Man (Vertigo): Hanson Undemeath (Cooking Vinyl), The Tenderfoot Vale Industrial (Sony): Electric Six tbc (Rushmore): Michael Bublé It's Time (M/Reprise) 
SINGLES JANUARY 24 Good Charlotte 1 Just Wanna Live (Sony): Hanson Penny & Me (Cooking Vinyl): Brian McFadden & Delta Goodrem Almost Here\ (Modest): Mylo Destroy Rock & Roll K 
(Breast Fed): ...The Trail Of The Dead Worids Apart (Interscope): Lemon Jelly The ShoutyTrack (XL): Elvis Presley Ifs NowOrNevertRCA) JANUARY31 Ashanti OnlyU (Def Jam): Durai Duran What Happens Tomorrow? (Sony); The Flaming Ups SpongeBob & Patrick Contrant The Psychic (Warner Bros): Udacris ihc (Def Jam): Raghav Angel Eyes (V2): Bloc Party So Hene We Are (Wichita): Eminem tike Toy Soldiers (Interscope): Elvis Presley Are You Lonesome Tonight? (RCA) FÈBRÙÀRY7 Destiny's Child Soldier (Columbia): Brandy Who 1s Sire 2 U? (Atlantic): Shania Twain tbc (Mercury); U2 Someh'mes You Can't Make It On Your Own (Island): Daniel Uedingfield Wrap My Words Around You (Polydor ): Doves Black And White Town (Heavenly): Alicia Keys Karma (J): The Kills u» Good Ones (Domino); Elvis Presley wooden Heart (RCA) 

cV/h£ 

Créât week 
for breaking 
records 

l,000th number one and the 300th record to make ils maiden Top 40 appearance at number one, white Presley himself registers his I.OOOttL week on the Top 40 and lns"I,200th week in ttieTop 75 - and it ail happens 46 veareTotheweek after I Gof 
appearance on the chart. In 1959, it had to settle for a number three début No sales data frora that time exists but it seems likely that even in that position (it jumped to number the following week) it would e shifled more than the / 20,463 copies it sold last week to ^ become Presleyk 20th number one. That is the lowest tally recorded for a number one single, beating tlie 21,262 set by Presley's Jailhouse Rock reissue last week. I use the phrase "lowest tally recorded" because the record industry has only had reliable data on weekly sales since February 1969. It is possible that one or more of the 265 number ones prior to that sold fewer copies in a week, but can never be proven. However sad it is that the chart's all-time biggest star 

L*. S* 
8cr 

achieves the lowest sale for a number one, we should actually be grateful for Presley's reissue programme - without it the new low for sales of a number one would be much worse, with, presumably, this weeks number two - the Manie Street Preachers' Empty Soûls - claiming the unwanted title with sales of just 12,753. M) 2 •Jâïîhouse Rock, incidentally, slumps 1-10 this week, as stock runs out, and suffers the biggest dip from number one since January 14,1984, when the Flying Pickets' Only You took an identical tumble. • To clarify the point that One Night/I Got Stung is the 300th 

the Top 40 is concemed. DJ Otzi s Hey Baby, for example, movSCTr 94-77-70-55-41-47-45 before jumping to number one. This total does not include Al Martino's Here In My Heart, the very first number one. Some sources (Guinness, for H- example) list it as debuting at £ number one but if we accept 

MARKETINDICATORS 
THE BIG NUMBER: 291,381 Pliysical singles last week rallied by 9.93% to reacli 

NUMBER ONE ELVIS PRESLEY ONE NIGHT/lGÔt STUNG RCA The Beatles replaced themselves at number one in 1963. then the late John Lennon acheived the feat. more than 17 years later. Elvis Presley becomes the third act to do ii. more than 24 years posthumously, with Jailhouse Rock making way for One Night/1 Got Stung. 
ALBUMS NUMBER ONE THE K1LLERS MOT FUSS Lizard King Viva Las Vegas! While the desert cily's former number one cabaret attraction Elvis Presley shows he's king of the singles chart, the citys top contemporary band The Killers are the Lizard King (their label) of the albums chart, with Hot Fuss moving 2-1. The album peaked at number 24 in America last week. 
COMPILATIONS NUMBER ONE R&B ANTHEMS 2005 BMG/Sony Sales of R&B Anlhems are down 8.1% week-on-week to 17,291 but it still enjoys a comfortabte second week at number one, with an 18.2% lead over the more rapidly fading Clubbers Guide 05. 
RADIO A1RPLAY NUMBER ONE KYUE MINOGUEIBELIEVE IN YOU Parlophone Down 11-23 on sales but Kylie Minogue's iatest single is showing great tenacity on the airplay chart, where it is number one for the sixth week in a row, and commands a 5.6% lead over Lemar's If There's Any Justice - runner-up for the fourth time - despite being played on 226 fewer occasions. 

NUMBER ONE THE KILLERS HOT FUSS Lizard King Second week at the summit north of the border for the Las Vegas band, with a big 62.14% lead over ranners-up the Scissor Sisters. 

lC0^ NWS 
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Roots manuvas 

for cross over 

Roots Mannva's third 
album could be his 
biggest to date, 
as Big Dada eyes 
the mainstream  

med for a mainstream push. bar der for people to "We're honine that with this he should fit." 
"sot sssr Set 

-s 

A sélection of UK 
tastemakers select 
theirfavourite 
upcoming releases 
Lawrence Lartey, 
contributing editor, 
Touch magazine MATE JAMES SET THE TOME (ONE/TWO 

thân that. Ifs slow for a hip hop ioînt, with very basic beats, but it goes down a winner in the clubs - picture a whole dancefloor with their arms raised and fonning a cross with their arms to the beat. Amazing. Ifs best to pick this up on import, as there are three versions on the A and B sides and each version has a rap from a différent country - German, French, Hispanic and Enghsh from Taz, who spits spot on." 
Tim Ellis, What 
Records FEEDERPUSH1NG THE SENSES (ECHO) 

with such serions crossover potential since first playing The Slreets' Has It Corne To This on Xfm in 2001. Like a female Mike Skinner, Estelle's cheeky lyrics about shoplifting scams, air- pistol/pigeon shootings and faithfril love for her Mikey, float phenomenally over Ben Watfs sublime soulful production, which is reminiscent of old skool Jimi Polo/Sterling Void/Roberl Owens' house classics. This musical marriage is class and sounds like a hit record." 
Sheena Mason, 
Capital ROOSTER TO DIE FOR (BR1GHTSIDE) This young man has bundles f potential, a thickslice of 

by To Die 

■ically, ifs not your typical 'I 
blaht bkdf so^Hfs'deeper II 

KISS FM 
& FM' 
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TV Airplay Chart 

0 ^ - , -ir -- , , ^ / II EMINEM LIKE TOY SOLDIERS . ; ; ^ aFTHWSIlf 
11 JENNIFER LOPEZ GET RIGHT f™ 5M Hl J 3 ASHANTI ONLYU ^7 520 mki 4 CIARA FEAT. PETEY PABLO G00DIES ^ 458 eikjj 

5 GOOD CHARLOTTE IJUSTWANNALIVE mc 427 2. Jennifer Lopez Specialist TV 6 8 DESTINY'S CHILD FEAT. T.I & LIWAYNE SOLDIER COI««A 77 takemorensks 7 11 THE CHEMICAL BROTHERS GALVANIZE namim 379 
8 1 LEMARIFTHERE'SANY JUSTICE 371 stations but it Is 

' 8 IS SCISSOR SISTERS FILTHY/GORGEOUS 371 IMssibly unique- 
10 6 GWEN STEFANIWHAT YOU WAITING FOR INIERSCOPE 369 played promo 
11 KYLIE MINOGUE l BELIEVE IN YOU «m 77 singles that bave yettobe commercially 12 BRIAN MCFADDEN & DELTA GOODREM ALMOST HERE msim, 330 

ib- T THE KILLERS SOMEBODY TOLD ME u» 317 performer anioncj IS T GREEN DAY HOLIDAY «mt 317 thèni is Get Right, Jennifer Lopez's first single for 11 15 NATASHA BEDINGFIELD UNWRITTEN i™.c 312 
16 ROOSTER STARING AT THE SUN «E 313 months. It rockets 68-2 on tlie TV 
17 GREEN DAY BOULEVARD OF BROKEN DREAMS ™ 303 airplay chart, after airing 554 times on 13 18 T LUCIE SILVAS BREATHE IN ™ 302 
19 ^T DESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MY BREATH cœuma 3°1 week. Top 
20 ICE CUBE FEAT. MACK10 & MS TOI YOU CAN DO IT AUA^DOTRLO 299 supporters: MTV Hits (68 plays). 21 7 UNITING NATIONS 0UT0FT0UCH 279 MTV Base (62) and The Chart 22 7 MAROON 5 SUNOAY M0RN1NG 256 
23 ASHLEE SIMPSON 1 MA ^ 250 
23 7 STEVE BROOKSTEIN AGAINST ALL ODDS ^ 250 K 1 ! 
25 7 SOUL CENTRAL/KATHY BROWN STR1NGS OF LIFE... Kr!C™ pf ■ jk 'N 
26 7 FEEDER TUMBLE AND FALL EC,ffl 240 ■ :ïM ~zf 7 BLUE FEAT. KOOL & THE GANG & LIL'KIM GET DOWN ON IT 237 B. Grecn Day 
28 7 ALICIAKEYS KARMA 232 7 V > ' 29 7 ATHLETE WIRES 1 227 Holiday, which 
30 7 USHER CAUGHT UP 206 week. Holiday 
31 7 DARIUS LIVETWICE ■ 205 plays from a dozen 
32 7 FATBOYSLIM THE JOKER 200 
33 7 KINGS OF LEON FOUR KICKS « 198 tr iple ton being B4 (47 plays), Tlie 34 7 THE LOVEFREEKZ SH1NE  — 195 
35 7 COMMANDER TOM ATTENTION    185 

Box (43). Q TV (35) and Kerrang! 36 7 U2 VERTIGO  —^7 si1"8 37 7 CHRISTINA AGUILERA & MISSY ELLIOTT CAI^/V^H  182 
38 7 ELECTRIC SIX RADIO GAGA 178 beginning to build. 

"M" 7 HOUSTON Al NT NOTHING WRONG  ^ ^ 176 195 on die nclio ' 
JÔll TÛSHER & ALICIA KEYS MY B00   --- 171 airplay cliart 

bîfaiftêw 

Eminem moves above Ashanti to 
hit number one, but must now 
fight off Jennifer Lopez who 
climbs 66 places to two. 
mmmm 

mamm 

wamsi 

mmmm 



Kylie Minogue leads an unchanged top three 
for the third successive week, but just below 
pre-release Athlete vault 22-6 to score their 
biggest radio hit yet. 
E 

n 

Ail the sales and airplay charts published in Mnsic Week are also available online every Sunday eyening at www.mtisicweek.con) 
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The UK Radio Ai 

/ / 
1 m KYLIE MINOGUE 1 BELIEVE IN YOU 3 .. 2190 ■7 57.68 -24 
2 , 13 21 LEMAR1F THERE'SANY JUSTICE som 2416 •17 54.64 -23 
3 3 u 31 NATASHA BEDINGFIELD UNWRITTEN ™'œB,c 2034 -12 45.61 ■16 
4 6 12 0 KEANETHIS1S THE LAST TIME 1716 ■s 43.46 ■5 
5 4 12 15 GWEN STEFANIWHAT YOU WAITING FOR 1863 4 43.45 •14 

22 3 0 ATHLETE WIRES p'™pmE 691 54 43.36 69 
7 ,5 5 6 SOUL CENTRAL/K BROWN STRINGS OF LIFE... 1150 40 4235 29 
8 5 8 63 MAROON 5 SUNDAY MORNING 1789 "7 40.49 ■15 
9 0 EMINEM LIKE TOY SOLDIERS 1169 39 40.11 14 
10 13 6 12 SCISSOR SISTERS F1LTHY/G0RGE0US 1252 33 38.67 15 
11 .10 9 UNITING NATIONS OUTOFTOUCH a® 1952 8 38.60 3 
12 7 17 59 DESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MY BREATH 1723 ■14 36.35 ■15 

113 20 6 3 THE KILLERS SOMEBODY TOLD ME u^orao 911 22 35.43 7 27 
1 M 11 0 LUCIE SILVASBREATHE IN 1200 15 34.88 5 
[.¥ 33 2 0 U2 SOMETIMES YOU GANT MAKEIT ON YOUR OWN ^ 884 23 33.07 62 

16 12 9 13 GREEN DAY BOULEVARD OF BROKEN DREAMS «WM 1129 -6 30.91 | 
17 m 10 19 ICE CUBE FEAT. MACK10 & MS TOI YOU CAN DO IT «m 822 30.89 •11 
18 35 3 0 THE CHEMICAL BROTHERS GALVANIZE «esiïœdosi 484 29.44 61 
19 28 2 11 ERASUREBREATHE '-m 369 28.89 30 
20 25 3 0 STONEBRIDGE FEAT. THERESE TAKE ME AWAY heow™ 730 28.60 25 
21 11 M 12 MICHAEL GRAY THE WEEKEND eye „ m 1318 27.89 m 22 16 10 » NELLY & CHRISTINA AGUILERA TILT YA HEAD BACK M» 657 27.69 ■12 
23 19 5 0 BLUE/KOOL & THE GANG & LIL'KIM GET DOWN ON IT «m 1043 27.28 -5 
24 23 6 0 C1ARA FEAT. PETEY PABLO GOODIES uw 688 26.21 4 
25 31 2 » B MCFADDEN/D GOODREM ALMOST HERE 690 168 25.62 22 



K Nielsen Music Contrat 

rplay Chart 

// / / / / vi 
f> M1NNIE DRIVER INVISIBLE LU RU 114 5 24.85 0 

27 18 18 SCISSOR SISTERS MARY 1167 -15 22.60 -27 
18 ROOSTER STARING AT THE SUN ms 31 22.43 31 16 THIRTEEN SENSES THRU THE GLASS 562 27 2223 70 

30 o THE LOVEFREEKZ SH1NE m 1122 9 20.87 34 
? 0 DURAN DURAN WHAT HAPPENS T0M0RR0W me 214 2*1 20.41 55 

32 14 50 JAMELIA STOP mmm 943 -27 20.39 ■36 
33 0 MAROON 5 SHE WILL BE LOVED 776 -9 19.42 m 
34 r » RONAN KEATING FEAT. YUSUF FATHER & SON «l™» 845 -45 19.23 -51 
35 18 U2VERTI60 isiand 1112 -30 18.73 ■25 
36 34 22 ERIC PRYDZ CALL ON ME DATA 703 42 1810 -8 
37 3 33 JAMIE SCOTT SEARCHING »» 179 ,ni 17.57 -17 
38 m 10 46 ROBBIE WILLIAMS MISUNDERSTOOD « 1209 -5 15,71 -34 
39 j Y. » FEEDER TUMBLE AND FALL 549 30 16,37 ■2 
■ 1 DARIUS LIVETWICE ™ 581 44 16.28 114 

41 0 ASHANTIONLY U 283 22 16.16 
! 42 h' 3 27 KASABIAN CUTTOFF « 326 4d; 15.56 M 

43 2 „ SHAPESHIFTERS LOLA'S THEME 529 27 15.49 -38 
44 1 43 n 0 BRITNEY SPEARS TOXIC JM 517 -11 15.19 "I 
45 4, 2 0 XZIBIT HEY NOW (MEAN MUGGIN) 147 153 14.44 4 

46 16 41 CHRISTINA AGUILERA & MISSY ELLIOTT CAR WASH ^ 596 -38 1419 -22 
47 1 40 8 25 SNOOP DOGG FEAT. PHARRELL DROP IT LIKE IT'S HOT 244 14.11 "14 

1 48 SNOW PATROL HOW TO BE DEAD fm0N 123 14.02 17 
49 r 43 0 MAROON 5 THTS1OVE 421 -33 0.44 -58 

1 50 171 , 24 KINGSOF LEON FOUR KICKS 183 16 0.25 33 
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Elvis Presley Elvis Presley (RCA 82876660582), Elvis (82876660592). Loving You 
Wîth Elvis I Presley I dominatingthc singles chart I shortlyafter what would have been his 70th birthday, these expanded, mid-price reissues of his fïrst three RCA albums are perfectly timcd. The inlroductory Elvis Presley album, from 1956, contains both the original 12 tracks (including five early Sun Studios recordings) that saw this album spend 10 weeks at the top of the US album chart as well as half a dozen bonus cuts. Blue Suede Shoes, My Baby Left Me and Heartbreak Hôtel are the best known but everything here is of a high standard. Elvis and Loving You arc excellent too, the latter album being the first of Presley's légion of soundtrack albums, though, in fact, only six of the 20 tracks on it aclually featured in the movie Loving You. 

Eric Clapton/Derek & The Dominos Slowhand (Polydor B000363936)/ Layla And Other Assorted Love Songs (B000364036) 1 Classic Clapton | albums are givt i the SACD/CD 1 hybrid | treatment here, I with contrasting results. Slowhand, an accessible album featuring Cocaine, Lay Down Sally and Wonderlul Tonightdoesn't seem much sharper, though séparation is improved, but Layla is streets ahead of any previous mix of the album, giving crisp Sound and breathtaking séparation. This, combined with a superb sélection of songs - Bell Bottom Blues, Utile VVing, Nobody Knows You Wlten You're Down And Oui and, of course, Layla itself - make this a must-have upgrade of the album, which gels the médium it finally deserves after a 35-year gestation. 
Vicki Anderson Mother Popcorn: The Vicki Anderson Anthology (Soul Brother COSBPJ 24) l Citedby James ] Brown as the I best singer hc er had in his vue. Vicki I Anderson had a 3$ MUSICWEHK 22j01J0S 

Albums 
FRONTLINE RELEASES DANCE □ ALVARADO, DAVID T RANSFIGURAIION Hrk (CD NRKCD 015) □ BENZA RETROFUTURISM Sonic Dragon (CD SDREC 02C0) 
S CHEMICAL BROTHERS FOSK THE BITHON Freestyle IMNam (CD XOUSTCD 7 LP XDUSTLP 7) E 
□ FBHLMANN, THOMAS LOV/ROW Piuq Research (CD PLG 58C0) 
□HARMONIC 33 MUS1C FOR TV/FILM & RADIO VOL Warp (CD WARPCO127 LP WARPLP127) V/FHE 

KID & KHAN KAU iranBuwi v.tr ^ LONG TIME DEAD UNIVERSAL CRY FOR HELP P^ciiophoac (CD PSYLTD 001CD) MANITOU BAD MOON RISING Fffdxw (CD F1REC0 02-1) AfEKONS SO COOO IT HURTS Tooch & Go (CD OS 92CD> ^ o_/li MIRRORS ANOTHER MAIL IN THE REMOOELED COFFIN ROÏ (CD RUSCD 8290) NECRO THE PREF1X FOR OEATH Psydw Logeai (CD PLR 0O34CO) POSTAL SERVICE GIVEUPSub Pop (LPSP 595) REDJETSON NEW GENERAL CATALOGUE Diwvncd In Sound (CO OIS 0008) REVENGE V1CT0RÏ INTOLERANCE MASTERY Osnioso (CO OPCD167) 
RUTS, THE BEST OF EM1 Gokl (CD 5602122) 

□ SPARKS UCHTS & FIAMES VEGAS PSALMS. CASINO HYMNS Scary Monslers (CO 8SM 023) S) □ SPEAR OF DESTINY THE BEST OF EMI GoW (CO 8759552) E □SWEET HONEY UfE AT YDUR COSMIC MIND Drag Cily (CD DC181C0) P 
□ VARIOUS A GOTHIC ACOUSTIC TR1BUTE TO UNKIN PARK Cherry Red (CO COMGRAM192) P □VISIONS OF ATLANTIS CAST AWAY Napalm (CO NPR152) □ WINDS REFIECTIONS Of THE ONE Blackcnd (CO BLACK 105C0) Pt 

□ MINOTT, SUGAR SUGAR MINOTT AT STUDIO ONE Soul Jazz (CO SJRCO KM LP SJRLP KM) V/ □S1MC0CK, HZ VANISHING GIRL Liz Sûncodt (CO LET 002) 0 
□VARIOUS BRAZILICA LOUNGE Dynamic (CO BARCD10) P □VARIOUS FOLK IS NOT A FOUR LETTER WORD Clieny Red (CD CDOELAY 01) 

□VARIOUS HARDWARE CHRONICLES '1 □VARIOUS LASHED Res.st (CO RESISTCu Ai) □VARIOUS NORTHERN JAZZ SOUTHERN SOUL Slo n SSde (CD SL1PC018. □VARIOUS MAP OF GOA YSE (CD YSE 060C01 □VARIOUS EVOLVE Soular (CD SRCO 06CD) □VARIOUS PURE SPIRIT OF RELAXATION Angel Works (CD ANGELCO 01) □VARIOUS REWIND! 4 Ubqurty (CD URCD164 LP URLP164) □VARIOUS SELECTION 3 Trapeze (CD TRAPEZCD 4) □VARIOUS JUNGLE DRUM AND BASS Virqm (CO VTDCD 595) □ VEBA VEBA VS GRAND CENTRAL Grand Central (CO GCCO m 
□ SABAC SABACOLYPSE Psytho Logeai (CO PLR 0023CD) □ SHOTGUN & KLEVER CET CRUNK BEATS Ammo (LP AM 08LP) □VARIOUS THROWBACK ATTACK Warlock (CO WR 28982) □ VARIOUS H1P HOP TIME CAPSULE Rap Entertainmenl (CO DRB D52} 
CATALOGUE & REISSUES 

pre vu 

TGE GUITAR AND BASS Sony France (CO 517U72) LJ DtKKi. uiuuK IN CONCERT Comel (CD 43339) QBUIECATS BLUE CATS Roddwuse (CO ROCKCO 80U) □ BLUE CATS F1GHT BACK Roddwuse (CO ROCKCO 8111) □ BUCKLEY, ANNE THE CELTIC GODDESS ABL (CD ABLCO 001) 

_ IKE. STANLEY CUITAR AND BASS Sony France (CO 5171192) □ COIE, NAT KING' THE WORLD OF NAT KING COŒ EMI Catalogue (CD 5606802) □ COLONNA, CLAUDIA HOMMAGE A UNE LEGENDE Rockhouse (CD ROCKCO 9903) □ COSBY, BILL FAT ALBERT Spoctnini (CO B 349102) 
the only CD packaging solulioi lhal lets /ou discox 
came and hear it for yourself! .v 

www,.pfe^yfUi 

□ EVANS, Bia IHE Bia EVANS STORY ton (CO KA OtOSI □ EVERCUAR SOMUCHFORTHEAFTERGtOW Krloftme (DVA 8365039 CO a365( □ FAITBFUU, MARIANNE OIE COUECTION SpKlmn ICO 982«01) □ FERRY, BRVAN BOYS ANO GIR1S EMI (SAC FERRYSACO 6) □ FTTZGERAU). EUA UVE ATTHE NEW YORK PAtLADIUM FAICON (CO UN 35361 □ FIYINC BURHTTO BROTHERS, THE THE COUECTION SpecOun (CO 9820305) □EUFINO SAUCERS FIANET OF THE DRAPES RocWKœt (CD ROCKCO 8703) □ GONEUA, NAT BltlW THAT HORN SunlioM, (CD SUN 214t) □ ORECO, JOUETTE RIVE GAUCHE ON RADIO TmUqhl (CD TW1CDAS 04161 □ HARDY, FRANÇOISE TANT DE BEUES OIOSES EMI CaUcgue (CO 5605262) 

ROOS 

□ my MALAZE BLACKOUÎ LOVE Fargo (CO FA 20516) □ HA2YMALA2EHA2YMAL 9 l| 

CHARLES CUITAR AND BASS Smy France (CD 5171202) 

QHEISIECEND I/J.IHOUY 

NE. JEFFREY JEFFREY OSBOURNE Stïdnini (CD 7502132722) RIUS. JACO CUITAR ANO BASS Sony Fimw (CO 5172532) ATION DONT DICTATE - THE BEST Of EMI Cckl (CO 5607622) □PHIUIPS, DAVE WIU1YOOTH Borkhouv (CO ROCKCO 8210) QPHIUJPS SIO HORSOUEUVRES Snnflwn (CO SUN 2143) □ PRESUY, ELVIS CI BLUES BMG (CO 078636696O2I □ PROOIGY, THE MAXIMUM PROOIGY dircnic Drauns [CO ABCD194) □ PROFESSOR EOKGHA1R ROCK N ROU GUMBO Enurcy (CD 9822468) □REO THR£AO,THE TENSION PINS Badman (CO BRCDWI U RONETTES THE IEAFUR1N0 VERONICA EMI CoW (CO 86429821 rn«UDIC me cran cuAnra.ic nn«    



Albums listedthis week: 212 
Yearto date: 631 
Year to date: 297 ^ 
Hff^8g7or' Records released 24.01.05 

)US THE BEST OF JAZZ VOL 3 SI 
Hïï «S S0METH1NG L1K£ COUNTRY Rmvk (CD RRCD 510) 9Sm TOP TWfNT,' VOL 2 Riveryfe (CD RRCO 512) Hcvk« ROOSEVELT THE H0NCY0R1PPERS OUKES MIXTURE Envrcy (CD 9822499) 
§S:sïsss=S 
HSSSSSSS, RïïoÏ5MV16DWI!CAV,:ta(CO 82876579312) nvAWOOS THE Vie£W6RCAVtlûr (CD 82876579332) HÎjBOIIS PIATINUM OISCO HOUSE Oynmic ICD PLIUCO 0?) HvWUOUS aEZMER VIDDiSH SWING MUS1C Sokkn ICD SOL 5731 d UMIOUS TAOOS Sttot (CD SOL 530) iVÛRIOUS DUKES Of JA22 lata (CD 1ATA 503) ] ÏJSIOJS AI THE f lAKOBAK UU (CD LATA 504) 

MUSIC DVD POP/ROCK □ AVARIOUS MOHSTERS OF DEATH Kiid □ MCCARTNEY, PAUL MUSIC BOX BIOL " 
□ CRAK8ERRIES, THE UVE UH3 MERCURY(9823357) 

Singles 
i HP s-FAHDANCETOMYRECORDBITCH/TBA End (12 END 059) ADO TedhHouse 

ZI TRIBE CAUED ES,A DAfiCl N/TBA Sleallh (ÏZ STEALTH 2012" STEALTH 20R) ADO HotûC □UHF UHf/TBA XL (12" XLXV 1516) VTHE Danrc □UNDER. ALEX LAS BICICLETAS SON PARA EL VERANO/TBA Trapez02" TRAPEZ 47) BCO M*» □VARIOUS UCANT GO WRONG PART 2/TBALazyEye (12'PC 002) ADO Housc- □ VARIOUS TEMPA ALLSTARS VOL 2/TBA Tempa fl2' TEMRA 012) SRO Danœ ADDICTS, JACK STALKER/T8A Dirty Blsie (12* 08 017) ADO T«hHousc AMADEUS, JEFF SQUAT ATTACK/TBA Cluster 02" CLU5TER 070) ADO Techno ANT & RACKITT SJJRGE/TBA Pcr/.trtool (12' PIS 025) ADD Techno HARDISSON, VLAD SIO SOMAR/TBA Seed (12' SEED1208) SRD Elecl/o 1 
ATOMGER BAIL ANO CHAIN/TBA Nag Nag Nag 02'm 001) ADD Efcclro □ WILD, DAMON SMOKED GROOVES/TBA Psîodo 02' PSEUDO 006) C Techno 

POP BAOBINGA SHAKE YER HEAD/TBA 777 (12" SVN 004) SRO Bredidxîfll | 
BUJPRINT RUBY/TBA Eweptional (12* EXEC 45) P Hou* BOXSACA FIAI LYRIC L & ANDREA CLARKE BACKINSIDE/TBA Nonslop (12' NONSTOP 006) SRD Dînœ j CAUlflElD, JEREMY CAVALCADE/TBA Dumb Unit (12* DUMBUNIT18) BGD Housc , 

□ FEIST1NSIDE & OUT/TBA Po'iUor (CD 987005512' 9870056) U Rock/Bap IHANSON PENNY AND ME/TBA CocAing Vinyl (CD FRYCO 220X CD FRYCO 220) P Rod/Pop 
CH3VY FUR COAT. NO KNICKERSZT BA Cakkills (12" CATP 005) V/THE Owmtempo COUETTE FEQJN HYPNOTIZED/TBA Om 02' OMI68SV) P D.trwi COMPOUHD VS M1DR0 MUSIC IS THE KEY/TBA Sound Of New (12' SON 001) ADD Trance CUBIC 22 N1GHT IN MOI lON/TBA XL (12* XLXV 1515) \1FTHE Dance DAVE THE DRUMMER HYDRAULIX 28/TBA Hydraulix (12* HYDRO 028) ADD ^Techno 
DETROIT SEX MACHINE FUNKY CRAWl/TBA Nw; Again (12' NA 5016) C 

H LEMOM JELIY THE SHOUTY TRACK/T8A XL (CD 1FXLS 205CD1 CD 1FXLS 205CD2 T1FXIS 205) V/THE Pop ■ MCFADDEN, BRIAN, & DELTA GOODREM ALMOST HtRE/TBA Modest (CD Uu) BMG ■ MYLO DESTROY ROCK & ROIL/TBA Breasl Fed (CD BFD 014CD12* BFD 00M rTBFDOMS) P Pop M PHIXX STRAfiGE LOvE/TBA Concept (COOICON MCOŒCÛN^ P^( ^Pop □ WMDING PRKDfT IM fSÏFURMR NORTH THAN YDU/T BA Freh Ear (T TONES 019) P Rock/Pop 
DJ HQEjÉrEGRETWIBA WemalionaMeejay 02' G1G0U3140) V/THE 
DJQUESTTHE COOD THE BAD ANO THE UGLY PART 1/TBACyberfunk(ITCFUNK018) SRD Brwllxai DJ SNEAK FUNKY RKYTHM/TBA Magnotic (12' ZMAG16) A00 Houso 

QBREED 77 SHADOWS/TBA Abats (CD JASCDUK OB CD JASCOVUK 013 7" JASUK 013) V/THE Rock □ LAMONTAGNE, RAY TROUBLE/TBA Echo (T ECS 155 CD ECSCO155) P Sngcr/Songwrte □ HE AGA1NST THEM LUSTFUL EYES/TBA Hot Tceth (T HOTTETH (K) SHK/P Imfe □ VACATION OESÏÏ FUTE PROSTITUTE/TBA Echo (T ECS 155) P ^ □WAXW1NGS.THES1EADY AS STARUGHVTBALoog (7-1000 005) SHK/P In&f 

JK WALKER RETHIT1ATE7IBA 

HADE OF SUKABA AnjmbeaB I12' ANJ 044) UOHEY LUNES JUST AS LONG AS 1GOT YOlfTBA XL (12' XLXV15U) (OVEFREEKZ.THE SKINE/TBA PosiIm icoconvs 21412' 12™ 214) JWSTIK SOULEENUSK/IBA Moxic (ir MOXI0021 MUfFER. OUY LiNTll LELVT BA RM 112'RAW 29) WTDPE LI6ERIANGLÏTBA Areal 12 {12- AREAL 27) il!!! SWRS DISCLVTBA ItaBc (12* ETAUC 46) ™8DA*, MIRE CASH/TBA FttcniXK (1? FR 049) 
« KICK DUT THE CHAIRS Cranf Allai IlE' G0MMAO47) 

ï» MI.W1 EA Rido, Lteic 112'OUTBLTD 0231 ™WRPLANT TURK TOGOOfTBANascml (12' NAS 016 ""E fUNK/IBA Ntasli (12" MASH 07W) 

"ER THE V1BE/TBA H,vRm 112" HAR 014) «*■ JESSE NECTAR OF MY LOVE/IBA Ir.«m 112- TRAUMV 55) ® Of CHAMPIONS HUSH THAT TUSS EP/IBA Sound 01 Ow 1 

CADIZ MUSIC 
CADIZDiGTAL 

music distribution 
instore:online 

salesio'cadizmusic.co.uk 1 info'"'caclizdigital.n( wvwv.cadizdigilal.nel || exclusive distribution in the uk by pinnacle entertaii 
ROOTS □BUICH CASS1DY SOUND SYSTEM ROCKERS GALORHjBUICBES 6REWIBA Soma IT TIK 021) V □ COUNTBASSDDOWH EASY/T8AR3mpHO'RAMP0O2) P □ OONOVAH, RAS LIT Wt ayiBA Buràl U,> ir BM19) 

H ROSE. M1CHAEL BICHTEOUSOBA Jjh Wmior [/* JW 7201 nsHAKU BOBBO POOR PEOPEE MUST WORK/TBA Bural Mit lir BM18) □ ST HILAIRE PAUL FREE FOR AEUTBA Buml Mix (T BM 201 URBAN 
□ COOLÏG HOT BOX AFTER EIFE/TBA OOBV (IT 1200ME198) DCORMECA MONTANA DIARY Traffclir TEC 1939) H QEPHANT MAN KN'OCK EM OUI WIO A CHAIR/TBA BuT-xcut (l?- BRUX 001] Q EMAHUa THE HEY MAILOBA Hissle (T VRUK OO'SI ncRAYSKUi PROM QU1Z/TBA RtljniKaisn il? RS 0055) H J ZONE CREATER LATER/TBA Fal BMK 11?' PRB 25181 n KOUSHIK E1YTBA P1AS 02'PIASX (MOT) H MMNSOUBCE LOOKIffi AT 1 HE FRONT OOOIVTBA WHd Pi» Or WP10201 noHE BE10 OECEPTIONS/IBA Fal BMU 02' FB 25191 Q PHARCYDE SOUL F10WTR/TBA Tmlfk: lir DMO 2039) nSLICK RICK TEENAGE lOVE/TBA Dt[ JW IIT 081391 H SPECIAL ED1 COI 1T MADE/TEA Profile {IT 6669811 niTC LOVE GUIDE/TBAIW 01 Srmi 02' WA1LI1021 H TWIN HYPt 0011101 HE CROWUIBA Pn» (1 r 6669911 □ )ÏÏBIT HEY NOW MEAN MUGGHf/TBA Sa» iCU 675M8212' 6756-186) 

5 with Brown, who wrote and/or produccd ail bul one of the 17 tracks on this awesome anthology. Anderson's .souîtul style is perfectly suited to Brown's funky backdrops and she certainly had a great set of pipes, 
version of What The World Needs Now Is Love, luming Bacharach's charming but 
de-force. The feminist anthem Message Frora The Soul Sisters remains potent 35 years on, and Supergood is a perfectly titled responsc to Brown's Superbad - thcse two tracks, incidentally, were recorded under the name of Myra Bames. AU in aU, it is a great but belated album from an 
long-player at the time. 
Various The Seventies Album (Sanctuary TLSANDD) Released just three months after Sanctuatys successbil The Sbrties Album, 
reached number nine on the compilation chart and bas sold 4-9,000 copies, this triple-disc delight shifts the focus to the next decade and. like ils predecessor, its a value for money set, featuring 70 original hits, while retailing for the price of a régulât album. Although naturally includingagreatmany Sanctuary copyrights, the set is both wide-ranging and impressive, containing 66 Top 10 hits and 22 number ones, among them Blondie's Heart Of Glass, the Village People's YMCA and Freda Payne's Band Of Gold. 
Philly Soul Flavas - The Soul Sound Of Philadelphia (Salsoul SALSACD106) «Siîjs^iru™ For those who think ofthe legendary Salsoul label a being purely 
excellent set wtll corne as a pleasant surprise, concentr as it does, on the more mellow, soulful songs that emerged from the label, whichis set to celebrate its 30th anniversary this year. Of course, kecping that disco groove completely at bay is a difficult task, and some of the tracks here are soulful and disco - a good example being Eddie Holraans This Will Be A NightTo Remember, where his high-pitched honey tones are caressed lovingly by skin-llght slrings but carried along at a rate of knots by a beat that knows that soul doesn't have to be slow. Other excellent tracks include Tired Of Being Your Pool by Love Committee and Cry My Eycs Out by Bunny Sigler. 
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Singles 

r. /"V 
Elvis Presley becomes the first act in 24 
years to replace himself at one as he holds 
off the Manies and The Killers to score the 
l,000th number one. 
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22 21 

avis PRESLEY (MGHT/IGOTSIUNG MAN1C STRECT PREACHERS EMPTY SOULS THE KiaERS S0ME60DVT0LDME UHaiNG HATIONS PUT OF TOUCH LEMAR If THERE-S ANY JUSTICE SOUL CEHTRAL STRINGS OF LIEE (STRONGER ON MY OWN) ROOSTER 5TAR1NG AT THE SUN CWEN STEFANIWHAT YOU WAITING FOR STEVE BROOKSTEIN AGAINST ALL ODDS KYLIE MINQGUE1 BEL1EVE IN 
SCISSOR S1STERS FILTHY/G0RGE0U5 NATASHA BEDÏHGnELD UNWRITTEH CREEN BAY BOULEVARD QF BROKER DREAMS DESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MV BREATH ELVIS PRESLEY JAHHOUSERO ICE CUBE FEAT. MACK10 & MS TOI YOU CAR DO 1T IRON MAJDEN THE NUMBER OF THE BEAST 
M1CHAEL CRAY THE WEEKENO MAROQN 5 5UNDAY M0RN1NG DANA RAYNEOBJECTOFMV DESIRE JAY-Z & UNKIN PARK NUMB/ENCORE ERASUREBREATHE NEUY & CHRIST1NA ACUOERA TILT YA HEAD BACK RONAN KEAT1NG FEAT. YUSUF EATHER & SON SCISSOR S1STERS MARY TH1RTEEN SENSES THRU THE GLAS5 ERIC PRYDZGALLON ME 
ROBBIE WILLIAMS MISUNDERSTOOD CHR1STINA AGU1URA & MISSY ELUOTT CAR WASH 
MAROON 5 SHE W1LL BE LOVED SNOOP DOGG FEAT. PHARRELL DROP IT UKE1TS HOT EMINEM L1KE TOY S0LD1ERS 
NARC0T1C THRUST WHEN THE DAWN BREAKS 

mm 

NARC0T1C THRUST WHEN THE DAWN BREAKS 
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LZ r ELVIS PRESLEY ONE fflHl/lGUI STUNG | 

2 fi -/ MÂNIC STREET PREACHERS EMPTY SOULS 
~3~ fi THE KILLERS SOMEBODY lOLD ME i , - irri,|ir, „ 
"4~ STEVE BROOKSTEIN ( li' /h i'1 
~5~ w OOSTER STAF T ! HE SU ' 
~r / OF LIFE,.. o ,^ortmiC[)s(mHn 
~7~ J DARIUS ) i 

IRON MAIDEN IHt ilMLiL F i.'l THE BEAST 
■-i B UNIJING NATIONS OUT OF TOUCH c^cmsuit 

10 2 ELVIS PRESLEY JAILHOUSE ROCK 
TT 2 DANA RAYNEOBJECTOFMV DESIRE 

12" 2 SCISSORSISTERSEILTH, uip Ti !■ 
~Ï3~ 2 GREEN DAY ARD OF BROKEN DREAMS 
~w 2 ERASUREM E rilf 
E 12 GWEN STEFANI WHAT YOU WAITING FOR 

16 l T/ / POP 
E JAY-Z/LINKIN PARK NUMB/ENCORE 

18 2 T THIRTEEN SENSES THRU THE GU\SS 
19" 3 ICE CUBE FEAT MACK 10 &MS TOI l'U r' N f C l 
"20" M THEMUSICBREAKIN' 
~2Îl 0 9 LEMAR IF THERE'S ANY JUSTICE (Rawlmq/Mechan) NoUinq Hil/EMI (Lceson/Vale) Sony Masic 6756072 {T£N} "22" m CLIENT PORNOGRAPHY 
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6 KYLIE MINOGUE LIEVEINYOU 
"24" 7 KINGSOFLEONI i f 1' r 
"25" SNOOP DOGG FEAT. PHARRELL DRuR u LU E II , Hi A 
"26" 7 RONI S1ZE FEAT. BEVERLEY KNIGHT N( MORE 
"27~ 8 i KASABIAN CUTT OFF 
"28" ïl 7 NARCOTiC THRUST 1 H ICI,. 'N BREAKS 

0 NELLV & CHRISTINA ACUILERA l ILT iA HE/.fi FiAi'l 
To" 0 RONAN KEATING & YUSUF Fil HEP AND SON 
TT 7 ^DjAIDZODOTHEY KNOW IT'S CHR1STMAS? ® ? 
sT V ̂ Graj^COMlNG DOWN/WHEN YOU SLEEP 

"33" 2 7 JAMIE SCOTT SEARCHING 
"34" H NATASHA BEDIN6FIELD UNWRITTEN 
"35" 0 ERIC PRYDZ' ALI 'iGME 
"36" 
"37" J 7 PINK GREASE STRIF 

0 LETHALBIZZLE PUW (FORWARD) 
"38" 0 USHER CONFESSIONS PART H/MmaO 
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» SUtiKlb IIMH HuUiLtKH & IVIlbbY tLLIUI I UAK WASH 
MICHAEL GRAY THE WEEKEND 

BUGZ IN THE ATTIC BOOTY LA LA 

20(0 48 3. 6 ROBBIE WILLIAMS MISUNDERSTOOD 
BRIAN MCFADDEN IRISH SON 

n JAMELIA DJ/STOP 

2 lURBAN COOKIE COLLECTIVE THE KEY THE SECRET 2005 

ELVIS PRESLEY THAT'S ALL RIGHT ySA G 

AVID MERRION/D MCCALL/P KENSITIGOT YOU BABE/SODATOP 

a IDESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MY BREATH DELERIUM FEAT. SARAH MCLACHLAN SILENCE 200't l'y 4 t - LE TIGRE TKO   
shawatwainTeat. markmcgrathparty for two 

HOUSE OF PAIN JUMP AROUND 

69 47 5 

MORRISSEY1 HAVE F0RG1VEN JESUS 
ARMAND VAN HELDEN V' 'J' 
AKON FEAT. STYLES P LOCKED UP 
jojo feÀt bowwôw BABYIT'SYOU 
DELTA GOODREM OUT OF THE BLUE 
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The Killers reach number one for the first 
time after a 32-weel< chart run, while 
Kasabian's seif-titled album re-climbs to its 
original peakoffour. 
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KÂSABIAN 

ABOUT JANE 
ANDFEÂRÎ 

AN ATOMIC BOMB 
KYLIE 

H ES 
STRAW 
COLLISION COURSE 

LOVE ANGEL MUSIC BABY 
TIMETOGROW 

NOTHING 

SEARCH 

10 YEARSOFHITS® 
SHAKf il ARl 

WHATWILL NE1GHB0URS SAY? ® 
DÊSÏÏNY 

irl. NIGHT® 
BEST DE® 
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SHANIA TWAIN GREATES! HITS ® 2 ® 

THE LIBERTINES THE LIBERTINES ® 

THE PRODIGY ALWAVS OUTNUMBERED NEVER OUTHJNNED 

JAMIE CULLUM TWENTYSUMh I HllMb ® 2 ® 

LUCIE SILVAS BREATHEIN© 

KATHERINE JENKINS SECOND NATURE ® INTERPOL TURN ON THE BRIGHT LIGHTS 

TRAVISSINGŒS®^^ 
JOHN LEGENOTTT iJl Ttl . HiP 

MASSIVE AHACKBIUE UNES 

GOLDIE LOOKIN CHAIN GREATEST HITS @ 
El1 CREENDAY AMERICAN IDIOT iH 2 NIRVANA NEVERMIND ûîtWMldatll) 
É6 VELVET REVOLVER CONTRABAND 4 4 BUNK182 BUNK182 (WWftMorM 
ITT GOOD CHARLOTTE 1HE CHRONICLES OF UFE AND DEATH Epi m» 
TT LOSTPROPHETS START SOMETHING VMfctosm 
7 j 7 MUSE ABSOLUTION W iM(4iU4TaaVtetITIM 
81 9 GUNS N' ROSES GREATEST HITS 9 8 NIRVANA UNPLUGGEDIN NEW YORK Utomi i0|O RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS LIVE IN HYDE PARK 
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